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Introduction 

The phrase superannuation law does not represent a single faceted law that governs 

superannuation. To  the contrary, the phrase can be conceptualised as an umbrella that 

shades the intersection of various competing bodies of law that together govern the 

superannuation industry. The competing bodies of law, as identified in Chapters z and 3, 

are trust, contract and statute. 

Inherent in any interactionary relationship is the presence of conflicts or tensions. This 

chapter proposes a mechanism for improving the structured interaction of the foregoing 

bodies of law, thereby providing a basis for the minimisation of conflict and tension in 

superannuation law. The mechanism proposed for the achievement of this objective is the 

"superannuation relationship framework". 

The proposed superannuation relationship framework ("SRF") is premised upon a schema 

of priorities that orders the application of the various competing bodies of law. A 

concomitant effect is to prioritise and structure the underlying interests of the various 

stakeholders. The essential features of the SRF are outlined in the following table. 

TABLE 5.1  -THE SUPERANNUATION RELATIONSHIP FRAMEWORK 

The proposed superannuatlon relatlonshlp framework embodles two Ilmbs. 

Flrst, the prlnclples of trust law and accompanylng equitable prlnclples must be used 
In prlorlty to all other prlnclples of law for the settlement of any Issues arlsing In the 
context of a superannuatlon fund. The elevatlon of trust prlnclples Is premlsed upon 
the attributes of the trust being the preferred vehlcle for the dellvery of the soclal 
objectlves of superannuatlon. 

However, In recognltlon that the trust Is the "preferred" vehlcle as opposed to a 
"perfect" vehlcle, and to mltlgate agalnst a rlgld adherence to trust prlnclples such 
that the soclal objectlves 01 superannuatlon are denled, the second llmb of the 
framework dlctates that prlnclples of trust law should be used In prlorlty to all other 
prlnclples except where: 

(l) the use of trust prlnclples denles the fulfilment of a maln objective of 
superannuatlon; or 

(11) the rationale underlylng the relevant trust prlnclple Is redundant In' the 
context of superannuatlon. 



The SRF is characterised by two core features. The first is preference of trust principle. In 

the Australian superannuation environment this accordance of priority rests on three 

principal foundations. First, the legislature has chosen the trust as the vehicle through 

which superannuation benefits are delivered. Secondly, and more importantly, 

notwithstanding the choice of the legislature, application of a process of regulatory analysis 

dictates that the trust should not only be chosen but that the underlying law of trusts 

should, as a general rule, be accorded priority in the schema of legal principles that underlie 

superannuation. Finally, the expressed industry preference for the trust justifies the 

theoretical choice of the trust vehicle and evidences the practical utility of the preference. 

The second core feature is structured flexibility. The trust is not the perfect vehicle but the 

preferred. It permits the application of other principles to resolve tension or conflict if this 

is justified. T o  this end, the SRF supplies two circumstances where relegation of trust 

principle is permitted. 

This chapter is dedicated to a more detailed examination of these features. The  

justifications underlying the preference for the trust are first discussed. Thereafter, in 

outlining the application of the SRF, attention is focused on the exceptions constituting 

the second limb. 

That trust principles should be accorded priority in the superannuation environment could 

conceivably rest upon one argument; that the trust is the primary vehicle through which 

the legislature has chosen to regulate the industry. In not only Australia, but also the 

United Kingdom,' Ontario," New Zealand3 and Hong Kong4 has the trust been chosen as 

the regulatory foundation. Thus, if the trust structure has been chosen by the legislature, a 

See 3.1 

See 3.2. 

3 See 3.3. 

4 See 3.4. 
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priori the associated principles of law should be those given priority in the resolution of 

conflict and tension within the law. 

This argument does not rest upon the perceived advantages or disadvantages of the trust as 

a structure for the delivery of superannuation benefits. I t  is premised purely on the notions 

of consistency, logic and certainty. Unless justified against a systematic framework of 

analysis, i t  is logically inconsistent to argue that although the trust has been chosen, other 

principles of law should be preferred. Moreover, it imports significant uncertainty into an 

area already fraught with complexity. If the trust vehicle is chosen, the principles governing 

trusts should in the first instance be accorded priority. 

This view has received judicial support in the Supreme Court of Canada. Significantly in 

the context of this discussion, pension funds in Canada may be established as trust funds, 

but also by way of contract. In Schmidt v A i r  Products of Cam& Ltd Cory J (with whom La 

Forest, L'Heureux-Dube, Gonthier and Iacobucci JJ concurred) stated that "[w)hen a trust 

is created, the funds which form the corpus are subjected to the requirements of trust law". 

Also, "Iilf no trust is created, then the administration and distribution of the pension 

fund ... will be governed solely by the terms of the plan [ie the ~ontract)" .~ His Honour 

emphasised this point of view when, in considering the issue of whether or not a 

superannuation trust is a trust for a purpose, he cited with approval the following 

statement of the Pension Commission of Ontario in Arrowhead Metals Ltd  v Royal T m s t  

C O : ~  

It is important to recognise that the characterization of pension trusts as purpose trusts 
results in the pension text, a contract, taking precedence over the trust agreement. That is, 
it makes common law principles of contract paramount to the equitable principles of trust 
law. It  is trite law that where common law and equity conflict, equity is to prevail. In light 
of that rule, it seems inappropriate to do indirectly that which could not be done directly. 

Two crucial points can be drawn from these comments. F h t ,  the structure upon which a 

superannuation scheme is premised dictates the principles to be applied in the resolution 

of any conflict. Consequently, if the funding structure is a trust, trust principles apply. 

Secondh, as a corollary of the first point, in circumstances where the trust has been selected 

as the funding vehicle, it is inappropriate to  elevate common law principles above equitable 

principles so as to give precedence to contract principles. Rather, trust principles should be 

5 (1994) 115 DLR (4th) 631 at 654. 
SchrnidtvAirProductrofCamda Ltd (1994) 115 DLR (4th) 631 at 654. 

7 (1992) 3(1) Pension Commission ofOntario BuNetin 19 at 20-21 (also cited with approval in Bathgate v 
NationalHockey League Pemion Society (1991) 98 DLR (4th) 326 at 387 per Adamsn. 
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accorded priority in the resolution of any conflict or tension within the law. Departure 

from, or modification to, general trust principles should be sanctioned only where that 

departure or modification is critically assessed against a framework for analysis. 

The conclusions drawn from the application of a system of regulatory analysis dictate that 

not only has the legislature chosen the optimum legal structure, but that the underlying 

principles of trust law are inherently those best suited for the delivery of superannuation 

objectives. 

The Nature of Regulation 

Regulation is a multifaceted concept of diverse meaning. Though a variety of definitions 

are in usage,8 for the purpose of this chapter the concept of regulation is categorised 

according to two main forms. At the narrowest level, governmental regulation is an 

authoritative set of rules compliance with which is monitored and enforced by a prescribed 

mechanism, usually a public agency.9 Regulation in this context is considered one of the 

instruments by which governments seek to implement public policy. Other means include 

taxation, the direct provision of services, disclosure requirements and public owner~hip. '~ 

At a broader level, regulation refers to "all the efforts of state agencies to steer the 

economy"," and therefore encompasses any legislation or governmental policy that seeks to 

modify the behaviour of persons and organisations in the private sector." This latter 

definition does not seek to compartmentalise the various instruments in the governmental 

arsenal. For instance, while implementation of taxation and disclosure requirements would 

be excluded from the classic and narrower definition of regulation, each is included in the 

broader form. 

8 See Baldwin, Scott and Hood (eds), A Reader in Regulation (OUP, 1998, p 2; Fels, "The Political 
Economy of Regulation" (1982) S UNSWLJ 29 at 31. 

9 Baldwin, Scott and Hood (eds), A Reader in Regulation (OUP, 1998), p 3. 
' O  Economic Council of Canada, Regulation Refirence: A Pre l imi~ ty  Report to First Ministers, 1978, p 

'5. 
Baldwin, Scott and Hood (eds), A Reader in Regulation (OUP, 1998), p 3. 

'" Fels, "The Political Economy of Regulation" (1982) S UNSWLJ 29 at 31. 
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Regulation may, at either the broad or narrow level, be classified by nature: economic, 

redistributive or social. Governmental regulation is usually couched in economic terms, the 

general justification for regulatory intervention being alleged economic market 

imperfections or fai1ures.o This concept of market imperfection and failure can likewise 

justify intervention on distributive and social grounds. Regulation for the purpose of 

redistribution seeks, as its title suggests, to  redistribute income or wealth to certain groups 

in society. Conversely, the concept of social regulation, in a very general sense, refers to  the 

broad social objectives underlying and embodied within the regulation.'+ In these cases, the 

justification for legislative intervention is premised upon the notion that the unregulated 

market has imperfectly provided, or failed to provide, for an important policy objective. 

In  respect of the Australian superannuation regulatory scheme, the broader definition of 

. regulation better represents Parliament's approach to regulation. The package of legislation 

constituting both the Superannuation Guarantee Scheme ("SG Scheme") and the 

Superannuation Industry Supervision Scheme ("SIS Scheme") prescribes rules that  

stakeholders in the superannuation industry must, at the risk of penalties, comply with. As 

one of the main penalties for non-compliance is the loss of taxation concessions, according 

to  the narrower conception of regulation the legislature is arguably utilising the instrument 

of taxation as opposed to the instrument of regulation. Yet these definitional distinctions 

are circumvented if Parliament's actions are viewed in the context of the broader notion of 

regulation. Although the use of taxation measures can be viewed as an alternative to  the 

instrument of regulation, to  the extent that taxation is a measure implemented for the 

purpose of modifying the behaviour of stakeholders in the superannuation industry, the SG 

and SIS Schemes fall clearly within the bounds of the broader conception of regulation. 

Application ofRegulatory Analysis Principles 

Regulatory analysis had its genesis in the notion that an unregulated marketplace is the 

norm. As such, governmental regulation must be justified by demonstrating that i t  is 

needed to  secure an important policy objective that an unregulated marketplace cannot 

'3 The traditional market failure or imperfection justifications are catalogued as the control of: (a) 
monopoly power; (b) destructive competition; (c) externalities or spillovers; (d) inadequate 
provision of information; and (e) improper utilisation of natural resources: Economic Council 
of Canada, Responsible Regulation: An  Interim Report, 1979, pp 45-49; Breyer, Regulation and Its 
Reform (Harvard University Press, 1982). 

'4 Economic Council of Canada, Responsible Regulation An Interim Report, 1979, p 44. 
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achieve.'s Consequently, regulatory analysis yields an appreciation of the policy 

justifications and techniques utilised by governments to intervene in private markets.~~ 

The methodology of regulatory analysis dictates that the axiom for the creation, 

assessment or implementation of a program of regulation is first, t o  determine the 

objectives of regulation, secondly, to examine the alternative methods for achieving those 

objectives, and finally to select the optimum method for achieving the identified 

objectives.'7 

Regulatory analysis is mainly utilised in the context of the narrow conception of regulation 

to assess the suitability of various instruments that the government may or does use to 

achieve a policy objective; for example, assessing the effectiveness of the tool of regulation 

as opposed to the tool of taxation. However, the principles of this analysis may also be 

applied to the broader concept of regulation. I t  can be applied to assess the substance of 

the regulation and whether the measures implemented best achieve the legislature's policy 

objectives. So, in the context of the superannuation regulatory regime, the principles of 

regulatory analysis are used below to determine if the trust, with its underlying principles of 

law, is the optimum vehicle for the achievement of the legislature's objectives. 

The first stage of regulatory analysis assesses the objectives and justifications for regulating 

the superannuation industry. If it is assumed that the non-regulated market is the norm, 

the issue is whether or not the marketplace produces a result that is inconsistent with the 

economic, distributive or social policy objectives of parliament.18 In other words, does the 

market achieve what parliament views as important policy objectives? 

The Australian regulatory regime is characterised by two limbs. The first is the SG Scheme, 

introduced in 1992 with the enactment of the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act 1992 

(Cth) and the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth). The SG Scheme 

' 5  Breyer, "Analyzing Regulatory Failure: Mismatches, Less Restrictive Alternatives and Reform" 
(1979) 92 Harv L Rev 549 at $52. 

' 6  Tomain and Shapiro, "Analyzing Government Regulation" (1997) 4 9  Admin L Rev 377 at 398. 
'7 Breyer, "Analyzing Regulatory Failure: Mismatches, Less Restrictive Alternatives and Reform" 

(1979) 92 Haw L Rev 549 at 550; Tomain and Shapiro, "Analyzing Government Regulation" 
(1997) 49  Admin L Rev 377 at 379. 

'8 Tomain and Sha~iro, "Analyzing Government Regulation" (1997) 4 9  Admin L Rev 377 at 399. 
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requires all employers to provide a prescribed minimum level of superannuation support 

for each employee.'9 The second limb is the SIS Scheme, introduced in 1993 for the 

purpose of effecting the prudential regulation of superannuation entities. Of the package 

of legislation introduced, the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cth) ("SIS 

Act'?, Superannuation Indust~y (Supervision) Regulations 1994 (Cth) ("SIS Regulations") and 

the Superannuation (Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (Cth) are the most significant in terms 

of governance of superannuation entities. 

I t  is not proposed to undertake a detailed regulatory analysis of the first limb. The object 

of this thesis is to derive a greater appreciation of the tripartite relationship of trust, 

contract and statute, with emphasis upon the combined impact of legislative intervention 

and contract law on the general principles of trust law. More specifically, the purpose of 

this chapter is to examine the regulatory justifications for using the trust. In that the SIS 

Scheme, as opposed to the SG Scheme, dictates the use of a trust, it is the second limb of 

regulation that is of primary interest. Even so, a preliminary regulatory analysis of the SG 

Scheme is necessary for the purpose of contextual integrity, as the SG Scheme was the 

springboard from which the SIS Scheme arose. 

The SG Scheme came into effect on I July 1992. The long titles to the relevant Acts do 

not set out in any detail the objectives of the legislation. The long title to  the 

Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act 1992 (Cth) states merely that it is ''[aln Act to 

impose a charge on any shortfall in the amount contributed by employers to 

superannuation funds for the benefits of employees." In even simpler terms the long 

title to the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth) refers to the Act as 

"relating to the establishment of the Superannuation Guarantee Scheme, and for related 

purposes." The objectives must therefore be drawn from the Scheme's historical 

background and any relevant publicly available information at  the time of the Scheme's 

introduction. 

In the decade prior to the introduction of the SG Scheme, the Australian Labor Party 

(''ALP'?, which was then in power, entered into an Accord with the Australian Council 

of Trade Unions ("ACTU") for the purpose of developing a workable prices and 

v See 2.2.4.1. 
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incomes policy for A~stralia. '~ T o  this end, the ALP and the  ACTU agreed that an 

objective of their social security policy was t o  "redress anomalies in the availability of 

occupational welfare such as superannuation benefits."" This, in conjunction with the 

outcome of the 1986 and 1987 National Wage Case decisions," laid the foundation for 

award superannuation. T h e  effect of these decisions was to require employers t o  

contribute a minimum of 3 per cent superannuation on behalf of empl0yees.~3 As a 

result, superannuation coverage for employees rose sharply; between 1984 and 1989 the 

percentage of the Australian workforce covered by superannuation increased from 39.5 

per cent to 47 per cent.% Yet not surprisingly, the coverage favoured union members - 
"Iiln 1988, 60 per cent of unionists were the beneficiaries of superannuation schemes 

compared with only 28 per cent of non- unionist^."^^ 

I n  the National Wage Case 1971'~ the ACTU, with the support of the Commonwealth 

Government, sought a further increase in award superannuation. This attempt was 

unsuccessful and led the Commonwealth Government to introduce the compulsory SG 

scheme. 

Prior t o  the Accord agreement, subsequent National Wage Case decisions, and the  

introduction of the SG Scheme, Commonwealth Governments viewed the provision of 

superannuation as a voluntary, private sector, market-orientated activity."i I t  is against 

' O  Hawke, Australian Labor Party Poli Speech, Canberra, ALP, 1983 cited in Singleton, The Accord 
andthe~ustralian ~ a b o u r ~ o v e m e n t  &elbourne University Press, rggo), p r. 

" Statement of Accord by the Australian Labor Party and the Australian Council of Trade 
Unions regarding Economic Policy, February 1983, in Stilwell, The Accord and Beyond The 
Political Economy of the Lhor  Government (Pluto Press, 1986), p 171. As to the "Statement of 
Accord" see further 1.2.3. 

Nationul Wage Case June 1986 (1986) 14 IR 187; National Wage Case March 1987 (1987) 17 IR 65. In 
the 1986 National Wage Case the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, in light 
of the agreement by the ACTU and ALP for the implementation of a three per cent 
productivity increase in the form of superannuation, agreed to monitor and regulate any 
agreements entered into for new superannuation schemes, or im rovements to existing 
schemes: (1986) 14 IR 187 at 217. In the 1987 Nationul W a  e Clse the f!ommission extended its 
jurisdiction to the arbitration of superannuation and ma i e an award that payments should be 
made by employers of up to three percent of ordinary time weekly earnings: (1987) 17 IR 65 at 
86-89. 

l 3  See 1.2.3. 

'4 ABS, Employment Benefits, Cat No 6334.0, 1989; Deery and Plowman, Australian Industrial 
Relatiom (3rd ed, McGraw-Hill, 1991)~ pp 269-270. 

Deery and Plowman, Australian IndustrialRelatiom (3rd ed, McGraw-Hill, 1991), p 270 citing as 
authority ABS, Trade Union MembersAumalia, Cat No 6325.0,1988. 

(1991) 36 IR 120. 

'7 Taylor and Little, "Compulsory Occupational Superannuation: Forsaking Individual Protection 
for the National Interest" in Knox (ed), Superannuation: Contemporary Issues (Longman 
Professional, 1994), p 148 See also Knox, "Occupational Superannuation in Australia: Present 
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this background of incremental governmental intervention in the superannuation 

market that the policy justifications for the SG Scheme must be identified. 

Then Treasurer Dawkins revealed the purpose of the SG package in his second reading 

speechJ supporting the Bills and in a statement's released at the time the package came 

into force. H e  identified the function of the SG Scheme as being a central plank in the 

government's policy framework that is designed to interact with the established tiers of 

the retirement incomes policy, the old age pension and voluntary superannuation 

arrangements.J0 I n  this function, the SG Scheme was designed t o  counter and control 

the following challenges in the retirement incomes framework: 

D Ageing PopuLation: Australia has an ageing population, slow population growth and 
increasing life ex ectancy, generating significant budgetary consequences for the 
Commonwealth 8 overnment in terms of both funding for old age pensions and 
high health care costs.3' 

Coverage of Superannuation: Coupled with the first challenge was the second policy 
challenge of extending the coverage of superannuation savin Treasurer Dawkins 
stated that "experience has shown that tax incentives, usefalone ... failed t o  call 
forth an adequate spread, level or rate of growth of superannuation savingn.31 
Despite the reform of superannuation through the award system, there remained 
an ongoing need to ensure that "as many Australians as possible have access t o  
super an nu at ion".^ 

Suflciency of Saving: An effective system for the provision of adequate retirement 
income must not only be designed cover as many persons as possible, but must 

and Future" in Mendelsohn (ed), Finance of 0ldAge (Centre for Research on Federal Financial 
Relations, Australian National University, 1986). 

* Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 2 April 1992, at 
1763. 

'9 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 

Commonwealth of Australia, 1992. 
X B Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o the 

30 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 

Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at I. 
X Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o B the 

3 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 
Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo X n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o B the 
Commonwealth of Australia, 1992 at 14-15. In 1992 there were 1.9 million persons over the a e 
of 65 in Australia (11% of the po ulation). This figure is projected to rise to 5.2 million (20%) y 

af' 
i? 

2031. In respect of government outlay for pensions expenditure, in 1992 pensions cost 2.8% of 
gross domestic product. By 2025 this percentage is expected to increase to 4.5% of gross 
domestic product: Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Senate 18 June 1992, at 
3909 (Senator Nick Sherry). 

3 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 

Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 15. 
X B Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o the 

3 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debater, House of Representatives 1 April 1992, at 
1763. 
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meet the challenge of ensuring that individual superannuation savings provide an 
adequate level of income in retirement. 

Improving Retirement Conditions: Increased com ulsory provision of superannuation 
contributions was also designed to  assist the 8 ommonwealth Government in the 
challenge of improving "the retirement conditions for those Australians who were 
unable to fund adequately their own retirement incomesn.34 

Strengthening National Saving: The final challenge identified by Treasurer Dawkins 
was that of strengthening the national saving performance. Increased self- 
dependence and therefore greater domestic saving would lessen national 
dependence on foreign saving and assist to avoid incurring an unsustainable foreign 
d e b t 3  

I n  terms of regulatory analysis, these policy challenges reflect an underlying market 

failure: a significant group of persons did not choose to  save for the future 

notwithstanding capacity to do so.j6 In  this respect Treasurer Dawkins, on the eve of 

the introduction of the SG Scheme, stated that37 

... Australians generally undervalue savings for their own future retirement. Private 
voluntary savings cannot be relied upon to provide an adequate retirement security for 
most Australians. 

The failure to independently save for the future and fund retirement living increases 

reliance upon governmental assistance and places a heavy strain upon governmental 

resources, especially in view of an ageing population. Although this market failure has 

economic consequences, the government's decision to  intervene was not premised 

entirely upon the traditional economic justifications for regulation. Justification also 

flowed from social underpinnings - a concern to lay a foundation for income security 

and higher standards of living in retirement for future generations of retirees.j8 

34 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives z April 1992, at 
1764 (Mr John Dawkins, Treasurer). 

3 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for X Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o t t h e  
Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 17; Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, 
House of Representatives 2 April 1992, at 1764 (Mr John Dawkins, Treasurer). 

36 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, Senate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 6 May 1992, at SSU 4 (Mr Anthony Cole, Secretary, Department of Treasury, 
Canberra, ACT). 

37 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 
Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo X n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o B the 
Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at I. See also Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary 
Debates, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, 6 May 1992, at SSU 4 (Mr Anthony Cole, 
Secretary, Department of Treasury, Can g erra, ACT). 

j8 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives z April 1992, at 
1763 (Mr John Dawkins, Treasurer). 



Moreover, in that the system requires employers to make contributions on behalf of 

employees, redistributive themes are also evident. 

I n  light of the  challenges arising from the identified "market failure", two main 

governmental objectives underlie the  S G  Scheme: t o  increase the coverage of 

superannuationg9 and to increase the amount of individual superannuation ~avings.4~ 

Whether these were the "real" policy objectives and justifications for the introduction 

of the SG Scheme has been the subject of conjecture. In debating the SG Scheme set of 

Bills, the Opposition argued that evidence presented by the Department of Treasury 

indicated that there were "no economic, financial or social justifications for the  

Government's pr0posals."4~ Moreover, it was further argued that the SG Scheme w a s 9  

not a bona fide retirement incomes proposal. I t  is, in effect, an attempt to use retirement 
income to solve what is nothing more nor less than an industrial relations problem relating 
to the ACTU and the implementation of the accord. 

Further criticism alleged that introduction of the compulso~y SG Scheme was based 

upon self-interest as opposed t o  public interest, with the government seeking t o  

alleviate increasing demands on budgetary resources.43 However, for the purpose of this 

thesis the normative approach of regulatory analysis as propounded by BreyerH negates 

the relevance of these criticisms. The normative approach assumes that the legislature 

seeks in good faith t o  attain the publicly stated goals of regulation, regardless of the 

existence of other possible motives in fact.45 I n  this respect Breyer has opined that+ 

39 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 2 April 1992, at 
1763 (Mr John Dawkins, Treasurer). 

4' Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debater, House of Regfesentatjves 2 April 1992, at 
1763-1764 (Mr John Dawkins, Treasurer). Achievement of these o jectives in turn allows sco e 
for the government to fulfil other retirement income policy objectives, such as improving t E e 
retirement conditions of those who are unable to adequately fund their own retirement 
incomes and to strengthen national saving: at 1764. 

4' Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 5 May 1992, at 
2393 (Mr David Connolly). Mr Connolly further stated that "[alt a hearing of the Senate Select 
Committee on Suoerannuation. senior Treasurv officials ooured water on the alleeed 
justification for CO; ulso supe;annuation by adkitting that;hey were not in possessio~of 
any information whic E wou 7 d support the usual arguments for such a system": at "94-2391. 

43 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 5 May 1992, at 
2393 (Mr David Connolly). 

43 Taylor and Little, "Compulsory Occupational Su crannuatlon: Forsaking lndiv~dual Protection 
for the National Interest" in Knox (cd), .? uperannuation; ' Contern~ora+r Irruer (Loneman . A 

Professional, 1994)~ pp 15p156. 
44 Breyer, Regulation andIts R f i m  (Harvard University Press, 1982)~ p 10. 

45 Breyer further explains that the ob'ective of regulatory analysis as propounded in his book is 
not to "provide a general casual t h eory or explanation of regulation. Instead, it asks what 
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Even if the creation (or administration) of existing programs is best explained by the 
political power of special groups seeking selfish ends - which at least in some cases is 
doubtful - those who seek to 'ustify those programs must appeal to the public interest. 
Legislators, administrators, ju d ges, critics, and the public at large wish to know whether 
regulatory programs are justified. All of them seek standards against which to judge the 
success of a program and the merits of specific regulatory actions taken within a program's 
broad authority. Moreover, the view that regulators or politicians are motivated only by 
olitics or self interest is far too narrow. Many surely seek the public good and are swayed py arguments on the merits. 

Consequently, though legislative schemes may in fact be introduced other than for 

publicly stated justifications and objectives, any regulatory reform should nevertheless 

be assessed against its publicly declared rationales and objectives. T o  this end, the  

objectives identified from public statements of the government a t  the time of the  

introduction of the scheme are relied upon as the genuine objectives of the scheme. 

Having compulsorily exacted a pool of money t o  be preserved until retirement, the  

Commonwealth Government then had a strong interest in examining the security of the 

investment of that pool and, if necessary, intervene in the retirement incomes market t o  

buttress the existing security measures.47 

As early as 1915 the Commonwealth Government intervened in the market by 

introducing taxation incentives for participation in superannuation. However, it was not 

until the 1960s that the Commonwealth Government took an interest in the security of 

funds preserved. I n  1961, following findings of the  Commonwealth Ligertwood 

Committee of Taxation of widespread abuse of the  taxation concessions offered t o  

superannuation f u n d ~ , 4 ~  the Income Tax Assessment A c t  1936 (Cth) was amended so that 

funds were required t o  satisfy a number of tests before concessional taxation status 

would be granted.49 

reasonable human goals a program mi t sensibly have, regardless of its historical origins. It 8" assumes that regulators seek in good a ~ t h  to attain such goals, regardless of the existence of 
other possible motives in fact": Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform (Harvard University Press, 
1980, p 10. 

Breyer, RegulationandltsRefonn (Harvard University Press, 1982), p 10. 

47 ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investmenb: Superannuation, Report No 59, 1992. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Repon of the Commonwealth Committee on Taxation, Parl Paper No 
100,1961, at 155. 

49 The taxation concession granted was that the income of the superannuation fund was exempt 
from taxation. A selection of the tests a fund was required to satisfy included the following: 

the fund must be a superannuation fund that is indefinitely continuing; 
the fund must be established and administered solely to rovide superannuation benefits 
for employees on their retirement or for dependants o P employees in the event of the 
death of employees, not for the benefit of the employer sponsoring the fund; 
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Notwithstanding these requirements, it was not until 1987 with the enactment of the 

Occupational Superannuation Standards Act 1987 (Cth), the Occupational Superannuation 

Standards Regulationr 1987 (Cth) (collectively the "OSSA Scheme")and the Inrurance and 

Superannuation Commisrioner Act 1987 (Cth) ("ISC Act"), that the Commonwealth 

Government gave detailed consideration to the prudential regulation of the 

superannuation industry. Tied to the introduction of award superannuation, the OSSA 

Scheme set out various operating standards that superannuation funds and approved 

deposit funds were required to meet in order to qualify for concessional taxation 

treatment. The purpose of the OSSA Scheme, as stated by the then Minister for 

Science, Mr Barry Jones, was to ensure that superannuation arrangements were directed 

at meeting genuine retirement needs and that members' entitlements were protected.ro 

In addition to the OSSA standards, the ISC Act created the position of the Insurance 

and Superannuation Commissioner. Instituted as regulator of the OSSA standards, the 

Commissioner was conferred various powers for the purpose of checking compliance 

with the standards.rl 

Following the introduction of the SG Scheme, the Government had cause again to 

consider the adequacy of the prudential regulation of the superannuation market. 

Indeed, given the compulsory nature of the SG Scheme, as stated by Senator John 

Watson,r"'employees are entitled to expect measures to exist which protect those 

funds that are set aside for their benefitn.n As the Commonwealth Government 

considered that it was obliged "to provide an appropriate prudential framework",f4 a 

review of the superannuation industry was instituted through referral to both the 

Australian Law Reform Commission and the Senate Select Committee on 

the rights of members and beneficiaries must be fully defined by the terms of the fund and 
the right to receive benefits must be fully secured; and 
income from a non-arm's length investment must not exceed that which would be derived 
from an arm's length investment. 

See Income Tax Arsessment Act 1936 (Cth) s 23F; Davis, The Law of Superannuation in Awtralia 
(Legal Books Pty Ltd, 1985), pp 13-14. 

fo Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 14 May 1987, at 
3245. 

f' Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debater, House of Representatives 14 May 1987 at 
3246-3247 (Mr Barty Jones, Minister for Science). 

5l Senator John Watson was at that time a Liberal member of the Select Senate Committee on 
Superannuation. 

3 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentafy Debates, Senate 16 November 1993, at 2931. 
54 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasury, Strengthening Super Security, Statement 

by the Honourable John Dawkins MP Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 3. 
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Superannuation. The ensuing reports55 recommended various changes to the regulation 

of the superannuation industry t o  effect greater prudential security. These 

recommendations culminated in the introduction of a package of legislation collectively 

termed the SIS Scheme.r6 

The  regulatory objectives of the SIS Scheme were clearly enumerated by the 

Commonwealth Government at  the time the package of Bills constituting the scheme 

was introduced. The then Treasurer, Mr John Dawkins, outlining the policy of the 

government in a statement entitled "Strengthening Superannuation Security: The New 

Prudential Arrangements for Superannuation", stated that57 

An appropriate su ervisory framework is a central component of superannuation policy. g Notwithstanding t e sound record of su erannuation funds in this country, the growth of 
superannuation has necessitated a fulf review of the supervisory arrangements. The 
Government has undertaken to establish a comprehensive and effective prudential 
framework to give added protection to superannuation savings and to promote a more 
efficient superannuation indust ry... 

That prudential security is the objective of the SIS Scheme was further emphasised by 

the comments of Mr Gary Johns (then Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer) in his 

second reading speech in support of the SIS Bill. He  foreshadowed that it, as part of the 

entire legislative package, would "substantially increase the level ofprudentialprotection 

provided to the superannuation industry, and represent a substantial strengthening of 

t h e  security of superannuation savings and of the pro tec t ion  of the rights of 

superannuation fund members".rs Finally, and perhaps most persuasively, the objective 

of prudential security was also included in the SIS Act. The relevant section, SIS Act s 3, 

as originally enacted, read59 

55 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation, Safe arding Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the Senate Select ommltee on 
Superannuation, 1992; ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, Report No 59,1992. 

r6 In 1993 the following seven Acts were introduced as the "SIS Scheme": Superannuation (Financial 

Act 1993 (Cth); 

Amendment Act 1993 (~th3:  
57 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasury, Strengthening Super Security, Statement 

by the Honourable John Dawkins MP Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at I 
(emphasis supplied). 

rs Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 27 May 1993, at 
Irol (emphasis supplied). 

59 Emphasis sup lied The section has been subsequently amended to reflect changes in the K ' Re lator o f t  e superannuation industry. The SIS Act s 3 was amended in 1998 (FinancialSector 
~ e g m  (Amendments and Transitional Provisions) Act 1998 (Cth) s 3, Sch 16) and 1999 
(SuperannuationLegisIation AmendmentAct ( N o 3  1999 (Cth) s 3, Sch I). It now reads: 



The object of this Act is to make provision for the prudent management of certain 
superannuation funds, approved deposit funds and pooled superannuation trusts and for 
their supervision by the Insurance and Superannuation Cornmi~sioner.~~ 

O n  first reading i t  appears that  t he  objective is twofold: prudent management and 

supervision by a Regulator. I n  reality the second stated objective is a subset of the first. 

T h e  supervision of t he  industry by a Regulator is a means of  enforcing the prudential 

standards set  ou t  by the legislation, thereby facilitating the  prudential security o f  

superannuation savings6' 

I n  summary, prudential security of  superannuation savings is t he  justification for  

governmental intervention in  the  superannuation industry. T h e  impetus for  this 

intervention stemmed in  par t  from the  compulsory nature of the SG Scheme. T h e  

secure operation of the retirement income market was, and is, necessary t o  ensure the  

effective implementation of the  S G  S~heme .~" f  contributions are compulsorily 

collected and invested in superannuation trusts, the social and fiscal justifications for 

directing such collection cannot be achieved unless t he  system instituted for this 

purpose is ~ e c u r e . ~ J  

The object of this Act is to make provision for the prudent management of certain superannuation 
funds, approved deposit funds and pooled superannuation trusts and for their supervision by 
APRA, ASIC and the Commissioner ofTaxation. 

60 The Senate Select Committee on Superannuation also confirmed that rudential security is the 
objective of the SIS Act in its review of the Bills constituting the S1 Scheme. Specifically in 
respect of the SIS Act it was stated that: 

t 
This Bill is the most important of these seven SIS Bills and is designed to: 

Increase the level of prudential protection provided to the superannuation industry; 
Increase the security of superannuation savings; and 
Increase the protection and rights of superannuation fund members. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation, Super Supervision 
Bills, Ninth Report, 1993, at 92.5. 

61 See Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 27 May 1993, 
at rrol, where Mr Johns stated: "The Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Bill 1993 provides 
for effective supervisory arrangements involving direct enforcement powers for the Insurance 
and Superannuation Commission, enabling effective enforcement of the prudential 
requirements and obligations placed on funds and trustees". 

61 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin f i r  X Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o B the 
Commonwealth of Australia, 1992 at 29. This link was highlighted by the then Treasurer, Mr 
John Dawkins, when he remarked that: 

The Government is committed to the effective prudential supervision of the superannuation 
industry. This commitment recognises that official encouragement of superannuation saving brings , 
with it an obligation to provide an appropriate prudential framework which will minimise 
prudential risk and ensure that superannuation fulfds its role in retirement incomes policy and the 
mobilisation and investment of savings. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasury, Strengthening Super Security, Statement 
by the Honourable John Dawkins MP Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, 19.92, at 3. 

6J This was emphasised by Mr Allan Rocher, during the debate on the second reading of the Bills 
constituting the SIS Scheme, who stated: 
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T h e  perceived inadequacies of  t h e  OSSA standards gave further  impetus for  

intervention in the form of  the SIS Scheme.64 I n  1992, the ALRC and the Senate Select 

Committee of  Superannuation recommended that  the current system of  prudential 

regulation provided by the combination of general law and the  OSSA standards required 

strengthening.65 Thus  with the  same regulatory objective as i ts  forerunner, t h e  SIS 

Scheme was borne. 

T h e  second and third stages of regulatory analysis require that  t he  alternatives for  

achieving the  s tated regulatory objective be  identified, and  then  assessed, s o  as t o  

determine which alternative will best achieve the  stated regulatory objective of  prudential 

security. 

T h e  concept of  prudential security66 carries with i t  notions of  minimising risk. I n  this 

context t he  general overarching risk is that  superannuation benefits will not pass t o  t he  

ultimate designated beneficiaries. Thus, t he  issue is t o  identify the vehicle that will provide 

the  most secure foundation for t he  delivery of  superannuation benefits. Accordingly, t he  

protective attributes inherent in each legal vehicle are central to this assessment 

The bills introduce far-reachin changes to the re ulation and prudential supervision of 
superannuation funds, a proved tie osit funds and poo?ed superannuation trustees in Australia. 
Measure contained in t f e  biUs re&ct the eovernment's obiective of ensurine that Australians - 
tncreasingly provide for their own retirement, and also reflict a conviction on the part of the 
government tha t  superannuation is the preferred savings vehicle hy which such provision is to i,e 
made. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives 17 September 
1993, at 1006. 

64 The failings of the combined OSSA standards and general law can be summarised as: 
Uncertainty of the application of trust law and common law precedent; 
The ability to draft or amend trust deeds such that: (a) the strict general law duties that are imposed 
on trustees could be abro ated or lessened; and (b) entities other than the trustee effectively r;, controlled the operation of t  e trust (for example, employers); 
The inability to impose direct penalties upon trustees and directors of trustees for breaches; 
Insufficient protection for members in respect of fees; 
The time and cost associated with challenging a trustee's position at general law as well as a general 
inability to review discretionary decisions of trustees. 

See generally ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investment Schemes: Superannuation, Discussion Paper No  
50, I992 
See generally ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, Report No  59, 1992; 
Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, Sa$guarding Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the genate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 1992. 
As to the meaning of prudential security see 4.4. 
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The legal vehicles that can found the provision of superannuation benefits are trust, 

contract and company. As the SIS Act already mandates the use of the trust, the real 

question is whether or not it is the best choice given the stated regulatory objective. The 

following outlines the nature of each alternative vehicle and assesses the relevant features 

of each that add and detract from its ability to  facilitate the security of superannuation 

contributions, investments and benefits. 

The relationship of the trust has been defined as "the obligation enforceable in equity 

which rests on a person (the trustee) as owner of some specific property (the trust 

property) t o  deal with that property for the benefit of another person (the 

beneficiary)".67 The relationship between trustee and beneficiary is equitable in nature 

and can be further characterised by the responsibilities attendant upon the trustee in 

respect of the property held. In  R e  Scott (dec4 Mayo J defined the trust relationship in 

the context of responsibility, stating that:68 

[The trust] refers ... to the duty or the aggregate accumulation of obligations that rest U on 
a person, described as a trustee. The responsibilities are in relation to property he1 8 by 
him, or under his control. That property he will be com elled by a court in its equitable 
jurisdiction to administer in a manner lawfully prescri 1 ed by the trust instrument, or 
where there be no specific provision written or oral, or to theextent that such provision is 
invalid or lackin in accordance with equitable principles. As a consequence the 
administration w i t  be in such a manner that the consequential benefits and advantages 
accrue, not to the trustee, but to the person called cestuis que trust or beneficiaries, if 
there be any, if not, for some purpose which the lawwill recognise and enforce. 

The obligations that rest upon a trustee flow from both the trust instrument and, to the 

extent not modified by the trust instrument, the general law of trusts. General trust law 

principles can be formally categorised by the following trustee duties69 

to acquaint oneself with the terms of the trust instrument; 

to obey the terms of the trust instrument; 

to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries; 

not to place oneself in a position of conflict or profit from one's fiduciary 
position; 

to preserve and protect the trust property; 

* to invest; 

to account to the beneficiaries; 

67 Ford and Lee, Princ$lesof theLow of T m t ~  brd ed, LBC Information Services, 1996.)~ [~ooo]. 

I19481 SASR 193 at 196. 
69 For elaboration of the duties specified see 2.2.3.4. 
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to administer the trust personally; and 

to act impartially. 

The following example illustrates how the trust can be utilised for the provision of 

superannuation and related benefits. 

TRUST- EXAMPLE NO 1 

The employer pays a contribution (which may be added to by the employee) into a trurt fund 
on behalf of an employee. The legal owner, namely the trustee, manages and invests the fund 
for the DurDose of ~rovidina benefits to  the beneficiaries upon retirement or for other ancillaw . . - 
purposes specified in the trurt instrument. Other ancillary purposes 
of a benefit to the employee i f  he or she becomes disabled, or to a 
employee upon the dei thof  the employee. A benefit will not be paid i o  a beneficiary unleis the 
requirements in the trust deed as to the payment of such benefits have been met (otherwise 
termed "conditions of release"). 

The trurt scheme may have been established by the employer on behalf of his or her employees. 
Alternatively the scheme may have been be established by an institution or entity independent 
of the employer. 

The relationships between the parties can be diagrammatically represented as follows: 

EMPLOVER 

CONTRIBMONS TO 
THE TRUSTEE THE TRUSTEE P U C U  THE 

C O W I B M O N S  IN THE TRUST 
NND AM0 MANAGES AND 
I- THE TRUm FUND 

THL TRUSTEE UPON SATISFACTION OF A 
COWDlTlON OF R E L W E  PAVS BENEFITS 
OUT m THE BENEFICIARIES 

Even though the protective features underlying the trust arrangement arguably make it 

the optimum vehicle for the delivery of superannuation objectives, the trust, as the 

foundation of superannuation provision, has been the subject of criticism. The following 

details the protective features of the trust and assesses the criticisms against the 

regulatory objective of the prudential security. 

The Protective Features of the Trust 

The features of the trust arrangement that underlie its protective nature are: (i) duality 

of ownership and concomitant segregation of assets; (ii) access to an existing body of 
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law; (iii) protection of trust funds during bankruptcy and insolvency; (iv) access to the 

advice of the court; and (v) representative trusteeship. 

(i) Duality of Ownership and Segregation ofAssets 

The foremost feature of the trust relationship is duality of ownership: the trustee, as 

legal owner holds trust property for the benefit of beneficiaries. In  the 

superannuation context, a pool of funds consisting of superannuation contributions 

is held by the trustee to be invested and managed for the benefit of the beneficiaries. 

There are two principal advantages of this structure. First, it achieves a separation of 

the assets of the superannuation fund from those of the sponsoring employer. This 

segregation prevents the employer-sponsor from utilising fund assets for its own 

purposes and, upon insolvency of the employer-sponsor, protects the fund from 

distribution to the employer-sponsor's credit0rs.7~ 

Secondly, although legal ownership is vested in the trustee, upon its insolvency the 

assets of the trust are also protected from the creditors of the trustee. A sharp 

distinction is drawn between the assets of the superannuation fund and the personal 

assets of the trustee.7' I t  is,a fundamental principle of insolvency law, established 

both by statute and the general law, that property held on trust lies outside the pool 

of property available to satisfy the claims of creditors.7' I t  must be recognised that 

creditors may have a limited claim on the trust fund via the doctrine of subrogation. 

Where a trustee has incurred debts on behalf of the trust, in the event of insolvency 

the creditors may have their claim subrogated to the trustee's right of indemnity.73 In 

essence, the creditors stand in the shoes of the trustee and are substituted as being 

entitled to the right of indemnity. However, the right of subrogation in favour of 

creditors does not lessen the security of the fund; it merely represents what is rightly 

owed to the trustee and is therefore limited to properly incurred expenses on behalf 

of the trust and by restrictions in the trust deed. Moreover, where the trustee has 

7O United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Law Reform: The Repon of the Pension 
Law Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at  513.2.23; Nobles, Pensrons, Employment, andthe Law 
(Clarendon Press, 1993)~ p 10; Hand, "A New Legal Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes" 
(1993) 3 ICCLR IOI at 101. 

Langbein, "The Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce" (1997) 107 
Yale LJ 165 at 179. 

7 l  Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) s 116(z)(a); Re Australian Home Finance Ltd L19561 VLR I ;  Barclays Bank 
L tdv  5&istclose Investments Ltd(rg70) AC 567. 

73 Octavo Investments Pty L t d v  Kni ht (1979) 144 CLR 360 at 367,370-371 per Stephen, Aickin and 
Wilson JJ; Re Enhill Pty Ltd [19&l I VR 561 at 568 per Lush J; McLean v B u m  Philtj Trustee CO 
Pty Ltd(1989 NSWLR 623 at 640 per Young J. 
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already exercised his or her right of indemnity, creditors lose any right of subrogation 

and must proceed directly against the trustee. 

(ii) Existing Body ofLaw 

The protection and security of superannuation assets are bolstered in the trust 

context by the body of general law principles and duties established over time to  

regulate the trust mechanism. Primary among such principles are the duties 

attendant upon the trustee as legal owner of the assets. At  general law, a trustee, by 

reason of his or her position as trustee, holds a fiduciary position vis-i-vis the 

beneficiaries. To  this end, trustees must not place themselves in a position of conflict 

with their duty as trustee, or make an unauthorised profit from their position as 

trustee. Added to this, general principles of trust law require that trustees act in the 

best interests of the beneficiaries. This dictates that trustees must act t o  the 

exclusion of all other interests, be they those of the employer-sponsor or their own. 

I t  is often stated that power follows property.74 However, in the case of a trustee, 

although legal title vests in trustee, the power that follows that property is limited for 

a specific purpose. In  this context Professor Waters has stated that:75 

Trustees' powers of disposition and management over the property of which it has 
sole and absolute legal title are powers which vis-A-vis the beneficiary ... are 
subordinate to the right of enjoyment. They serve the right of enjoyment. The 
office of trustee is nothing but dispositive "trusts" and, in furtherance of those 
"trusts", administrative and dispositive powers. I t  follows that there is literally no 
place whereby the trustee when acting or omlttlng to act) within the scope of his 
trustee task can ever entertain any thought of advancing his own interests, even in 
the slightest degree. 

In  addition to  these requirements, trustees are required to  strictly obey the terms of 

the trust instrument, and beneficiaries, even those holding a mere expectancy, are 

granted standing at general law to enforce the terms of the trust. 

The role of trustee is the most demanding known to equity.T6 The equitable and 

trust law obligations that underlie the trust relationship embody "high-level 

74 Griffin, "Investing Labor Union Pension Funds in Workers: How ERISA and the Common 
Law Trust may Benefit Labor by Economically Targeting Investment" (1998) 32 Suffolk UL Rev 
11 at 45. 

75 Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.13. 

76 Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1.977: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.13. 
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principles of commercial morality"" which a t  their very core require the trustee t o  

act exclusively for the benefit of the beneficiaries. 

(iii) Guidance 

Stemming from the court's inherent jurisdiction to control trusts, a feature unique to 

equity is that trustees have a right to seek the opinion, advice o r  direction of the 

court on any question regarding the management or administration of the t r u ~ t . 7 ~  

Mirrored by statute in most Australian jurisdictions,79 this provides a support 

network for trustees in their protection and management functions. A trustee who 

acts in accordance with the advice or directions given is deemed t o  have discharged 

his or her duty, provided the facts disclosed to the court have remained substantially 

the sameso So well established is this right that trustees who fail t o  seek the 

direction and advice or the court in difficult circumstances have been judicially 

criticisedsl 

(iv) Representative Trusteeship 

The  flexibility of the trusc mechanism permits collective representation. Members 

and beneficiaries may participate directly a t  the trustee level as elected 

representatives serving either as individual trustees or as directors of a corporate 

trustee. As a result, the persons for whom the assets are held have direct input into 

the management and direction of the trust. This adds an additional layer of 

supervision over the trusc activities and ultimately increases the security of trust 

funds. I n  1992, the Pension Law Review Committee in the United Kingdom was 

established to review the framework of law and regulation within which occupational 

pension schemes operated. I n  respect of the  role of trustee, the Committee 

77 Sir Leonard Hoffman, "Equity and Its Role for SuperannuationIPension Schemes in the 90s"~ 
presented at Superannuation 1994: Living with Superannuation under the New System, Gold Coast, 
Feb 1994, Law Council of Australia, at 2.14. 

78 Re Earl of Radnor's Will Trusts (1890) 45 Ch D 402 at 423 er Lord Esher MR; Re Permanent 
Trustee AunraliaLtd(1994) 33 NSWLR 547 at 548 per l'oung! 

79 Trustee Act 1925 (ACT S 63; Trustee Act 1925 (NSW) s 63; Trusts Act 1973 (Qld) s 96; Trustee Act 
1936 (SA) s 91; GeneralRulesofProcedure in CivilProceedings 1996 (Vic) rr 54.02, 54.03; Trustees A n  
1962 (WA) s 92. 
Trustee Act 1925 (ACT S 63(2); Twtee Act 1925 (NSW) S 63(2); TMN Act 1973 (Qld) s 97; Trustee 
Act 1936 (SA) s 91; Trustees Act 1962 (WA) S 95. At general law see Re Enrlof Radnor'l Will Trurts 
(1890) 45 Ch D 402 at 423 per Lord Esher MR. 
Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.14. 
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concluded that while an important function of the trust was the segregation of assets 

for the protection of beneficiaries, equally important was that it provided "a 

mechanism for the collective representation and protection of members of a group of 

people linked by a common intere~t"?~ 

v The Remedy ofTracing 

A distinct strength of the trust concept is that it is a hybrid of obligation and 

property rights.@ Not only are the obligations placed upon trustees of a personal 

nature, such that any derivation from duty can be remedied in a personal action 

against the trustee, proprietary rights also flow from the nature of the relationship. 

In that the beneficiaries of a trust, at least collectively in the case of a discretionary 

t ~ s t , ~ 4  have a proprietary interest in the assets of the trust, the proprietary process 

of tracing is also available. When the requirements for tracing have been made out, 

the beneficial owners (ie the beneficiaries) may through that process follow trust 

property into the hands of anyone except a bona fide purchaser for value without 

notice.@ Once assets are identified ("traced'? as trust property, a proprietary remedy, 

such as a constructive trust or an equitable charge, may be awarded to secure either 

the propertyor the value of property back to the trust. 

The process of tracing exhibits its greatest utility in the context of insolvency, as it 

permits recognition of a pre-exiting equitable proprietary interest that may then pre- 

date the claims of third parties. Take the example of a trustee who, contrary to the 

duty not to place himself or herself in a position of conflict, places trust money in his 

or her bank account and then purchases shares in his or her own name from the 

money in that account. The process of tracing permits the identification of those 

shares as trust property. In circumstances where the trustee subsequently becomes 

bankrupt, rendering a personal action against the trustee for breach of duty is likely 

to be fruitless, the identification of the shares as trust property pre-dates any claim 

of the trustee in bankruptcy and therefore prevents distribution of the shares to 

8 V n i t e d  Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Luw Reform: The Report of the Pension 
LuwReview Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at $4.1.9. See 5.2. 

Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.15. 

84 Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home v Howellb CO (No 7) Pry Ltd (19841 2 NSWLR 406. 
85 Brady v Stapleton (1952) 88 CLR 322; Canadian Pacific Air Lines Ltd v Canadian ImperialBank of 

Commerce (1988) 42 DLR (4th) 375 
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creditors of the trustee; the shares as trust property (or the value thereof) will be 

returned to the trust. 

Criticisms of the Tncst 

Use of the trust structure as a foundation for securing superannuation and pension 

benefits has not been without its critics. In both Australia and the United Kingdom 

high profile collapses of superannuation and pension funds have led to increased 

scrutiny of the trust mechanism. In 1982 the Occupational Pension Board called for a 

review of trust law, concluding that the present structure of trust law did "not provide 

satisfactory safeguards for members' rights and expectations in occupational pension 

schemes". I t  recommended that a new type of legal structure similar to the limited 

liability company be devel0~ed.86 Although this recommendation failed to gain support, 

and in 1993 the Pension Law Review Committee confirmed the role of the trust as the 

foundation of pension schemes, the criticisms directed at the trust are still asserted by 

various commentators and must therefore be addressed. 

The major criticisms of the utilisation of the concept of the trust are that: 

(i) the trust vehicle is archaic and its principles were developed principally 
in the context of transmission of intergenerational wealth; 

(ii) the principles of trust law are not suited to pension schemes; 

(iii) the flexibility of the trust reduces the security of the superannuation 
assets; and 

(iv) the potential for imprecise drafting, and the difficulties of enforcement 
that can be experienced by beneficiaries, detract from the ability of the 
trust to provide a secure foundation for superannuation interests. 

Taking each criticism in turn. 

(i) Archaic Vehicle 

The Social Security Committee of the House of Commons in its 1992 report on the 

"Operation of Pension Funds" ("Field reportn),@ concerned to find a scapegoat for 

the Maxwell plundering of pensions could not appreciate how the 

government had permitted "medieval trust law" to found a system of private pension 

86 United Kin dom, Occupational Pensions Board, Greater Securiiyfor the Rights and Expectations of 
Members of 8ccupationat pension Schemes - A Report of the Occupational Pensions Board in Accordance 
with Section 660f the SocialSecuriiy Act 1973, Cmnd 8649,1982, at q8.7. 

87 United Kin dom, House of Commons Select Committee on Social Security, The Operation of 
~ension~unuf,  Second Report, HC 61-11 Session 1991-1992,1992. 

88 As to the Maxwell fraud see 5.2 note 169. 
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provisi0n.~9 The  essence of the concern was that trust principles, developed 

centuries earlier for the purpose of facilitating family dispositions and inheritances, 

were antiquarian in nature and therefore constituted an unsuitable base for pension 

and superannuation ~chemes.9~ 

This criticism is not only misplaced but inaccurate. Whilst the origins of the trust 

stem from the historical "use" developed in equity, the trust, in the words of the 

Pension Law Review Committee in the United Kingdom, "has shown a remarkable 

ability to  adapt itself to modern commercial requirementsn.9' The  advantage, not 

replicated in any other legal structure, of the separation of legal and equitable 

ownership combined with the considerable flexibility with which the terms of a trust 

deed can be drafted, underlies the trust's many variations of use. That the trust has 

developed well beyond its medieval origins was recognised by Issacs in 1929 when he 

catalogued the modern uses of the trust as "a readily available tool for everyday 

purposes of organization, financing, risk-shifting, credit operations, settling of 

disputes, and liquidation of business affairs". 

Added to this list are two particular forms of trust, the trading trust and the unit 

trust. In  1981 Professor Ford remarked on the prevalence of trading trusts, with the 

controllers of family businesses abandoning the proprietary company in favour of the 

trust.93 The unit trust is also a feature of modern institutions, permitting the pooling 

of assets for investment or general use as a business structure. I n  respect of the 

prevalence of commercial applications of the trust, Dal Pont and Chalmers 

comment:94 

89 United Kin dom, House of Commons Select Committee on Social Security, The Operation of 
~ e n s i o n ~ u n l ,  Second Report, HC 61-11 Session 1991-1992,199~, at 517. 

Moffat, "Pension Funds: A Fragmentation of Trust Law!" (1993) 56 MLR 471 at 471. 

United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Law Reform: The Report of the Pension 
Law Review Commiftee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at 914.1.9, 

9' Issacs, "Trusteeship in Modern Business" (1929) 42 Haw L Rev 1048 at 1048. Flannigan 
catalogues the various modern commercial applications of the trust as: (i) holding property and 
facilitating transactions; (ii) regulating opportunism; (iii) facilitating joint control; (iv) an 
investment vehicle; (v) facilitating financing and security arrangements; (vi) credit proofing 
(asset protection); and (vii) emitting tax minimization: see Flannigan, "Business Applications 
of the Express Trust" (19987 36 Alberta L Rev 630 Langbein similarly identifies the principal 
forms of the commercial trust in the United States as being: (i) ension trusts; (ii) investment 
trusts; (iii) corporate trusts; (iv) regulatory trusts; and (v) remexal trusts: see Langbein, "The 
Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce" (1997) 107 Yale LJ 165. 

93 Ford, "Trading Trusts and Creditors' Rights" (1981) 13 MULR I at I. 
94 Dal Pont and Chalmers, Equity and Trusts in Australia and New Zealand (2nd ed, LBC 

Information Services, zooo), p 683. 
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One of the most salient aspects of any account of the modern-day trust has been its 
penetration into commercial life. The trust has become a popular vehicle for 
management and commerce. If the   century use of trusts was principalk for the 
retention and redistribution of wealth within the family, then the 20' -century 
expansion of the use of trusts has been predominantly in the commercial field. 

Issacs alternatively depicts modern business as having become "honey-combed with 

trusteeship".95 To suggest tha t  t h e  "medieval" origins of  t h e  trust limit i ts  

commercial application is ou t  of  accord with t h e  reality that  t he  trust is a much 

utilised form of business organisation with many different commercial applications. 

Thus  in t he  words of Professor Hayton, "the trust can hardly be  regarded as a dying 

medieval institution: i t  is a thriving modern institution dancing vivaciously along t o  

the tune of '[alnything you can do  I can do bettern'.96 

(ii) Inadequacy onrus t s  for Superannuation and Pension Schemes 

T h e  criticism that  trust law is inadequate for superannuation revolves around the  

significance of t h e  employment relationship in  the context of the provision of 

superannuation. It is a t r i te  comment tha t  superannuation trusts differ from the  

traditional trust and customarily any analysis of this issue is prefaced by the  following 

comment of  Browne-Wilkinson VC in Imperid Group Pension Trust Ltd v Imperial 

Tobacco Ltd:97 

Pension schemes are of quite a different nature to traditional trusts. The traditional 
trust is one under which the settlor, by way of bounty, transfers property to trustees 
to be administered for the beneficiaries as objects of hi9bounty. Normally, there is 
no legal relationship between the parties apart from~h'e trust. The beneficiaries 

ve no consideration for what they receive. The settlor, as donor, can impose such 
k i t s  on his bounty as he chooses, includin imposing a requirement that the 
consent of himself or some other person shal f: be required to the exercise of the 
powers ... a pension scheme is quite different. Pension benefits are part of the 
consideration which an employee receives in return for the renderine of his 
services. In many cases ... meih;rrhip of the pension scheme is a requir;ment of 
emplovment ... Beneficiaries of the scheme, the members, far from being volunreers 
hate given valuable consideration. 

" 

T h e  general issue that  arises is whether these differences between the traditional 

trust and the superannuation trust are such that  the trust is rendered ineffective t o  

produce the desired superannuation outcomes. T w o  specific concerns that  underlie 

95 Issacs, "Trusteeship in Modern Business" (1929) 42 Harv L Rev 1048 at 1060. 

96 Hayton, "Trust Law and Occupational Pension Schemes" [rggj] Conv 283 at 285. 
97 [rgg~] 2 All ER 597 at 605. See also Mettoy Pension Trurteer Ltd v Evans [~ggol  I WLR 1587 at 

1610 er Warner J; Pittaway, "Pension Funds - Is a Separate Branch of Trust Law Evolving!" 
(19907 5 TLaiP 156; Lord Browne-Wikinson, "Equity and its Relevance to Suferannuation 
Schemes Today" (1992) 6 TLI 119; Milner, "Pension Trusts: A New Trust Form? I19971 Conv 
89. 
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this issue are thatfirst, the nature of the interest of a beneficiary of superannuation 

trust is not representative of the "earnedn nature of the employee's interest, and 

secondly, trust law principles were developed in the context of family relationships 

and are therefore not suited for application in an employment context. 

Nature of  interest not representative 

From an employee's perspective, the trust structure is argued to be inadequate for 

the purposes of superannuation provision as the nature of the interest attributed to  

an employee member in the fund does not reflect the fact that an employee's interest 

in the fund is "earned". Superannuation benefits are an integral part of the 

remuneration package of employees, such that consideration for services rendered is 

argued to be deferred pay.98 The undercurrent of this argument essentially focuses on 

ownership: if superannuation provision is earned as result of the employment 

relationship the employees/members of the superannuation fund should "own" the 

superannuation fund.99 Implicit in this is the concern that the interest bestowed 

upon a member of a superannuation fund - a mere expectancy that does not convert to  

a equitable proprietary interest until a condition of release is satisfied - is 

inconsistent with the notion that a superannuation entitlement is "deferred pay". 

Consequently, i t  is said the trust concept in its application to  superannuation 

schemes is fundamentally flawed in that it does not reflect the "real nature" of the 

interest. Nobles described the problem from the perspective of the role of property 

ideology in pension trust doctrine when he stated that:Ioo 

Employees have been impeded from claiming that their labour has given them 
groperty rights in the pension fund, by their inability to point to the fund as a 
thmng" which they can be said, in any meaningful way, to "own". 

98 Hand, "A New Le a1 Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes" (1993) 3 ICCLR ]or at 103-104; 
Moffat, "~ension%unds: A Fragmentation of Trust Law?" (1993) 56 MLR 471 at 478-479; 
Paatsch and Smith, "The Regulation of Australian Superannuation: An Industrial Relations 
Law Perspective - Part 2" (1993) 6 CBLJ 29 at 33; Gillese, "Pension Plans and the Law of 
Trusts" (1996) 75 Can Bar Rev 221 at 230-231; Nobles, "Pensions as Property and Pensions as 
Contract" in Harris (ed), Property Problems Wuwer Law International, 1997), pp 94-98. 

99 This argument is particularly prevalent in relation to a superannuation fund that is in surplus. If 
the emplo ee members' superannuation entitlements are deferred pay and the employee 
members t g erefore "own" the superannuation fund, they also own any surplus within the fund: 
Glover, "Lock v Westpac Banking Corporation and the Problem of Su erannuation Fund 
Surpluses" (1992) 9 Aust Bar Rev 172 at 178-179; Gillese, "Pension Plans an the Law of Trusts" 
(1996) 75 Can Bar Rev 221 at 230-231. See further 6.2.1. 

B 
IoO Nobles, Pensiom, Employment, andthe Low (Clarendon Press, 1993)~ p 94. 
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There is some judicial support for the notion that superannuation is an earned right, 

and as a consequence of being an integral part of the remuneration package is 

considered conceptually as "deferred pay".1or However, without commenting on the 

validity or otherwise of this notion, this conclusion by itself does not determine what 

the legal consequence of that description should be. The foregoing argument equates 

the nature of deferred pay with that of an immediate right to pay such as salary or 

wages for services performed. However, the terminological use of the word 

"deferred" immediately communicates that the right to pay is not current but to 

occur at some time in the future. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines the 

word "defern to mean "to put off to some later time; to delay or postpone". The  

phrase deferredpay therefore refers to a type of pay that is delayed or put off to some 

later time. In this context, superannuation entitlements are of quite a different 

nature to the traditional conception of pay; the pay and the benefits of pay, namely 

the rights of alienation, management and enjoyment, do not accrue until a later point 

in time. That later point in time is when a condition of release (as specified in the 

trust instrument or by statute) has been satisfied (such as, for example, that the 

relevant member has reached the specified age of retirement). This view of deferred 

pay is entirely consistent with nature of the interest held by beneficiaries of a 

superannuation fund. Superannuation contributions are held, preserved and 

protected until a later point in time. Beneficiaries can "expect" to receive a benefit 

upon fulfilment of the required conditions. Upon fulfilment of the relevant 

conditions, "ownership" is transferred from the trustee to the beneficiary in line with 

the terms of the trust deed and the object of the superannuation trust. The crucial 

issue is not the nature of the interest held but the security of that interest until the 

later point in time. Importantly, the trustee as legal owner is subject to arguably the 

most onerous duties imposed by the general law in order to facilitate his or her 

guardianship role as a protector of the "deferred interest". 

Principles were developed in the context of famih settlements 

The second concern is that the content of the various principles of trust law were 

developed in the context of family settlements and is therefore generally inadequate 

'Or Puny v Cleaver L19691 I All ER 555 at 559-560 per Lord Reid; The Halicyan Skies [[g761 I All ER 
856 a t  863-864 per Brandon J. See also Mesher, "Occupational Pensions" in Sweet h* Maxwelrs 
EncyclopaediaofEmploymentLaw, at 91-7006. 

- '44 - 
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to provide a system of principles for the governance of the relationships developed in 

the employment context. Hand describes the concern as follows:ro2 

Existing trust law, to state the issue simply, fails adequately to deal with many 
major pensions issues, either because they are peculiar to ension law, so general 
trust law has never had to find a solution, or because t ey result from recent 
developments in the law which were simply never envisaged. 

g 

Examples of areas in which trust law is argued to operate inadequately relate to  

distribution of surpluses, the allowance of contribution holidays, conflicts inherent in 

trusteeship, and the exercise of the discretion by trustees and empl0yers.'~3 

I t  is not proposed in this chapter to address the criticisms relating to each specific 

area; a further assessment of these issues is made in Chapter 6. However, at  a general 

level, the criticism that trust principles are inadequate can nonetheless be rejected 

for three reasons. 

I t  is inaccurate to view the general principles of trust law as static principles 

undeveloped over time. While general principles of trust law were conceived 

and initially developed in the context of the familial relationship, the 

equitable jurisdiction from which these principles flowed is flexible and 

progressive in nature. In this respect Sir Anthony Mason has commented that 

"Ie}quitable doctrines and relief have extended beyond old boundaries into 

new territory where no Lord Chancellor's foot has previously left its 

imprintn.'04 Sir Leonard Hoffman has similarly encapsulated this point by 

reference to  a comment of Lord Justice Harman that "equity is not presumed 

to  be beyond the age of child bearingV.'O5 Just one example of the child 

bearing capacity of equity is the constructive trust. This doctrine has shown 

itself to  be infinitely adaptable, allocating interests of property on a broad 

'02 Hand, "A New Legal Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes"(1993) 3 ICCLR IOI at 102. 

'O3 In respect of these concerns see United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension 
Low Reform: The Report of the Pension Low Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, Ch 4; Hand, "A 
New Legal Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes" (1993) 3 ICCLR IOI  at 102-to$; Paatsch 
and Sm~th, "The Regulation of Australian Superannuation: An Industrial Relations Law 
Perspective - Part 2" (1993) 6 CBLJ 29 at 32-49; Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a 
Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at Superannuation 1777: Bridge over Troubled 
Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of Australia, at 1.21-1.29. 

1°4 Mason, "The Place of Equity and Equitable ~octr ines  in the Contemporary Common Law 
World" (1994) IIO LQR 238 at 238. 

'Or Sir Leonard Hoffman, "Equity and Its Role for SuperannuationIPension Schemes in the gos", 
presented at Superannuation 1774: Living with Superannuation under the New System, Gold Coast, 
Feb 1994, Law Council of Australia, at 2.3. 
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unconscionability ground independent of fiduciary relations in a manner that 

was not foreseeable prior to the 1970s and 1980s . '~~  Moreover, it has shown 

similar versatility in "handling problems created by the modern multi- 

company director who gains commercial knowledge by virtue of an 

appointment with one company but exploits it for another andlor herself or 

himself1.'07 

o To  criticise a body of law for failing to have on hand solutions and principles 

developed for application to new circumstances and relationships arguably 

expects too much of that body of law. As a feature of both common law and 

equity is their development on a case by case basis, this criticism is one that 

could be made of any body of law. Though the criticism may be apposite to 

the issue of the ability of the common law or equity to supply timely reform 

and response to legal issues, it cannot be relied upon as a means to distinguish 

the suitability of trust from any other mechanism. 

0 The criticism at hand goes to the operational efficiency of the trust rather 

than to its structural ability to achieve the desired outcome. Addressing 

criticisms of the trust mechanism raised by submissions to the Goode 

Committee in its review of the United Kingdom's private pension system, 

Waters argued that: '08 

None of these issues challenge the appropriateness to pensions plans of the 
trust concept. But they all affect the quality of trust operation. 

I t  is likewise argued in this context that the criticisms raised in respect of the 

suitability of trust principles, if indeed they can be sustained, do not go to the 

fundamental issue of suitability of the trust structure. Instead, they relate to 

the operation of those principles in the superannuation context. This is not to 

say that identified inadequacies in the operation of the trust principles are 

matters of no importance. Rather, in this context, the criticisms are not 

'06 See generally Cope, Comtructive Trusts (Law Book CO, 19gz), Chs I ,  Z , Z I - Z ~ .  

1°7 Dal Pont and Chalmers, Equity and Trusts in Australia and New Zealand (2nd ed, LBC 
Information Services, zooo), p 410. 

'08 Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented a t  
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.27. 
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fundamental t o  the suitability of the trust to provide a secure foundation for 

superannuation provision. Waters makes the further point thac:1°9 

In the interests of efficiency it is trust operation that the courts are constantly 
re-weighing. And that concern seems unlikely to change. In my opinion it 
should remain so. 

I t  is in the context of review by the judiciary and by Parliament that criticisms 

of the efficiency of trust operation are currently addressed, and should 

continue to be so addressed. Their relevance is one step removed from that of 

assessing the structural ability of the trust mechanism to achieve identified 

outcomes. 

Ciii) Flexibility 

The flexibility of the trust and its resultant versatility is a much commended feature 

of the modern commercial trust in that it permits the vehicle to be shaped to cater 

for new circumstances and relati~nships."~ Professor Maitland's appreciation of this 

feature is apparent from his depiction of the trust as "an 'institute' of great elasticity 

and generality; as elastic, as general as a contract"."' Yet whether o r  not this 

flexibility is to be applauded depends upon the purpose of the trust and degree t o  

which strong protection is sought for the beneficiaries."' In the context of 

superannuation law, the trust's inherent flexibility can be seen as a drawback that has 

the potential to go t o  the heart of the ability of the trust to facilitate the security of 

superannuation contributions and benefits. 

The  flexibility of the trust flows from the ability of the settlor to frame the terms of 

a trust instrument so as t o  modify the general principles of trust law that govern the 

trust relationship. Except for the irreducible core of obligations fundamental to the 

concept of a trusty3 fiduciary and general law duties of trustees can be excluded, 

diluted or supplemented. For example, the trust deed may permit the trustee t o  

"9 Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.32. 

'I0 Langbein, "The Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce" (1997) 107 
Yale LJ 165 at 185. 

"' Maitland, Maitlands Equity (Brunyate ed, Cambridge University Press, 1936)~ p 23 
" V o b l e s ,  Pensions, Employment, andthe Lnw (Clarendon Press, 1993), p 12. 

"3 Armitage v Nurse [l9971 3 WLR 1046 a t  1056 per  Millett LJ. His Lordship viewed the 
"irreducible core" obligation of the trust as the duty of the trustees to perform the trust 
honestly and in good faith for the benefit of the beneficiaries": at  1056. 
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profit from his or her role, or may include a wide exoneration clause exempting a 

trustee from liability from imprudent or negligent breaches of trust thereby 

obstructing the beneficiaries' ability to secure the proper administration of the 

trust."4 The trust instrument can also be drafted so as to tailor mechanisms for 

governance and confer powers of management and administration on other parties, 

such as the settlor. 

From an employer's perspective this feature is of great advantage. The employer, 

most often as settlor, can draft the trust deed to include provisions that confer upon 

itself the power to  appoint and remove trustees, amend or consent to any 

amendment of the trust instrument, determine the amount of contributions, 

determine the destination of surplus, andlor revoke and wind up the trust. This 

ability to vest significant control in the employer, has been the subject of criticism."r 

The balance of power has been seen to lie so much with the employer that one 

commentator has suggested that a new form of trust, the pension trust, has evolved 

with the management and administrative function shared by a hybrid employer (as 

settlor) and trustee relationship.116 

The ability to draft a trust deed so as to minimise the duties incumbent upon a 

trustee and maximise the control of the employer exploits the benefits of flexibility 

and undermines the essential features of the trust that promotes security?I7 Given 

the object of regulatory intervention has been identified as the prudential management 

and control of superannuation activities for the purpose of ensuring the security of contributors' 

finds,118 it could be argued that the flexibility of the trust is fatal to its 

appropriateness for superannuation provision. However, to the contrary, statutory 

intervention can be utilised to prevent unjustifiable exploitation of the structure by 

promoting those principles at general law that promote security."9 The Goode 

Committee in its review of occupational pension schemes likewise concluded that 

"4 In respect of the difficulties associated with the inclusion of wide exoneration clauses see Dal 
Pont, "The Exclusion of Liability for Trustee Fraud" (1998) 6 APLJ 41. 

"F See Hand, "A New Legal Basis for Occu ational Pension Schemes" (1993) 3 ICCLR IOI at 104; 
Hayton, "Trust Law and 0ccupationa?~ension Schemesn [19931 Conv 283 at 294; United 
Kingdom, House of Commons Select Committee on Social Security, The Operation of Pension 
Funds, Second Report, HC 61-11 Session 1991-1992,1992, at 5142-5[44. 

"6 Milner, "Pension Trusts: A New Trust Form?' L19971 Conv 89 at 93-94. 
"7 Hayton, "Trust Law and Occupational Pension Schemes" 119931 Conv 283 at 294. 

See 4.2.1. 
" 9  Hayton, "Trust Law and Occupational Pension Schemes" L19931 Conv 283 at 294. 



"some curbs need to be placed on the permissible content of scheme rules, especially 

in relation to certain of the powers that can be reserved to the employer and the 

trustees and the scope of exemptions given to trustees from liability of breach of 

duty"."o 

Proponents of the contractual and company models may seize upon this weakness to 

argue that the requirement for legislative supplementation is therefore no bar to the 

adoption of either the contract or company model as a foundation for 

superannuation. If the trust model requires legislative supplementation in order to 

realise the advantages of the model, aproiri the necessity of legislative assistance to 

achieve superannuation objectives is not a basis upon which utilisation of the 

contract and company model can be distinguished. 

Yet whilst all models require legislative supplementation, the trust requires a much 

lesser degree of supplementation than the contract or company model. This flows 

from that fact that much of the legislative supplementation required in the trust 

model is positive supplementation; it simply reinforces the existing general law. The 

high threshold of standards and duties underpinning the general law is simply 

reinforced by the legislature. Also, the extensive body of case law interpreting and 

applying these general law principles applies to those principles enumerated in 

statutory form. In respect of the contract and company models, the existing law does 

not provide a suitable base level of protection. Consequently, new duties and 

restrictions would need to be created and ironically the protective attributes of the 

trust model would probablybe borrowed for this purpose. That it is not simply a 

matter of legislating to reinforce existing general law duties is shown later in this 

chapter in the context of the regulation of Retirement Savings Accounts."' 

(3 Imprecise Draflng andDzBculty of Enforcement 

The application of the trust structure for superannuation provision is the subject of 

two further criticisms: that members' benefits are exposed to uncertainty due to 

imprecise drafting;'12 and that the expense and time associated with litigation 

practically deters beneficiaries from seeking redress for grievances against a trustee's 

'" United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Low Reform: The Report of the Pension 
LawReview Committee, Cm 2341-1,1993, at S [ ~ . I . I ~ .  

'l' See the heading "Supplementing the Contract Model - The RSA Scheme" in 4.z.z.z. 
'l' Hand, "A New Legal Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes" (1993) 3 ICCLR 101 at 102. 



management and administration of the relevant trust.'? Though not without 

substance, these criticisms can be made of any other mechanism that is an alternative 

to the trust, and so they cannot be relied upon as a means to distinguish the 

suitability of trust from any other mechanism. Superannuation provision founded in 

contract and company can, to this end, also suffer the difficulty of imprecise drafting 

and the resultant struggle of interpretation. In respect of the enforcement of rights, 

whether arising from trust, contract, or company, the relevant individual is in each 

case subject to the vagaries of the court process. 

A contract is an agreement between parties recognised by the common law to be valid. 

Validity is premised upon an agreement that is certain in its terms and supported by 

consideration. Further formalities such as writing may also be required. The following 

two examples illustrate how the vehicle of contract can be utilised as a funding 

mechanism for the provision of superannuation and related benefits. 

CONTRACT - EXAMPLE NO 1 

The employer, by way of the employment contract, may promise to provide a benefit t o  the 
employee on his or her retirement at a specified age. Provision may also be made for the 
payment of a benefit: (i) to the employee i f  he or she becomes disabled; or (ii) to a person 
nominated by the employee upon the death of the employee. The employer may make 
provision for the funding of benefit in his or her accounts. More commonly, the employer 
would enter Into a contract with a superannuation provider, such as a life office, whereby the 
insurer, in consideration for regular contributions, agrees to  fund the benefits. The 
relationships between the parties can be diagrammatically represented as follows: 

CONTRACT 
O F  

INSURANCE 

' l 3  Hand, "A New Le a1 Basis for Occupational Pension Schemes" (1993) 3 ICCLR IOI  at 108; 
United Kin dom, 8ccu ational Pensions Board, Greater Securizyfor the Rights and Erpectatiom of 
Members of 8 ccupational semion Schemes - A  Report of the Occupational Penrions Board in Accordance 
with Section 66of the SocialSenrrity Act 1973, Cmnd 8649,1982, at $8.18. 
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CONTRACT - EXAMPLE NO 2 

The employer, by way of an employment contract, may permit employees to join the company 
retirement scheme. Pursuant to the scheme the employee may enter into a contract for the 
provision of benefits with a participating superannuation provider, such as a life office or a 
financial institution. In this sense the employer simply facilitates the employees' entry into a 
contract with a superannuation provider. As with Example No 1 benefits may be payable: (i) t o  
the employee upon his or her retirement or disability; and (ii) to a person nominated by the 
employee upon the death of the employee. The employer may either fund the contributions itrelf 
or withhold the contributions from the em~lovee's salarv or waqes (or a combination of both). . . - - 
See, for example, Lee. "Trustee Law and Superannuation Law: the Interface" (1997) 3 NZBLQ 116 
at 116-1 17. The diagrammatical relationships between the parties are as follows: 

CONTRAfT OF 
SCHEME 

General Concerns 

The chief advantage of the contract funding structure is its simplicity. Given 

contractual arrangements are incidents of everyday life, the parties involved may more 

easily understand the structure and nature of the relationship. Notwithstanding the 

simplicity of this arrangement, three fundamental concerns arise in respect of the ability 

of the contract structure to promote a secure foundation for the provision of 

superannuation. 

(i) The Absence of a SegregatedFund 

The first concern is that that there is no segregated fund of superannuation assets. 

Premiums paid to the superannuation provider ("provider") become the assets of the 

provider. The vehicle of contract creates only personal rights; employees become 

creditors of the provider, lacking any interest in the assets of the provider. As a 

consequence, upon insolvency employees must line up with the unsecured creditors 
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and hope for a distribution. In comparison, beneficiaries of a trust have both 

personal and proprietary rights. The trust mechanism places an insolvency shield 

around the segregated fund presening it for the purpose of the trust.''4 

A further repercussion of the absence of a segregated fund is that there is no 

opportunity for representative monitoring. The trust relationship permits 

beneficiaries to monitor and control the activities of the trustee. There is no scope in 

the contract model for provision of this further layer of security. The provider is 

both the legal and equitable owner of the premiums paid and is therefore responsible 

only to itself for the management of those assets. 

(ii) No D e s i p t e d  Protector 

The second drawback of the contract vehicle is that there is no fiduciary relationship 

between the provider and the employee, and no general law duty on the provider to 

act in the "best interests of the employees". The interest of the provider is essentiaUy 

that of self-interest. The provider acts "in the best interests" of itself subject to any 

contractual or other legal restraints in so acting. 

In the context of superannuation provision via the contract of insurance, some 

protection is provided as such contracts are recognised by the common law as 

contracts uberrimae m e ,  that is, of utmost good faith. As a consequence, an 

obligation to act with good faith is imported into every contract of insurance. This 

duty applies to both parties of the contract, the insurer and the insured. The term 

"utmost good faith" connotes that the obligation is essentially one of honestyI2S and 

one that in breach requires some "dishonest, capricious or unreasonable conduct."1z6 

In the High Court decision of Distillers Company Bio-Chemicals (Australia) Pty Ltd v 

AJAXImurance CO Ltah27 Stephen J went beyond the concept of honesty. Borrowing 

jurisprudence developed in the United Statesrs his Honour considered that the 

obligation of utmost good faith requires the insurer when exercising its rights and 

powers under the contract of insurance to have "regard for the interests of the 

See 4.2.2.1. 
'Y Vermeulen v SIMU Mutual Inrurance Association (1997) 4 ANZ Ins Cas 5160-813 at 74,987 per 

Hardie Boys J. 
'l6 Kelly v New Zealandlnrurance Company Ltd (1996) 9 ANZ Ins Cas 961-317 at 76,520 per Owen J. 

"7 (1973) 130 CLR I. 
"* As to the American conceptualisation of the notion of "good faith" see generally Liicke, "Good 

Faith and Contractual Performance" in Finn (ed), Ersays on Contract (Law Book CO, 1987), p 155. 
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insured as well as its own interestsn."9 Although, this duty most commonly manifests 

itself in the duty of disclosure,oo it applies to all actions of the parties in respect of 

the contractY1 The duty of utmost good faith has been given statutory recognition in 

the Insurance Contracts Ac t  1984 (Cth), s 13, which imports into every contract of 

insurance, within the ambit of the Act, an implied term requiring "each party to it to 

act toward the other party, in respect of any matter arising under or in relation to it, 

with the utmost good faithn. 

Although the duty of utmost good faith provides some protection to the insured, it is 

not of a comparable nature to the protection accorded to beneficiaries under the 

trust structure. The issue is essentially one of focus, and can be elucidated in the 

context of the hierarchy of protective responsibly advocated by Professor Finn (now 

Justice Finn)?jThe hierarchy of protective responsibility categorises the regulation 

of voluntary or consensual relationships in ascending order of intensity. At the lowest 

level is the "unconscionability standard", which is followed by the "good faith 

standard". At the highest level of intensity is the "fiduciary standard1'?33 Both the 

standard of unconscionability and standard of good faith proceed from the same 

footing, namely that individuals are entitled to act self-interestedly. The point of 

departure, and therefore the distinction between the two standards, is the extent to 

which the law permits self-interested acting. The unconscionability standard 

proscribes excessive self-interest or exploitative conduct. The standard of good faith, 

being of a higher level of intensity, requires further that the individual in his or her 

self-acting have regard to the legitimate interests of the other.o4 Progress along the 

intensity spectrum to the fiduciary standard witnesses a complete change in focus. 

The fiduciary standard requires the individual to act not in a self-interested fashion 

"9 Distillers Company Bio-Chemicah (Aurtrulia) Pty Ltd v AJAX Insurance CO Ltd (1973 130 CLR I at 
26. 

'30 See, for example, Banque Financiere de la Cite SA v Westgate Insurance CO Ltd I19911 2 AC 249. See 
further Sutton, InsurameLow in Australia Ord ed, LBC Information Services, 1999)~ pp ~$7-160. 

'3I Distillers Company Bio-Chemicals (Australia) P L t d v  AJAXInsurance Co Ltd (1973) 130 CLR I at 
30-32 per Stephen J; Re Zurich Australian nsurance Ltd (1999) 10 ANZ Ins Cas 5161-429 at 
74,840-74,842 per Chesterman J. 

?' 
' 3Vinnn,  "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciariesand Trusts (Carswell, 1989). 
'33 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciaries and Trusts (Carswell, 1989), p 

3. 
'34 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciaries and Trusts (Carswell, 1989), p 

4. 
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but in the interests of another;'35 "to act selflessly and with undivided l0~alty".'3~ The 

level of protective responsibility transforms from self-interest to self-less interest.Ij7 

This hierarchy of protective responsibility is directly relevant to choosing between 

the trust and contract structures. The highest level of protective responsibility 

applicable in the contractual model is that of good faith, a standard that is inward 

looking and founded upon self-interestedness. By comparison, the trust structure 

requires the legal owner of the assets to direct the activities of the trust entirely for 

the benefit of the beneficiaries. In doing so the trustee, subject to the terms of the 

trust instrument, cannot:'j8 

act in its own interest, 

* act in the interests of a third party; 

profit from his or her position; or 

glace emself or herself in a position of conflict vis-8-vis the trust and the 
eneficlarles. 

The trustee must act in an entirely self-less manner. Given the object of this 

regulatory analysis is to select a structure based upon the ability of that structure to 

promote the security of contributors' funds and ultimately the security of benefits, 

the trust structure is the preferred vehicle for the delivery of this object. A greater 

level of prudential security is obtained by the assignment of the role of protector to 

the trustee. This role is not in any way replicated in the contract structure. Instead 

the structure permits a degree of self-interested acting, with the duty of good faith 

mediating between conflicting interests. The trust structure is directed entirely to 

the interests of the beneficiaries and demands that the trustee, as protector, direct 

his or her interests exclusively to that purpose. The structure is not concerned with 

mediating between conflicting interests but seeks to secure the paramountcy of a 

particular interest, that of the beneficiaries.uq 

3 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciaries and Trusts (Carswell, 1989), p 
4. 

136 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciarier and Trusts (Carswell, 1989), p 
4.. 

'37 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciaries and Trusts (Carswell, 1989)~ p 
4. 

13s As to duties of trustees see further 4.2.2.1. 
'39 Finn, "The Fiduciary Principle" in Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciarier and Trusts (Carswell, 198~), p 

27. 
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(iii) Doctrine of Privity 

The final disadvantage of the contract funding structure is that the doctrine of 

privity prevents a third party from enforcing the contract. The doctrine of privity 

holds that a contract confers rights and imposes liabilities only on the parties to it.'4O 

A third party may be entitled to a benefit in the performance of a contract, but only 

the direct parties to the contract are recognised by the law as being able to enforce 

the receipt of such a benefit. In the superannuation context, the traditional 

application of the privity doctrine would prevent third parties, such as a death 

benefit nominee, from enforcing a contract between an employee and an employer 

pursuant to which the right to receive the death benefit was conferred upon a third 

party (usually a relative of the employee). 

In the situation where the right to receive a death benefit flows from a contract of 

insurance, this inadequacy in the law has been remedied both at common law and by 

statute. At common law the High Court decision of Trident General Insurance CO Ltdv 

McNiece Bros Pty Ltd4'relieves the strictness of this doctrine in the context of 

contracts of liability insurance. A majority of the court allowed a third party to 

secure the benefit of a promise in a contract between the principal parties, Mason CJ 

and Wilson J on the ground that the intention of the contracting parties had been 

that a third party should benefit from performance of the contract, and that the 

common law rule as to privity operated unsatisfactory and unjustly in the ca~e. '4~ I t  

could thus be argued that a third party to a contract of insurance for the provision of 

superannuation and associated benefits could likewise enforce the terms of the 

contract conferring the relevant benefits. The Insurance Contracts Act 1984 (Cth) 

reinforces the common law position in respect of contracts of general insurance and 

life insurance.143 

Although the inability of third parties to enforce a contract of insurance has been 

remedied, to the extent that a benefit (typically a death benefit) flows from another 

type of contract (for example, an employment contract) the doctrine of privity 

operates so as to prevent third parties from enforcing the terms of the contract. 

COUNJ V Bagot's Executor and Trurtee CO Ltd (1967) 119 CLR 460 at 478 per Banvick CJ. 
'4' (1988) 16~ CLR 107. 

'4z Trihnt Generallnsurance CO Ltdv McNiece Bros Pty Ltd (1988) 16~ CLR 107 at 122-124. 
'43 See Insurance ContractsAct 1984 (Cth) ss 48,48A. 
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Conversely, the structure of the trust, in particular a discretionary trust, permits so 

called third parties not only to receive a benefit from the trust but to enforce the 

terms of the trust in the event that the benefit is not paid. Take, for example, the 

situation where a member of a superannuation trust has died. If the terms of the 

trust provide that upon death a benefit will be received by the spouse andlor children 

of the member (or indeed another person nominated by the member), those persons, 

although not "members" of the superannuation trust, are nevertheless beneficiaries 

of the trust. As such, the wife andlor children can, at law, enforce the terms of the 

trust. In  comparison, if such a benefit were conferred via a contract of employment, 

the doctrine of privity would prevent them from enforcing the terms of the contract. 

Supplementing the Contract Model- The RSA Scheme 

The foregoing discussion considered the general nature of the contractual structure and 

its inadequacies. Such inadequacies can, however, be supplemented by statutory 

intervention. In Australia limited provision for superannuation may be effected through 

a Retirement Savings Account (''RSA'?. An RSA is not founded upon the trust structure 

but is effected through a contract between the RSA institution and the RSA holder. But 

the nature of relationship is not left to the parties and notions of freedom of contract. 

Rather, the relationship between the parties is governed by statutory intervention 

principally in the form of the Retirement Savingr Accounts A c t  1997 (Cth) and the 

Retirement Savings Account Regulations 1997 (Cth) (collectively the "RSA Scheme''). The 

following assesses the suitability of the RSA Scheme, as representative of a 

supplemented contract structure, to fulfd the stated regulatory objectives. 

The RSA Scheme was introduced in Australia in 1997. Its purpose was outlined in the 

Explanatory Memorandum to the Retirement Savings Accounts Bill 1999 (Cth) as being 

to provide:'44 

a simple, low cost, low risk product especially suited to those with small amounts of 
superannuation, such as itinerant and casual workers. They will also be suited for those 
people who want to amalgamate several small superannuation holdings and those 
nearing retirement. 

A key feature of the RSA Scheme is that superannuation provision is effected through a 

non-trust structure via an RSA. RSAs may be offered by approved RSA institutions, and 

'44 Commonwealth of Australia, Retirement Savings Accounts Bill 1997 - Expla~tory Memorandum, 
Canberra, AGPS, 1997, at I .  
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any constitutional corporation14r that is an authorised deposit-taking institution 

(''ADI''),146 life insurance company147 o r  prescribed financial institution'4* may apply t o  

APRA for approval as an RSA institution.'49 

An RSA is in the nature of an account o r  policy that is opened with an RSA 

institution.'So If an RSA is opened with an AD1 it is in the nature of a deposit account, 

whereas if a life insurance company supplies the RSA it will be a contracted policy 

similar in nature to a life insurance policy. The  legal structure underlying RSAs, whether 

provided by an account or a policy, is that of a contract. However, as alluded to above, 

the RSA Act and RSA Regulations restrict the freedom of the parties and govern many 

aspects of the relationship and contract between the parties. 

The  RSA Scheme is modelled on the SIS Scheme. As such, RSAs must be maintained 

for the provision of retirement benefits and or death benefits.'rl The  RSA regulations 

detail operating standards that prescribe requirements for: (i) the  disclosure of 

information;'S2 (ii) the preservation of and conditions for the  payment benefits;'Sj (iii) 

the protection of benefits;'r4 and (iv) the circumstances in which contributions can be 

150 

'S' 

'S" 

IS3 

'S4 

A "constitutional corporation" is a body cor orate that is a trading corporation or a financial 
corporation formed within the limits of t g e Commonwealth, within the meaning of the 
Constitution s S I M :  Retirement SavingsAccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s 16. 

An "authorised deposit-taking institution'' (''ADI'') is a body corporate that is an AD1 for the 
purposes of the BankingAct 1959 (Cth): Retirement SavingsAccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s 16. 

A "life insurance company" is a body corporate that is re istered under the Life Insurance Act 
1995 (Cth) or a public authority that is constituted by a aw of a State or Territory and that 
carries on life insurance business within the meaning of section 11 of the foregoing Act: 
Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 16. 

A "prescribed financial institution" is a body prescribed for this purpose by the Retirement 
Savings Accounts Regulations 1997 (Cth): Retirement Saving Accounts Act  1997 (Cth) s 16. 

If the application is in the approved form and accompanied by the prescribed fee, APRA must 
approve an applicant unless it is' satisfied that the applicant cannot be relied upon to conduct 
RSAs in accordance with the Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) and the Retirement 
Savings Accounts Regulations 1997 (Cth): Retirement Savings AccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s 26. 

Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 8. 

Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) ss 8(e), I ~ ( I ) .  This requirement is similar in nature to 
that in the SIS Scheme requiring trustees to ensure that a re ulated superannuation fund be 
held solely for at least one core purpose and one or more anci lary purposes: SIS Act s 62 (see 
2.2.3. 

f 
Retirement Savings Account Regulations 1997 (Cth) Pt 2. As to the SIS Scheme requirements in 
this respect see Table 2.1 in 2.1.1. 

Retirement Savings Account Regulations 1997 (Cth) Pt 4.  As to the SIS Scheme requirements in 
this respect see 2.2.4.4, 

Retirement Savings Account Regulations 1997 (Cth) Pt 3. As to the SIS Scheme requirements in 
this respect see Table 2.1 in 2.1.1 and 2.2.5. 



accepted.'fl The Schemes also have similar penalty's6 and dispute resolutionr~7 regimes 

and share the same regulators (that is, APRA and ASIC).'s8 

Whilst the RSA and SIS Schemes share base commonalities, there are two significant 

distinguishing features. 

o As RSAs are designed to  appeal to those with small amounts of superannuation, 

so as to  shelter those small balances from a high degree of risk, RSAs are 

required to be capital guaranteed.IS9 An RSA opened by account is capital 

guaranteed if the balance of the account cannot be reduced by the credit of any 

negative  interest.^^^ An RSA based upon a policy is capital guaranteed if the 

contributions and accumulated earning cannot be reduced by negative 

investment returns or any reduction in the value of the assets in which the policy 

is held.'6I 

o The nature of the duties imposed upon RSA  provider^'^^ differ significantly in 

terms of level and intensity as compared to  a trustee under SIS Scheme. 

Common duties between the Schemes include the duty (i) establish 

arrangements for dealing with inquiries and ~ o m ~ l a i n t s ; ' ~ 4  (ii) keep and retain 

minutes of meetings, prescribed reports, and accounting re~ords; '~s (iii) lodge 

'55 Retirement Savings Account Regulations 1997 (Cth) Pt 5. As to the SIS Scheme requirements in 
this respect see 2.2.4.1. 

IT6 The RSA Act has the same penalty structure as the SIS Act. Thus, certain provisions are 
labelled as civil penalty provisions andlor offences. See further Table 2.1 in 2.1.1. 

' Ketirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 47; Superannuation (Resolution of  complaint^) Art 1993 
(Cth) ss I$-I~K. A, to the Superannuation Complaints Tr~bunal sec 2.1.3. 

'T8 Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 16. As to the role of the Regulators in the context of 
the SIS Scheme see the heading "Regulators" in 2.1.1. 

'59 Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 8(1). This requirement is not replicated in the SIS 
Scheme. See Commonwealth of Australia, Retirement Savings Accounts Bill 1997 - Explanatory 
Memorandum, Canberra, AGPS, 1997, at 5122. 

160 Retirement SavingsAccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s I~( I ) .  
16' Retirement SavingsAccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s I.&). 

161 A person is an "RSA provider" at a particular time if, at that time, the person is the provider of 
one or more RSAs: Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) s 12. A person who accepts, or has 
accepted, contributions to an account or policy is the "provider" of the account or policy: s 10. 
Most RSA providers will also be an RSA institution: s 12. Althou h every RSA provider must 
have been an RSA institution at one time, some may have ceased to % e an RSA institution: s 12. 

163 AS to the duties imposed on trustees by the SIS Act see 2.z.3.4. 

164 Retirement Savings AmuntsAct 1997 (Cth) s I&). 

16S Retirement SavingsAmuntsAct 1997 (Cth) ss 47-49,64. 
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annual reports with APRA;"j6 and (iv) arrange for the auditing of acc0unts.'~7 

However, significantly and unlike a trustee pursuant to the SIS Scheme, RSA 

Providers do not stand in a fiduciary position vis-i-vis RSA Holders, nor are 

they required to "act in the best interests" of RSA  holder^.'^^ 

The terms of the RSA scheme do not alleviate the inadequacies of the general contract 

model. RSA providers are not subject to the same strictness of duties as those imposed 

upon trustees. Nor do the proyisions of the RSA Scheme place a security shield around 

RSA assets. Having stated this, an analysis of the RSA Scheme is not complete without 

recognition and examination of the features of the other schemes of regulation that are 

imported into the RSA Scheme by the nature of the RSA product. In that an RSA can 

be in the nature of an account or a policy, the systems of law (both common law and 

statute) that govern the banking and life insurance industries are germane to any 

analysis of the RSA Scheme. The following further reflects on the operation of the RSA 

scheme in the context of both these industries with a view to conducting an assessment 

of: (i) the extent to which statutory supplementation alleviates the inadequacies of the 

general contract model; and (ii) whether or not the features of a supplemented contract 

model promote a system of greater security of superannuation assets. 

(i) Accounts with ADIs 

An RSA founded upon an account will usually be offered by an authorised deposit- 

taking institution ("ADI''). In this form the account resembles a depositor account, 

that is, an account that is interest bearing. The RSA holder, or an employer on behalf 

of the RSA holder, will place contributions in the account and interest will be 

credited to the account by the ADI. Withdrawal is subject to the preservation and 

payment requirements detailed above. The contractual relationship between the 

parties is essentially that of debtor and creditor: the RSA holder is a creditor of the 

bank to  the sum of the amount credited to the acc0unt.'~9 The contributions 

Retirement SavingsAccountsAct 1997 (Cth) s 44. 

167 Retirement Savings Accounts Act 1997 (Cth) S 65. 
1 6 ~  As to a trustee's duty to his or her beneficiaries see 2.2.3.4. 

Fole v Hi// (1848) 2 HL Cas 28 at 36; 9 ER 1002 at 1005 per Lord Cottenham; Croton v R (1967) 
41 .l' LJR 289 at 291 per Barwick CJ; Space Investments Ltd v Canadian ImperialBank of Commerce 
Trust Co (Bahamas) Ltd[1986] I WLR 1072 at 1073 (PC). 
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deposited become an asset of the ADI. Chief Justice Barwick explained the 

significance of this relationship in Croton v R: '7O 

Though in a popular sense it may be said that a depositor with a bank has "mone 
in the bank", in law he has but a chose in action, a ri t to recover from the ba P I l l  
the balance standing to his credit in the account wit the bank at the date of his 
demand or the commencement of action ... But the money deposited becomes an 
asset of the bank which it may use as it pleases. 

The scheme of regulation set out in the Banking Act 1959 (Cth) does not alter this 

position. As a result, both the legal and equitable interests in the contributions 

deposited in an RSA account pass to the ADI. The relationship between the parties 

is identical to that described in respect of the general contract model - it gives rise to 

mere personal rights and duties. There is no segregated fund in which the RSA 

holder retains a proprietary interest. As discussed above, the general consequence of 

this position in respect of the general contract model is that upon insolvency the 

relevant assets are not preserved for the purpose of the RSA Scheme. 

The  Banking Act  seeks to  strengthen the security of deposits through the 

implementation of a scheme of depositor protection. The scheme implements two 

key levels of protection. First, APRA as the prudential regulator of ADIs has the role 

of promoting the protection of the depositors. T o  this end, if either the AD1 or 

APRA considers that an AD1 is likely to become, or in fact becomes, unable to meet 

its obligations or suspends payment (or in fact becomes unable or suspends payment) 

APRA has the power to investigate or appoint a person to  investigate the affairs of 

the ADI, or to take control of the ADI's business or appoint an administrator to 

take such control.'71 Moreover, in its role as protector APRA is under a duty to 

exercise the powers and functions conferred pursuant to Division 2 of the Banking 

Act for the protection of depositors.'7" 

Secondly, an AD1 is required to hold assets of a value at  least equal to the total 

amount of its deposit liabilities in Australia. Failure to do so constitutes an 

offenceJ73 In addition, if an AD1 becomes unable to meet its obligations or suspends 

payment, the assets of the AD1 in Australia are available to meet that ADI's deposit 

'7O (1967) 41 ALJR 289 at 291. 

'7' Bankin Act 1959 (Cth) S 13A(r). To assist APRA in this role, an AD1 is under an obligation to 
immedately inform APRA if the AD1 considers that it is likely to become unable to meet its 
Liabilities or that it is about to suspend payment. 

'7' BankingAct 1959 (Cth) s 12. 

'73 BankingAct 1959 (Cth) s 13A(4), 
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liability in priority to all other liabilities of the ADI.'74 I t  is not presently clear 

whether or not this provision confers priority over secured as well as unsecured 

creditors. The use of the words "all other liabilitiesn conveys the impression that 

priority over all creditors, whether secured or unsecured, was intended. However, it 

is arguable that, as the Banking Art does not confer a charge on depositors in respect 

of deposit liabilities (as it clearly could have), it was not Parliament's intention to 

grant priority over secured creditors.'75 If this is correct, depositors would be the 

first unsecured creditors to be satisfied. 

The upshot of the depositor protection provisions is that Parliament has attempted 

to supplement the general contract model by shielding depositors, and therefore 

RSA holders, from the limiting effects of being unsecured creditors. The extent to 

which this is successful is dependent upon the outcome of the scope of the priority 

in issue. If the intent of Parliament was to confer priority as against all other 

liabilities, this considerable deviation from the usual scheme of priority is an 

indication of the social and economic importance it placed upon depositors and the 

extent to which it wished to protect them. 

Notwithstanding this conferral of priority, there remain two notable limitations. 

First, the relationship between the parties remains personal in nature. The scheme 

does not, as does a trust, give rise to any proprietary rights in favour of the 

depositorRSA holder. This serves to negate the availability of the process of tracing 

in respect any misappropriation of funds. 

Secondly, although APRA is designated as the "protector" of the depositor, its role is 

limited. The duty to exercise its powers and functions in the interests of the 

depositor does not take effect until it is likely that the relevant AD1 will be unable to 

meet its liabilities. This is at a point too late. The trust in comparison designates the 

trustee, the entity with which the legal title and management of the assets is vested, 

as the continuing protector of the beneficiaries. The trustee must act to promote the 

interests of the beneficiaries at all times. Neither the RSA Scheme nor the Banking 

Art designates a full-time protector of RSA Holders. Whilst the function of APRA is 

to promote the prudential security of the RSA Scheme and the banking industry, this 

'75 Smith and Muldoon, "Commonwealth and State Legislative Controls over the Functions and 
Administration of Banks" (1990) 64 ALJ 13 at 21; Mallesons Stephen Jaques, Australian Finance 
Low (4th ed, LBC Information Services, 1999), p 25. 
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does not equate to the protection conferred by the designation of an entity whose 

functions and powers must be exercised at all times for the benefit of one set of 

interests within that system. The further advantage of the trust in this context is that 

the protector role is conferred upon an entity (trustee) that interacts directly with the 

object of that protection (beneficiaries). In comparison, APRA as the protector of 

depositors is a third party to the central RSA relationship and seeks to regulate the 

actions of an entity whose economic survival is dependent upon promoting its own 

interests. Limited responsibility is placed upon ADIs to ensure the protection of 

superannuation savings deposited in RSAs. In any system founded upon self- 

interested acting, the issue with which the legislature must grapple is the inherent 

tension of balancing competing and conflicting interests. The supreme advantage of 

the trust model is that the interests of the beneficiaries are elevated above all 

interests, and relationship is not one of balance but one of unity in purpose. 

(ii) Policies with Life Companies 

An RSA in the form of a policyr76 is in essence a life policy offered by a life company 

in accordance with the Life Imurance Act 1995 (Cth) ("LIA'?. An employer or the RSA 

holder pays a contribution to the life company in return for superannuation and 

associated benefits. Upon payment of a contribution, both the legal and equitable 

title in it passes to the life company. As distinct from the general contract model and 

an RSA based on an account, the LIA requires that the activities of life companies be 

conducted through statutory funds.177 A statutory fund is defined as being a fund 

that:'@ 

is established in the records of a life company; and 

relates sole1 to the life insurance business of the company or a particular 
part of that gusiness. 

In that the assets of a statutory fund are to be kept separate and distinct from the 

assets of other statutory funds and all other assets of the company,'79 the effect of 

creating a statutory fund is to segregate the assets and business related to that 

ohcy" is defined as havin the same meanin as in the Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth): 1 7 ~  The term '1 '. f Retirement avrngs Accountr Act 1997 (8th) s 16. The Life nsurance Act 1995 (Cth) in turn defines 
"policy" as being a life policy, a sinking fund policy or a section IZA (insurance or annuity 
business) or section IZB (other financial business) policy: Dictionary Schedule. 

'77 Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth) s 31. 

Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth) s 29. 

'79 Life Iwurance Act 1995 (Cth) S 340). 



particular fund. The concept of segregation is further reinforced by requirements 

that: 

a l l  assets, liabilities, investments and amounts received in connection with a 
particular fund be attributed to  that fund; 

any policies issued in connection with a particular statutory fund specify the 
statutory fund to which it is referable;180 

the assets of the fund be invested in a manner that is likely to further the 
business of the fund;'8' 

the transfer of assets between funds is permitted only on a fair value basis 
and where the transfer is fair and reasonable in all the  circumstance^;'^" 
each statutory fund comply with the prescribed requirements as to  
so l~enc~; '~3  

operating profits and losses be allocated as prescribed between the policy- 
holders referable to a fund and the ~hareholders;'~4 and 
distribution of retained profits and shareholders' capital be in accordance 
with the prescribed ~ l e s . ' ~5  

The LIA also seeks to  limit the potential for the life company to act in a self- 

interested manner by requiring the life company, in its investment, administration 

and management of the assets of a statutory fund, to give priority to the interests of 

the relevant policy owners.186 This duty is reiterated in the context of directors, who 

are bound to  take reasonable care and to  use due diligence to ensure that the life 

company complies with its duty to the poli~~-holders.'~7 I n  addition, in the event of 

any conflict arising between the interests of the shareholders of the life company and 

the interests of the policy owners, directors must ensure that the company gives 

priority to  the latter.'88 

In respect of the winding up of a life company the assets of each statutory fund must 

be applied in accordance with the scheme of priorities set out in the CoporutiomAct 

Life Insurunce Act 1995 (Cth) s 35(1). 
''I Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth) s 43(2). 
"' Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth) s 45. 

See Life Insurance ~ c t  1995 ( ~ t h )  ~t 5. 
184 Life InsurunceAn 1995 (Cth) ss 57-60. 
185 See Life Inrurunce Act 1995 (Cth) ss 61-63 

Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth) s jz(~). This requirement wiU be satisfied upon evidence that at the 
time of the relevant act or decision it was reasonable to believe that the act or decision gave 
priority to interests of the policy owners: s 32(2). 

187 Life Iruurance A n  1995 (Cth) s 48(2). 
IS8 Life Inrurance Act 1995 (Cth) s 486). 
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zoo1 (Cth) S 556(1).'~9 Thereafter, the remaining assets are to be applied first in the 

discharge of policy liabilities of the company referable to the relevant statutory 

fu11d.'9~ The effect of this requirement is essentially to grant policy-holders priority 

over the unsecured creditors of the statutory fund once the liabilities of winding up 

and outstanding liabilities to employees have been satisfied (ie in accordance with 

the scheme set out in S 556(1). 

The requirement to operate a life insurance business through a statutory fund, and 

the associated segregation of assets, is clearly modelled upon the concept of a trust. 

Indeed, the separation of assets and direction to apply a fund for a specific purpose 

are often sufficient to substantiate an intention to create a trust at general law.'9' 

However, S 34(5) of the LIA negates this conclusion; it states that nothing in the LIA 

is intended to constitute a life company or its directors as trustee(s) of the assets of 

the statutory funds of the company.'9' Therefore, whilst borrowing the segregation 

approach from the trust model, the intention of Parliament was clearly to retain the 

basic contract model as the underlying relationship between the life company and 

the policy-holder. As a result, any contributions to the life company pursuant to the 

terms and conditions of the RSA become the assets of the life company, that is, both 

the legal and equitable interest to the contributions pass to the life company. The 

result is therefore the same as that in respect of the provision of RSAs by account: 

the RSA holderslpolicy-holders do not retain any interest in the statutory fund. The 

relationship gives rises to mere personal rights and obligations. As discussed in 

relation to RSAs created by account, the failure to permit policy-holders to retain a 

proprietary interest in the fund (and therefore have access to proprietary remedies) 

reveals again an inherent weakness of the contract model. 

The LIA supplements the contract model and facilitates greater investor protection 

through,$r~t, the prescription of positive duties requiring the life company and its 

directors to give priority to the interests of the shareholders, and secondly, elevating 

the interests of the policy-holders in the priority scheme applicable to a winding up. 

In respect of the former, the LIA goes further than either the RSA Scheme or the 

''9 Lif,ZnsumceAct 1995 (Cth) s 187(1). 
'9O Life InruranceAct 1995 (Cth) s 1870, 
'9' Henq v Hammond [l9131 2 K B  515 at 521 er Channel J; Re Australian Home Finance Ltd [l9561 

VLR I at 8-9 per Herring CJ; Re hyford fn liy) [l9751 I WLR 279 at 282 per MegarryJ; Paragon 
Finnnreplc v D B Thakerar&Co ( a j h )  I19991 I AU ER 400 at 408-414 per Millett LJ. 

'9' Life ZnsurutKe Act 1995 (Cth) S 34(5). 
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Banking Act in the governance of self-interested acting. The elevation of the policy- 

holders' interests above that of the shareholders of the company is a clear indication 

of Parliament's intention to afford increased protection to policy-holders. 

Notwithstanding this statutory intervention, the trust relationship grants a higher 

level of protection again. As discussed in respect of the general contract model, the 

duty of trustees to act entirely in the interests of the beneficiaries straddles the 

divide between regulated self-interested acting and selfless acting. The issue is 

essentially one of focus. Directors are required both at general law and pursuant to 

statute to act in the interests of the company. In so doing the focus is very much on 

the shareholders, the body to whom the directors are accountable. The provisions of 

the LIA do not oust this responsibility. Instead they attempt to govern the inherent 

conflict of interest through the elevation of one set of interests over another. The 

trust model (subject to the terms of the trust) does not permit self-interested acting 

to any degree. Although the life company is required to give priority to the interests 

of the policy-holders, its position of being also responsible to the shareholders may 

distort the considerations of the company as to what are the interests of those 

policy-holders. In other words, the interests of the policy-holders may be determined 

through "shareholder/company tinted glasses". 

The elevation of the interests of the policy-holders in the priority scheme applicable 

to a winding up is similar t o  that prescribed for the Banking Act.  However, as with 

the BankingAct, it is not clear from the terms of the LIA whether or not the priority 

is extended over secured creditors. The extent of protection provided is therefore 

dependent upon the conclusion of this issue. 

A company is an incorporated association of persons who have chosen to associate for a 

common purpose. In Australia, the incorporation process begins with an application for 

incorporation to the regulator (the Australian Securities and Investments Commission: 

"ASIC").'93 Status as a body corporate is granted upon registration by ASIC.'94 At both 

common law and pursuant to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), upon incorporation a 

'93 Colporatiom Act 2001 (Cth) S 117. 

'94 COTporatiom Act 2001 (Cth) S 117. 
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company is a separate legal entity distinct from its promoters and shareholders.'95 Lord 

Sumner described the nature of a separate legal entity in Gas Lighting Imprcwement CO Ltd 

v Inland Revenue C0mmissioners:'9~ 

Between the investor, who participates as a shareholder, and the undertaking carried on, 
the law interposes another person, real though artificial, the company itself, and the 
business carried on is the business of the company, and the capital employed is its capital 
and not in either case the business or the capital of the shareholders. Assuming, of course, 
that the company is duly formed and is not a sham ... the idea that it is mere machinery for 
effecting the purposes of the shareholders is layman's fallacy. It is a figure of speech, 
which cannot alter the legal aspects of the facts. 

As a consequence of separate legal entity status, a corporation has the same powers, 

rights and responsibilities as a natural person. A corporation can, in its own name, 

acquire, hold and dispose of property, enter into contracts, sue and be sued. A further 

consequence of separate entity status is that shareholders do not have any direct 

interest in the company's assets. Even if a shareholder owns all the shares of a company, 

this does not grant either a legal or equitable interest in the assets of the corporation.'97 

Corporations can be categorised by liability and public status. I n  the context of 

superannuation the most relevant types of companies are proprietary or public 

companies limited by shares, and companies limited by guarantee. 

A company limited by shares is formed with a share capital. T h e  share capital is 

essentially the amount contributed by the shareholders. In return a shareholder is issued 

a "share" representing the fraction of capital ~ontr ibuted. '9~ A share is a contract 

between the company and the shareholder that confers upon the shareholder a bundle 

of rights as against the company. A company may issue different classes of shares with 

differing rights attaching. A company is said t o  be limited by shares when the liability of 

shareholders is limited to any unpaid amount of the issue price of the share. Companies 

limited by shares can be either proprietary or public companies. A proprietary company 

is a private company that is designed for a group of persons who do not wish the  

company t o  be able t o  invite the public t o  subscribe for its share capital or t o  lend 

money t o  it. The  number of shareholders is statutorily limited to 50 persons, although 

'95 Salomon (Pauper) v A Salomon &CO Ltd [l8971 AC 22 at 51 per Lord Macnaghten; Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth) S I. 

'96 [19z3] AC 723 at  740-741. These remarks were relied upon in the High Court decision of Hobart 
Bridge CO LtdvFederalCommissionerof Taxation (1951) 82 CLR 372 at  385 per Kitto J. 

'97 Macaura vNorthern Assurance CO Ltd [l9251 AC 619. 
'9* CoqorationsAct 2001 (Cth) s 9. 
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this number does not include employee shareholders.'99 A public company is company 

that is not registered as a proprietary company,"oo and may be Listed or unlisted.z0' 

By way of comparison, a company limited by guarantee does not have the power to issue 

shares and is prohibited from accepting contributions of capital whilst it is a going 

concern.2o2 The  members of a company limited by guarantee are liable to contribute 

funds t o  the company if and only if the company is wound up without adequate funds t o  

discharge its liabilities.zo3 Each member is then liable to pay up the amount that the 

member has undertaken t o  g ~ a r a n t e e . ~ ~ 4  The constitution of the company will prescribe 

the amount of the  guarantee. Companies limited by guarantee are always public 

companies. 

There are instances of the corporate form being used in conjunction with both contract 

and trust structures. For example, where an employer offers a superannuation scheme 

by way of contract t o  employees, the employer may be constituted as a company. 

Alternatively, the trustee of a superannuation fund may be constituted as a company. I n  

each case the scheme itself is reliant upon either contract or trust. In the present 

discussion the emphasis is upon the funding of a superannuation scheme through the 

corporate form as opposed to the incorporation of the corporate fund through the 

contract and trust stru~tures. '~r 

The  following example illustrates how a company could be utilised as a funding 

mechanism for the provision of superannuation and related benefits. 

'99 CorporationsAct 2001 (Cth) ss II~(I) .  
loo CorpOrationsAct 2001 (Cth) s 9. 
'O' See Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (11th ed, Buttenvorths, 2003)~ 

Ch 5. 
'01 Corporations Act zoo1 (Cth) s 124. 
'OJ CorporationsAct 2001 (Cth) ss 9,517. 
1°4 Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (11th ed, Buttenvorths, zooj), 

Ir.0901. 
1°f Whether or not the issues of concern in respect of a company arise in the context of a 

corporate trustee is discussed below in this section under the heading "A Corporate Trustee!". 



EXAMPLE 

Contributions made by or on behalf of a person could be exchanged for shares i n  a company 
limited by shares. If an employer were organising the scheme on behalf of employees, the scheme 
could be operated through an existing proprietary company, as the limit placed upon the number 
of shareholder, for a proprietary company does not include employee shareholders (Corporations 
Act 2001 (Cth) S 45A(1)). At the time of retirement, the shares could be redeemed or  bought back 
by the company for the value of the amount contributed. Any interest earned on the amounts 
contributed could be returned to the shareholder by way of a bonus share issue or as a deferred 
dividend. Importantly, redemption or the buy back of the shares would be conditional upon 
reaching the retirement age or some other condition associated with superannuation schemes, 
such as death or suffering a permanent disability. Pursuant to the current Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth) such a scheme would be classified as an "employee share scheme" (as defined by S 9). See, 
for example, the collective investment schemes called "management companies" i n  the United 
States - ALRC, CSAC, A Review of Collective Investment Schemes in Overseas /urisdictiom, Collective 
Investments Research Paper No 2, 1993, pp 16-17. 

Support for the company structure could be argued to  arise from two reports in the 

United Kingdom. In  1980 the Committee to  Review the Functioning of Financial 

Institutions (the "Wilson Committee") was concerned that much of the framework for 

the regulation of pensions depended on a body of trust law developed for different 

purposes.106 Against this conclusion i t  recommended that future pension schemes be 

regulated by a new Pension Schemes A c t  in a form analogous to the Companies Act.1°7 I t  

envisaged that such an Act would impose clear statutory obligations on scheme trustees 

to  make regular disclosures of information to members. Following the demise of the 

pension trusts plundered by the late Mr  Robert Maxwell,fo8 the Social Security 

Committee of the House of Commons undertook an inquiry into the "Operation of 

Pension Funds". The latter Committee, likewise disillusioned with the medium of the 

trust, supported the Wilson Committee's conclusion that a new legal basis for pension 

funds should be sought and that i t  should be analogous to the law that regulates 

c0mpanies.'~9 

While the foregoing reports suggested that the company was the preferred medium for 

delivery of superannuation benefits, a closer examination reveals that the suggestion 

related to the issue of disclosure: that a system of disclosure regulation, similar to that 

required of Companies, be incorporated into the regulory framework for pensions. This 

'06 United Kingdom, Committee to Review the Functioning of Financial Institutions, Report, 
Cmnd 7937,1980, at  511222. 

"7 United Kingdom, Committee to Review the Functioning of Financial Institutions, Report, 
Cmnd 7937,1980, at 91225. 

'08 As to the Maxwell fraud see 5.2 note 169. 
1°9 United Kin dom, House of Commons Select Committee on Social Security, The Operation of 

~ e n s i o n ~ u n l ,  Second Report, HC 61-11 Session r991-1992,1992, at  5174. 
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is quite a step removed from a suggestion that the company vehicle serve as a medium 

for the delivery of superannuation objectives. Indeed, neither report conducted an 

examination into what structure would best serve the interests of pension delivery. 

Instead the Social Security Committee recommended that an Inquiry be conducted to  

examine the issue."O T h e  Pension Law Review Committee was subsequently 

constituted for the purpose of reviewing the framework of law and regulation within 

which occupational pension schemes operated. In  its 1993 report, that Committee 

rejected the conclusions and recommendations of its forebears and endorsed the view 

that trust law provides a satisfactory foundation for the interests, rights and duties 

arising in relation to  pension schemes."' 

Although the argument of this thesis is similar in terms to  that concluded by the 

Pension Law Review Committee, the Committee did not conduct an analysis of the 

company structure as an alternative to  the trust structure. For this reason, the 

conclusions and recommendations of that Committee cannot be relied upon, for the 

purposes of the current regulatory analysis, as a rejection of the company structure for 

the delivery of superannuation related benefits. 

Like the trust relationship, the company vehicle affords an opportunity for employee or 

member participation in the management of the company. A further advantage is that 

assets of the fund are held by a single entity. Unlike the trustee structure, where 

individual (as opposed to corporate) trustees hold the assets of fund, a change in the 

management of the company does not necessitate a transfer of title for the assets. Yet 

these advantages do not outweigh the significant concerns that can be raised in respect 

of the ability of the company structure to facilitate the security of pension funds in 

comparison to that offered by the trust. 

Like the contract medium, the company structure suffers the deficiency of not shielding 

the assets supporting the superannuation scheme on  insolvency. The company holds 

both the legal and equitable interests in the assets of the superannuation scheme. 

Shareholders have no interest in the capital assets of the fund. Consequently, and 

particularly in the scenario where an employer company makes provision through a 

separate class of shareholders for superannuation and superannuation related benefits, 

" O  United Kin dom, House of Commons Select Committee on Social Security, The Operation of 
~ e n r i o n ~ u d ,  Second Report, HC 61-11 Session 1991-1992,1992, at 910. 

l" United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension h w  Reform: The Report of the Pension 
&W Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at q4.1.14. 
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upon insolvency of the company the assets of the superannuation scheme are available 

for distribution to company ~reditors.~" 

Three further concerns arise. 

(i) No Designated Protector 

In the context of the shareholder and company relationship, there is no designated 

"protector" of the assets supporting the superannuation scheme. As outlined 

above,W trustees are required to act exclusively in the best interests of the 

beneficiaries. In this respect, the beneficiaries of a trust are conferred the advantage 

of the highest level of protective responsibility known to the general law."4 In 

comparison, the company structure does not offer an equivalent level of protection 

in law or in equity. This stems principally from the conferral of separate entity status 

upon the incorporated form; there is imposed a separate legal entity between those 

that manage the company and its members/shareholders. The relationship between 

the various stakeholders in a company is defined by the company's constitution. 

Section I ~ O ( I )  of the Cotporationr Act 2001 (Cth) describes the nature of a company's 

constitution as taking effect as a contract between: 

(i) the company and each member; 

(ii) the company and each director and company secretary; and 

(iii) a member and each other member. 

In the present context the two relationships of primary significance are those 

subsisting between the parties described at (i) and (ii). 

Upon acquiring shares the member enters into a contractual relationship, as defined 

by the company's constitution, with the company. In the context of this relationship 

there is no requirement, either at law or equity, that the company act in the best 

interests of its members. The company is required only to observe and perform its 

functions and duties in accordance with the constitution. The constitution could be 

framed so as to require the company to act in the best interests of the shareholders, 

but this would be contrary to the nature of the relationship created. In equity, a 

trustee's duty to act in the best interest of the beneficiaries flows from the fact that 

"' As to the deficiencies of the contract structure see 4.z.z.z. 

See the heading "Protective Features of the TNS~"  in 4.2.2.2 

l'4 See the heading "No Designated Protector" in 4.2.2.2. 
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he or she holds and manages property for the benefit of the beneficiaries. A company 

does not hold property for the benefit of the beneficiaries. Any property is held 

legally and beneficially for the benefit of the company. 

The role of directors is typically to  manage the property, affairs and business of the 

c~mpany.~'f  In  the pursuance of this role the general law and statute imposes duties 

on directors. At general law, directors are "fiduciary agents" of the com~any."~ The 

fiduciary relationship is manifested in the dual prohibition against profiting from 

one's position as director and placing oneself in a position of conflict with the 

c0mpany.~'7 Other applicable general law duties include the duties to: 

act bona fide in the interests of the company as a 

act with reasonable care and diligence."9 

exercise powers for a proper pu rp~se . "~  

not to fetter  discretion^."^ 

The statutory duties imposed by the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) overlap and apply 

concurrently with the general law so that directors are under a duty: 

T o  act with the prescribed degree of care and skill."' 

To  act in good faith in the best interests of the corp0ration.~'3 

T o  act for proper purposes."4 

Not  to  improperly use their position or information obtained in their 

I'f Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Fords Principles of Corporations Law (11th ed, Buttenvorths, zoo3), 
I8.oroI. 
Birhopsgute Investment M a n a f ~ e l t  Ltd? liq) v MameN 0'0 2) [l9941 I All ER 261 at 265 per 
Hoffrnan LJ; Duke Group Lt (m l q )  vPilmer (1998) 27 ACSR I at 297 per Mullighan J. 

l'7 Furs L t d v  Tomkies (1936) 54 CLR 583 at 592 er Latham CJ; Regal (Hastings) L t d v  Gulliver I19421 
I All ER 378 at 385-389 per Lord Russell; oardman v Phipps [l9671 z AC 46 at 123 per Lord 
Upjohn. 

S 
Australian Metropolitan Life Assurance CO L t d v  Ure (1923) 33 CLR 199 at 206 per Knox CJ, at 219 
per Issacs J. 

" 9  Re City E uitable Fire Inrurance CO Ltd [1925] Ch 407 at 428-429 per Rorner , Dan~els v Anderson 
(1995) 37 k SWLR 438 at 495-497 per Clarke and ShellerJJA; Gamble v Ho&nan (1997) 24 ACSR 
369 at 372-373 per CarrJ. 
Australian Metropolitan Life Assurance CO L t d v  Ure (1923) 33 CLR 199 at 206 per Knox CJ, at 219 
per Issacs J; Peters'Amerzcan Delicacy CO L t d v  Health (1939) 61 CLR 457 at 482 per Latharn CJ; 
Ascot Investments Pty L t d v  Harper (1981) 148 CLR 337 at 348-349 per Gibbs J; Permanent Building 
Society (in l q )  v Wheeler (1994) 14 ACSR 109 at 137 per Ipp J. 

l" Thorby v Goldberg (1964) 112 CLR 597 at 605 per Kitto J. 
"VorporationrAct 2001 (Cth) s 180(1). 
3 CorporationsAct 2001 (Cth) s 181. 
=4 CorporationrAct 2001 (Cth) s 181. 
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position to gain an advantage for themselves or someone else, or to  cause 
detriment to  the c~rpora t ion . '~~  

Notably, directors' duties are owed to the company. Prima facie, directors are not 

responsible for the interests of the members, only the interests of company. As a 

consequence, there are ordinarily no direct fiduciary duties owed by directors to  

shareholders. The corporate entity dictates that the legal lines of responsibility to 

the member are lengthened and weakened.'* Having stated this, a level of 

protection is afforded to the members in that the substance of the duty imposed on 

directors to act bomfide in the interests of the company as a whole requires directors to  

give consideration to  the interests of the members. The phrase "the company as a 

whole" is not taken to mean a commercial entity distinct from its corporators; it 

refers to the corporators as a general body.fl7 In this respect, directors act in a quasi- 

protective role vis-A-vis the members. 

Notwithstanding the duty to  consider the interests of the members, two factors 

appreciably detract from the level of protection provided to members. First, as a 

result of the imposition of the corporate entity between the directors and the 

members, the ability of members to enforce the directors' duties is more difficult as 

those duties are owed to  the company. This factor is examined in greater detail 

below.'* Secondh, the requirement to act bonafide in the interests of the members as a 

whole requires directors to  also have regard to the interests of the creditors in 

circumstances where the company is insolvent or nearing insolvency. 

The duty to consider the interests of creditors had its genesis in the judgment 

delivered by Mason J in Walkerv Wimborne, where his Honour 0bserved:'~9 

In this respect i t  should be emphasised that the directors of a company in 
discharging their duty to the company must take account of the interests of its 
shareholders and its creditors. Any failure by the directors to take into account the 
interests of creditors will have adverse consequences for the company as well as for 
them. 

'v CurporationrAct 2001 (Cth) ss 182, 183. 
"6 Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 

Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.12. 

"7 Greenhalgh v Arderne Cinemas Ltd [ I ~ F I ]  Ch 286 at 291 er Evershed MR; Ngurli Ltd v McCann 
(1953) go CLR 425 at 438 per Williams ACJ, Fullagar ancf~it to JJ. 

"8 See the heading below in this section "(iii) The Right of Shareholders to Challenge Decisions". 
(1976) 137 CLR I at 6-7. 
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The  duty has even been expressed t o  apply when a proposed act will place the 

company at a risk of insolvency or jeopardise the company's s o l v e n ~ y . ~ ~ ~  Professor 

Keay expresses the rationale for the duty as being the protection of the interests of 

creditors in that without the duty "many creditors are left with little or no protection 

from companies that are in financial straits".?' T h e  rationale for the conferral of 

protection t o  creditors, and the concomitant conferral of priority over and above 

shareholders, stems from the notion that shareholders enjoy limited liability and 

creditors are unable to look beyond the assets of the c0mpany.~3~ In this respect 

Keay states:=33 

... when insolvency exists the notions of corporation ownership and creditors' rights 
converge. The creditors then are the real owners of the corn any, the ownership 
rights of the shareholders having been expunged as there is notLng over which they 
have a claim. Hence, if a company is insolvent, directors act improperly if they 
employ funds that are payable to creditors in order to continue the activities of the 
company. 

I n  essence, in circumstances of insolvency creditors stand in the shoes of the  

shareholders and therefore their interests become those of company. Whilst the 

duty t o  consider the interests of the creditors is said to arise from a desire to protect 

creditors, no correlative right to enforce the duty is granted to creditors. Instead, the 

duty owed by directors in this respect remains one owed t o  the company.'34 

Nevertheless, the duty cannot be relaxed, or breach of the duty ratified, by the  

shareh0Iders.~3~ 

The operation of these principles in the context of the provision of superannuation 

benefits inhibits the  provision of a secure and protective foundation. This is 

particularly concerning in the situation where a company has made provision for 

so Nicholson v Pennabraft (NZ) Ltd (in liq) (1989 3 ACLC 453 at 459 er Cooke J; Kinsela v RusseN 
KimelaPty Ltd(1986) 4 NSWLR 722 at 733 per Street J. See Kea &he Director's Duty to Take 
into Account the Interests of Company Creditors: When Is It qriggered!" (2001) 25 MULR 315 
at 322-329. 

l3' Keay, "The Director's Duty to Take into Account the Interests of Company Creditors: When 
Is It Triggered!" (2001) 25 MULR 315 at 323. 

231 Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Fords Principles of Corporations Law (11th ed, Buttenvorths,  ZOO^), 
I8.1ool. 

3 Keay, "The Director's Duty to Take into Account the Interests of Company Creditors: When 
Is It Triggered?" (2001) 25 MULR 315 at 323. 

l34 Spies v The %een (2000) 201 CLR 603 at 636-637 per Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow and Hayne 
JJ. 

cotex Pty Ltd v Baseler (1994) 122 ALR 531 at 550 per Gummow J; Tukong Lines Ltd of Korea v 
234 2 endsbu'g Investments Corporation I19981 BCC 870 at 884 per Toulson J. 
3 Sycotex Pry Ltdv  Baseler (1994) 122 ALR 531 at 550 per Gummow J. 
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superannuation through issuing shares (presumably of a separate class) that can be 

redeemed at a later date. The assets underlying the value of those shares are in no  

way protected upon the insolvency of the employer company. As discussed above, as 

trust assets are unavailable to the creditors of the employee or trustee, a shield of 

protection is placed around the superannuation assets. Moreover, trustees must 

direct their entire attention to the sole interests of the beneficiaries. Whilst the 

directors are required to consider the interests of the members in the performance of 

their duty to  act in the best interests of the company, where the company nears 

insolvency their focus turns from the shareholders to  the creditors. This requirement 

by and large abrogates any protection initially provided to  shareholders. In  the 

company context there are sound policy justifications for this shift in focus. 

However, where the company structure is used as a mechanism for the provision of 

superannuation and superannuation related benefits these policy justifications are 

entirely inconsistent with the objectives of the providing a secure environment for 

the accumulation and payment of benefits. 

(ii) Duties ofDirectors notAnalogous to those oflrustees 

Historically directors were described as "trustees" and, upon becoming directors, 

were said to  accept a trust.q6 The  following description is indicative of this 

nineteenth century conceptualisation of the director:'37 

The directors are persons selected to mana e the affairs of the company for the f benefit of the shareholders. It is an office o trust, which if undertaken, it is their 
duty to perform fully and entirely. A resolution by the shareholders, therefore, that 
shares or any other S ecies of property should be at the disposal of the directors is a 
resolution that it S g all be at the disposal of the trustees. In other words, that 
persons entrusted with that property shall dispose of it within the scope of the 
function delegated to them in the manner best suited to benefit their cestui que 
tlllst. 

The  description of directors as trustees reflects the representative nature of the 

directorial office and the degree of control granted over corporate property. 

However, in the early twentieth century it was apparent that the trustee model was 

too stringent for the operation of corporate ventures, and the model was rejected in 

~3~ Fergucon v Wilson (1866) LR z Ch Ap 77 at 90 per Cairns LJ; Joint Stock Discount Compan v 
Brown (1869) LR 8 Eq 381 at 401 per$mes VC; Great Eastern Railwa Compan v Turner (I H 72) 
LR 8 Ch App 149 at 152 per Lord Selborne LC; Re Forat of Dean ~ o a ? ~ i n i n ~  dmpany (1878) 10 

Ch D 450 at 453 per Jessel MR. 
237 York and North Midland Railways v Hudson (1853) 16 Beav 485 at 491; 51 ER 866 at 868 per Sir 

John Romilly MR. See also Great Eastern Railwa CO v Turner (1872) LR 8 Ch 149 at 152 per 
Selborne LC; Re Forest ofDean CoalMining Co (1878f1o Ch D 450 at 453 per Jessel MR. 
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favour of  t he  fiduciary n0tion.l3~ T h e  recognition of t he  different functions of  

trustees and directors founded the  necessity for the law in respect of  directors' duties 

t o  develop unbounded by the strict notions of  equity that  governed (and continue to 

govern) trustees' duties to beneficiaries. I n  Daniels v Anderson the development of the 

law was well described by Clarke and SheUerJJA as f0Uows:~39 

[Flor reasons well documented ... it became apparent that the duty and function of a 
director did not correspond with those of a trustee. While the duty of a trustee is 
to exercise a degree of restraint and conservatism in investment judgments the duty 
of a director may be to display entrepreneurial flair and accept commercial risks to 
produce a sufficient return on the capital invested ... 

Quoting from the judgment of  Jacobs J in Re International Vending Machines Pry L t d  

andtbe Companies ActV0 their Honours continued:qr 

I t  seems to me that it serves no useful purpose to debate whether or not a director 
is in the position of a trustee. However, that still leaves open the uestion whether 
his duties and obligations either wholly or in part are the same as t 1 ose of a trustee. 
I t  seems to me that the duties of directors in man instances differ from the duties 
of trustees, particularly is this difference noticeabre in regard to the type of careful 
conduct which may be expected of a director compared with a trustee. A trustee in 
the ordinary way is obliged primarily to keep the trust property safe. However, a 
director of a compan is a commercial man and any duty of his in regard to dealings Y with the property o the com any on its behalf must be liked at in the light of his 

osition in commerce.   her et re, I think it is true that the tests of prudence which 
Eas been applied by the courts in the case of trustees are not the same test as must 
be applied in the case of directors of a company. 

This  progression of  the law represents a judicial recognition that  the utilisation of  

the company model carries with i t  an implicit assumption of  a greater degree of risk. 

T h e  operations o f  a corporate venture require a greater degree of  latitude, 

particularly in t he  context of investment. This  in turn sanctions the making of  

business judgments by directors in a "spirit o f  enterprise untrammelled by t h e  

concerns of  a conservative investment tmstee".l+ T h e  directorial function has clearly 

been conceptualised by the judiciary as one  that  carries with i t  a greater assumption 

of investment risk in the hope of  commensurate rewards.q3 As a result, in that  t he  

objective in selecting a mechanism for  provision of superannuation benefits is 

138 Percival v W r i  ht [ I ~ O Z ]  2 Ch 421 at 425-426 per Swinfen Eady J; Re Kin~ston Cotton Mill 
Company (No 28[18~6] I Ch 331 at 346-348 per Vaughan Williams J; Re C~ty Equitable Fire 
Insurance CO Ltd[1925] I Ch 407 at 426 per Romer J. 

9 (1995) 37 NSWLR 438 at 494. 

'4O (1961) WN (NSW) 465 at 473. 

241 Daniels U Anderson (1995) 37 NSWLR 438 at 494. 

l4' Daniels v Anderson (1999 37 NSWLR 438 at 501. 

3 See Hayton, 'Trust Law and Occupational Pension Schemes" [l9931 Conv 283 at 287. 
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facilitating the security of the scheme, the trust as a medium that seeks growth with 

a focus upon security stands as the preferred vehicle. 

(iii) The Right of Shareholders to Challenge Decisions 

Individual beneficiaries of a trust can, on behalf of all beneficiaries, institute an 

action to restrain breaches of trust, and trace and recover assets improperly disposed 

of. The right of shareholders to institute such proceedings is more limited. As a 

general principle, the company is considered the proper plaintiff in respect of any 

wrong. In the situation where a director of a company commits a wrong, at general 

law the rule in Foss W Harbottle" directs that it is one committed against the 

company. As such, the company is the proper plaintiff unless an exception to the rule 

can be established. As companies act through their directors, a situation may arise 

where the directors who have breached their duties influence, either directly or 

indirectly, the decision as to whether or not to take proceedings. If a decision is 

taken not to pursue a breach of duty, the majority of shareholders may, unless 

prevented by the company constitution, institute proceedings and remove the 

dire~tors.~45 Alternatively, the majority may ratify the director's alleged 

~rongdoing.'4~ In the latter scenario, a shareholder who stands in the minority will 

lack standing to enforce the breach or reclaim property on behalf of the company 

unless he or she can make out an exception to the rule in Foss v Harbottle. 

The most relevant exception in this context is that a fraud on the minority has been 

committed. The fraud on the minority doctrine imposes limitations on the voting 

power of the majority. "Fraud", for this purpose, does not mean dishonesty but 

rather that the action is beyond the scope of the power granted. The rationale for 

placing a limit on the power of a majority was explained by Dixon J in Peters' 

American Delicacy CO Ltdv Heath in the following terms:W 

The chief reason for denyin an unlimited effect to widely ex ressed powers such as 
that of altering a compan$s articles is the fear or knnwle 1 ge that an apparently 
regular exercise of the power may in trust be but a means of securing some personal 
or particular ain, whether pecuniary or otherwise, which does not fairly arise out of 
the subjects 2 ealt with by the power and is outside and even inconsistent with the 
contemplated objects of the power. 

(1843) 2 Hare 461; 67 ER 189. 

Marshalts Valve Gear CO Ltdv  Manning Wardle & CO Ltd [l9093 1 Ch 267. 
246 Winthrop Investment L tdv  Winm LtdI19751 2 NSWLR 666 at 681 per Samuels JA. 

l47 (1938) 61 CLR 457 at 511. 
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The limitation on the voting power of the majority has been alternatively expressed 

as a prescriptive duty requiring the majority to exercise their voting power "bona fide 

for the benefit of the company as a whole".@ This represents "a very general 

expression negativing purposes foreign to the company's operations, affairs and 

0rganisations".~49 

The unjustifiable refusal of the majority to allow an action to be maintained in the 

name of the company to redress a wrong done to it by one or more of the individuals 

constituting the majority has been described as an example of circumstances falling 

within the fraud on a minority excep t i~n .~s~  A refusal will be unjustifiable where the 

acts complained or are of a fraudulent character or beyond the powers of the 

c0mpany.~5' 

In Australia the general law derivative action has been considered unsatisfactory and 

ineffective to provide protection to minority shareholder~.~5~ As a result, the action 

has been abolished by the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) S 236(3) and replaced by a 

statutory derivative action. Pursuant to the latter, a person who is a member or 

officer (or former member or officer) may bring proceedings on behalf of a company 

if the court has granted the person leave to do so. An application will be granted if 

the court is satisfied ~hat:~53 

(a) it is probable that the com an will not itself bring the proceedings, or 
properly take responsibility p or t g em, or for the steps in them; 

(b) the applicant is acting in good faith; 

(C) it is in the best interests of the company that the applicant be granted 

(d) if the applicant is applying for leave to bring proceedings - there is a 
serious question to be tried; and 

'48 ANen v GoldReefrof West Africa Ltd [I9001 I Ch 656 at 671 per Lindley MR. 
"49 Peter? American Delicacy CO LtdvHeath (1938) 61 CLR 457 at 512 per Dixon J. 
vo Peter's Americon Delicacy CO LtdvHeath (1938) 61 CLR 457 at 505 per Dixon J. 

Burlandv Earle [ I ~ O Z ]  AC 83 at 93 per Lord Davey. 
5 Commonwealth of Australia, Corporate Law Economic Reform Program, Directors'Dutier and 

Corporate Governance: Facilitating Innovation and Protecting Investors, Proposals for Reform: Paper 
No 3, 1997, at 95.3.2; Commonwealth of Australia, House of Representatives, Corporate Law 
EconomicReform Program BiN: Exptamtory Memorandum, Canberra, AGPS, 1998, at 96.15 

253 Corporationr Act 2001 (Cth) S 237(2). 
5 4  A presumption that granting leave is not in the best interests of the company will arise where 

the prescribed circumstances in Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) S 2370) are made out. As the 
presumption applies only to proceedings by the company against a third party (or vice versa), it 
is not relevant in the context of a company failing to take action again directors for a wrong 
committed against the company. 
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(e) either: (i) at least 14 days before making the application, the applicant gave 
written notice to the company of the intention to  apply for leave and of 
the reasons for applying; or (ii) it is appropriate to  grant leave even though 
subparagraph (i) is not satisfied. 

A further option available to shareholders is to seek an order to  remedy a company's 

oppressive conduct of affairs. The Corporatiom Act 2001 (Cth) S 233 permits the court 

to make an order in relation to a company where the conduct of a company's affairs 

is either contrary to  the interests of the members as a whole, or oppressive to, 

unfairly prejudicial to, or unfairly discriminatory against, a member or mernber~.~rr 

The most relevant orders in the current context are that the company institute, 

prosecute, defend or discontinue specified proceedings, or confer authority on a 

member to do so on behalf of the company.156 

Though statutory remedies provided by the Corporations Act 2001  (Cth) arguably 

improve the protection of shareholders, particularly minority shareholders, the right 

to seek redress is not equivalent to that granted to  beneficiaries. There is not an 

unqualified right for a shareholder to remedy a wrong to  the company. Instead, a 

shareholder must either establish the grounds pursuant to  the statutory derivative 

action or establish oppression. In respect of the statutory derivative action, Prince, 

drawing on the New Zealand experience with similar statutory derivative provisions, 

contends tha t the  requirements to be made out by an applicant before a court will 

grant leave for the person to take proceedings are unnecessarily strict and will make 

i t  difficult for shareholders to  access the remedy provided.q7 Moreover, given the 

common law remedies under the Foss v Harbottle exceptions have been abolished, 

shareholders are potentially in a worse position than p r e v i o u ~ l y . ~ ~ ~  Regardless of the 

success or otherwise of the statutory derivative action in providing a remedy for 

shareholders, at  the very least i t  can be stated that the position remains that 

Corporatiom Act 2001 (Cth) S 232. 

y6 Corporatiom Act 2001 (Cth) S 233(1)(O-q3(1)(g). 
47 Prince, "Australia's Statutory Derivative Action: Using the New Zealand Experience" (2000) 18 

CSLJ 493 at 510-511. The difficulties identified by Prince are that: 
' the requirement that there be a serious question to be tried necessitates the court givin 

consideration to the merits of the proposed litigation, which increases the time an! 
expense of arguably a procedural hearing; 
the requirement that the proposed litigation be in the "best interests of the company" 
could be difficult to make out particularly if a costhenefit analysis is adopted; and 
the re uirement that the applicant is acting in good faith may be very difficult to make 
out if &e applicant may potentially benefit financially from the proposed litigation. 

=rs Prince, "Australia's Statutory Derivative Action: Using the New Zealand Experience" (2000) 18 
CSLJ 493 at 511. 



shareholders do not have an unqualified right, as do beneficiaries, to  pursue a wrong 

committed against the company.lr9 

A Corporate Trustee? 

Although the focus of this section is the assessment of the suitability of the company 

mechanism, as the corporate structure is often combined with that of the trust, 

comment is required as to  whether the disadvantages of the corporate funding vehicle 

affect the suitability of the trust. 

The trusteef60 of a superannuation scheme may be either a natural person(s) or a 

company. Where a company is utilised, invariably the company will be constituted by a 

nominal shareholding held either by the employer-sponsor or its directors. 

The disadvantages of employing the company as a mechanism for the delivery or 

funding of superannuation benefits do not flow through so as to  effect the suitability of 

the trust structure. As the trust structure is the principal structure, all general trust 

principles apply. This in turn serves to negate the effect of the three principal 

objections to the company structure. As the trustee must act in the best interests of the 

beneficiaries, the trustee is designated as the protector of the beneficiarie~.~~'  The  

superannuation scheme assets are protected by the general principles that operate to  

take trust assets outside the pool of assets available upon insolvency of either the 

employer-sponsor or the trustee.26' Finally, the beneficiaries retain their individual right 

to institute an action to  restrain breaches of trust and trace and recover assets 

improperly disposed of. 

V9 It is worthy to note that this weakness is identified in the context of assessing the suitability of 
the corporate structure for the provision of superannuation benefits. No attempt is made to 
analyse the relative advantages and disadvantages of permitting majority decls~ons to bind the 

within the corporate context. Indeed, ma'oritiarian control can be justified on the 
%%!(i) promoting commercial and economic eflficiency within a corporate structure; and 
(ii) given the majority shareholding represents the members with the greatest collective 
financial holding of the company, operating the company in a manner that is advantageous to 
the reatest number of shareholders (Ranero, The Intimate Connection of Trust and Corporation 
(L& Thesis. Universitv of Tasmania. ~soo), at 155). The identification of such policy ,.. . 
hstifications serves to fuither illustrate that the underlying functions of the company stricture 
are ~nconsistent with the notion of facilitating the securiry of benefits ofall beneficiaries. 

As to the trust see 4.2.2.1. 

See the heading "(ii) Existing Body of Law" in 4.2.2.1 and the heading "No Designated 
Protector" in 4.2.2.2. 

"6" See the heading "The Protective Features of the Trustwin 4.2.2.1. 



The final issue that remains in respect of a corporate trustee is the position of the 

directors of the trustee. In this context two matters are raised. First, the foregoing 

recognised that there is a disparity between the duties owed by a trustee and those owed 

by a director to the disadvantage of the scheme member. However, in the context of a 

corporate trustee the disparity in duty is not of importance as the beneficiaries are 

protected by the duty owed to them by the corporate trustee. In other words, the 

company as trustee takes on the duties of trustee and so a greater level of protection is 

afforded to the scheme members (that is, the beneficiaries). 

Secondly, whilst in the general company context directors' duties are owed only to the 

company, there is a line of judicial authority that suggests that directors of a corporate 

trustee are also responsible to beneficiaries as if they were individual trustees."3 

Therefore, a breach by the directors of duty to the company would give rise to a related 

breach of duty by the directors to the trust beneficiaries. However, this line of argument 

is by no means a settled principle. Chief Justice King in Hurley v BGH Nominees Pty Ltd 

was in no doubt that the law had yet to extend this far when he commented that:*4 

There is no authority which establishes that a director of a trustee com any is under a S fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries of the trust in respect of roperty he1 by the trustee 
company in its capacity as trustee. It may well be that when tRe issue arises the courts will 
hold that such a duty exists, but, for the time at least, it remains to be established. 

Justice Finn of the Federal Court of Australia declined to express a concluded view on 

the matter when the issue arose in Aushizlian Securities Commission v A S  Nominees Ltd.26$ 

Regardless of the conclusion on this issue, further protection for beneficiaries against 

directors for the misuse of their company's trustees' powers or trust property is afforded 

by the ability of beneficiaries to seek a remedy against directors under accessory and 

recipient liability principles. The accessory liability principles dictate that any person 

who dishonestly assists or induces a trustee will be liable as a constructive trustee for 

both the losses to the trust fund as well as any personal gains."6 Furthermore, where a 

person receives property already subject to a trust with the requisite knowledge that it is 

trust property and that the transfer is in breach of fiduciary duty, the recipient liability 

163 Wilson v LordBury (1880) 5 QBD 518 at 535 er Ba alla LJ Re French ProtestantHospital [ I ~ S I ]  
Ch 567 at $70-571 per Danckwerts J ;  Abbe Ra/vern%eA ~ t i v   ini is try of Local Government and L .  Planning[1951] Ch 728 at 738-739 per Danc erts J 

264 (1982) I ACLC 387 at 390-391. See also Bath v Standard Land CO Ltd [ I ~ I I I  I Ch 618 at 635 per 
Fletcher Moulton LJ; IngevInge (1990) 3 ACSR 63. 

'6 (1995) 133 ALR I .  

"6 B a r n  v Addy (1874) LR 9 Ch App 244 at 251 per Lord Selborne LC; ComulDevelopment Pty Ltd 
v DPCEstates Pty Ltd (1975) 132 CLR 373; RoyalBnmeiAirlines SdnBhdv Tan [l99513 WLR 64. 
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principles dictate that he or she will be made a constructive trustee of that property for 

the benefit of the beneficiaries.67 I t  is the availability of these avenues of the relief that 

prompted Finn J to question "whether this heralded development in our law [that 

directors owe fiduciaries duties to beneficiaries] is desirable or necessary in the trust law 

 ont text".^^ Rather than affirmatively deciding the issue of directorial responsibility to 

beneficiaries, his Honour, in respect of the facts before him, chose to utilise the "quite 

orthod02"~9 and more extensive avenue of protection that is afforded by the accessory 

liability principles.'70 

In February 2001 the Australian Commonwealth Government requested the Productivity 

Commission ("Commission") to undertake a National Competition Policy review of the 

SIS Act."' AS part of the review the Commission sought submissions from the public on 

the suitability of the trust structure for the purposes of superannuation. Specifically the 

public was asked to comment on the following questions: 

Is it appro riate that the SIS Act focuses on trusts as the principal legal 
structure o P superannuation funds? 

Could other legal structures for superannuation funds be contemplated - for 
example, an incorporated financial institution - that are prudentially 
supervised under other legislation? 

The submissions to, and conclusions of, the Commission strongly supported the retention 

of the trust as the foundation for the regulation of superannuation. In  part, the 

Commission concluded that the "trust basis of the legislation is effective in facilitating 

167 Agi (Africa) L t d v  Jackron (19921 4 All ER 385 at 403-404 per Millett J (affd (19921 4 All ER 
451{ ComulDevelopmentP~LtdvDPCfitatesPty Ltd (197.5) I32 CLR 373. 

AushaIian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 18. 
169 Aushafian Securities Commission V A S  Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 18. 
l 7 O  For a further assessment of this issue see Pollard, "Pension Schemes: Corporate Trustees" 

(2000) 14 TLI 2. 

'7' Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation LegiiIation, Issues Paper, 2001. 
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prudent  management of superannuation entities."l7' Selected extracts from various 

submissions are set out in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 (appearing a t  the conclusion of  this section) as 

evidence of  industry support  for t h e  t rust  mechanism. I n  particular, the following 

statement  drawn for t he  submission of  t he  Association of Superannuation Funds o f  

Australia ("ASFA") is reflective of  the general industry response:'73 

The trustee system has Ion been the accepted mechanism for managin superannuation fi K: funds both in Australia an throuehout the Anelo-American world. AS A belleves that 
maintaining the trustee structurc paramount lor the sound prudential management of 
su~crannuation funds. The trust rclationrhi~, with its origins in English common law. 
prbvides a simple, strong and flexible struc&e within whFch supera~nuation funds can 
operate. The main principle of trusteeship, namely a trustee designated to administer funds 
in the best interests of the beneficiaries, is suited to superannuation with its long term 
objectives, lar e number of often financially unsophisticated members and rights enjoyed by 
non-member Eeneficiaries. The compulsory nature of superannuation reinforces the need to 
maintain a governance approach that is strong yet flexible. 

ASFA believes that maintainin the trustee structure is paramount to the effective 
operation of the current princip f e based prudential regulatory regime. I t  is an effective, 
well-understood and appro riate governance structure that precludes the trust being P operated in the interests o anyone except members and other beneficiaries. A trustee 
structure has the advantage over other management structures such as managed investment 
schemes, in that there is a body of common law that exists around which a principle based 
regulatory regime can be structured. 

Significantly, not  one  submission suggested that  t he  trust structure be replaced as t h e  

foundation for superannuation regulation. However, i t  must also be recognised that  t he  

Commission found limited instances where there may be scope for the provision of  

superannuation products without  a t rust  structure.l74 Linked t o  this  finding was a 

recommendation that  "APRA should review the  need for life insurance companies which 

write superannuation business in their statutory funds t o  comply wi th  the prudential 

requirements of the SIS legislation".'7~ 

q7' Commonwealth of Australia, Productivi Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other uperannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, at I IO 

(Finding No 6.1). 
.? 

'73 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, submission 
No 15 (ASFA). This statement is also extracted in Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity 
Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 19.93 and Certain Other 
SuperannuutionLegisation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 109. 

"4 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivi Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy 
(Supervision) Art 1993 and Certain Other uperannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, at I IO 

(Finding No 6.1). 
.? 

275 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivi Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 

Recommendation 7.4). 
Y (Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other uperannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 171 
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Principally this finding and recommendation flowed from the submissions of two 

participants in the re~iew.l7~ Phillips Fox Actuaries and Consultants submitted in respect 

of pubic offer superannuation funds that where the "trustee is a wholly owned subsidiaq of 

a financial institution and there is no representation by members little is achieved by the 

added expense of trusteeship."'77 Prompted by a concern to reduce regulatory duplication, 

APRA suggested in its submission that superannuation in life office statutory funds be 

written by way of a direct contract between the member and life company rather than via 

an interposed trustee.v8 

The effect of both submissions would be to rely on contract and company mechanisms for 

the provision of superannuation benefits in certain circumstances. Given the conclusions 

drawn in the last section in respect of these mechanisms generally, and also the more 

particular instance of supervision pursuant to the LIA and the B a n k i n g A c t 7 9  such a result 

would likely appreciably detract from the protection provided by the trust mechanism. In  

particular, the greatest concern is that the designated protector of the superannuation 

assets, namely the trustee, would be removed. Moreover, the degree of security of scheme 

assets on insolvency is questionable in respect of the life insurance and banking regulatory 
7 

schemes. 

Concerns in respect of the limited removal of the trust structure were also expressed in the 

responses of three participants to the Commission's draft report. The Industry Funds 

Forum strongly endorsed the finding that the trust structure was effective in facilitating 

prudent management. Moreover it expressed, "grave reservationsn on the possibility of 

extending the range of prudentially supervised corporations that could provide 

superannuation products without a trust s t r u ~ t u r e . ~ ~  The Jacques Martin Industry Funds 

Administration Pty Ltd considered that to accept that a "lesser standard is permissible 

because the trustee is a related body corporate to a life office is not an acceptable position 

'76 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) Act  1793 and Certuin Other Superannuation Logjlation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 109-110; 
168-171. See also submission Nos 18 (F'hillips Fox Actuaries and Consultants), 36 (APRA). 

'77 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) Act  1993 and Certuin Other Superannuation Legijlation, Issues Paper, 1001, at 110. See 
also submission No 18, at 2. 

278 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) A c t  1773 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 168-171. 
See also submission No 36, at 7. 

l79 See the headings "(i) Accounts with ADIs" and "(ii) Policies with Life Companies" in 4.2.z.2. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Productiviry Commission, Review of the  Superannuation Industry 
(Supervirion) An 1993 and Certain O ~ h e r  Superannuut~on Lefislution, Issues Paper. 2 0 0 1 ,  at 110. See 
also submission DRS7. 
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to adopt.'*' Moreover, "if all superannuation business in life office statutory funds were to 

be written by way of contract then, to the extent that this would lessen the duty owed to 

the member [it] should not be a l l~wed" .~ '  The comments of Mr Ross Clare in his 

representation of ASFA at the Commission hearings also indicated a preference for the 

retention of the trust structure.a3 Finally, and somewhat curiously, the Associate 

Commissioner of the Commission noted that, in following up the claims by Phillips Fox 

Consulting Actuaries that the trust structure added little to the management of 

superannuation schemes, some life companies indicated that they would keep the trust 

structure as "it does actually provide a structure for making decisions and handling 

iss~es".~4 

The industry response to the Commission's review demonstrates strong support for the 

trust structure as the foundation for superannuation provision. In  turn, this signifies that 

not only do the attributes of the trust make it the preferred vehicle for the delivery of 

superannuation but also that from an industry perspective the mechanism is effective in 

industry operation, and that the costs associated with the structure do not impede or 

preclude its efficient operation. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, DR 
Submission No 62, at 25. 

a' Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indust 

Submission No 62, at 25. 
X (Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, Issues Paper, 2001, D 

dl Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review 
(Sunervision) Art innz and Certain Other Suberannuation La~i~lation. . . 
October 20.01, at ;S;-~8~. 

284 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review o the Superannuation Industry 

October 2001, at 283. 
?if (Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Logilation, ranscrlpt of Proceedings, 25 
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TABLE 4.3 - SELECTED EXTRACTS FROM SUBMISSIONS TO THE PRODUCTIV~N 
COMMISSION REVIEW 

I INDUSTRY BODY EXTRACT I 

l W M MERCER 

(Submission N o  8) 

P The trust structure has generally worked well for many years. It is 
particularly appropriate for corporate funds. 

INDUSTRY FUNDS FORUM 

(Submission N o  10) 

PR~CEWATERHOUSECOOPERS 

(Submission N o  14) 

P We stronulv support the trustee system and in particular the equal -. . .  
representation nature of trustee boards .... We recommend that the 
Productivity Commission's findings reflect the above and not propose . 
any significant structural regulatory changes to the superannuation 
system. 

P The IFF strongly believes that it ir appropriate that the SIS legislation 
focuses on trusts as the principal legal structure of superannuation 
funds. It is contended that a trust structure provides the greatest 
protection for members. 

Our view is that the Trustee system i s  the appropriate legal structure for 
superannuation funds. Trustees are responsible to the members of the 
fund and have a fiduciary responsibility to manage the fund as if it war 
their own money. 

P Given we are talkina about ~eople'r retirement savinqs, we believe that - . . - 
the Trustee system i s  the appropriate structure as the responsibility of 
Trustees i s  aligned 100% towards the members' interests in the fund. 

INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES OF 
AUSTRAUA 

(Submisson N o  16) 

AUSTRAUAN COUNCILOF 
TRADE UNIONS 

("ACTU") 

Source: Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, R e v i m  of the Suprnnnlurtion Indumy (Supmi~iod An rpgj ond 
Clrtain Other Suprronnwtionk~~&tion, Issuer Paper, zoo1 

P We believe that a trustee structure provides a sound prudential base for 
the superannuation system. We note that this structure is one adopted 
by many countries. 

9 The ACTU strongly supports the requirement that funds be required to  
have a trustee comprising equal employer-employee representation as 
the responsible entity. 

(Submission N o  22) 

T A B L E  4.3 - SELECTED INDUSTRY RESPONSES TO THE PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION'S 
DRAFT REPORT 

9 The record of there funds speaks for itself. There is no example of such 
trustee with employer and union appointed director presiding over a 
fund which has collapsed or otherwise failed to meet its responsibilities 
in a way which has put members' benefits at risk. 

FINDING 6.1 IN COMM~SS~~N'S DRAW REPORTSTATED: 

"THE TRUST BASIS OFTHE LEGlSlATlON IS EFFECTIVE IN FACILITATING PRUDENT MANAGEMENTOF 
SUPERANNUATION ENTITIES..." 

THE INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THIS DRAFT FINDING IS DETAILED BELOW 

AUSTRAUAN 
SUPERANNUATION FUNDS 
A~~OCIATION ("ASFA") 

(Subrmrs~on N o  DR56) 

P ASFA i s  pleased with many of the findings of the Productivity 
Commission Draft Report. In  particular, ASFA supports Draft Findings 
6.1 and 6.2 that endorses the continued use of the trust structure and 
the role for reprerentatwe trustees. 
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INDUSTRY FUNDS FORUM > The IFF strongly endorser this finding. 
("IFF") l 

Sourre Commonwralrh of Aurralna. Pw~iu~twrty Commrsrson, Xmrw of ibr Supronnwt,on Indum) tSqn,n,rroJ Arl r g g j  ~ n d  
Gmtn Otbn 5uprrannulton Ltgw&r,on, 1)nh Report, zool 

I (Submission No DRr7) I 

4.4 SUPERANNUATION RELATIONSHIP FRAMEWORK - OUTLINE 
AND APPLICATION 

JACQUES MARTIN INDUSTRY 
FUNDS ADMINISTRATION 

(Submission No DR61) 

AUSTRAUAN COUNCILOF 
TRADE UNIONS 

("ACTU") 

(Submission No DR66) 

The purpose of the SRF is to provide a framework of analysis that can be applied to resolve 

tension or conflict between the various bodies of law constituting "superannuation law". 

The preference of the trust is at its core. Though the attributes of the trust engender a 

secure superannuation environment and justify its preference, its principles should not be 

slavishly applied. Nor should advancement of the law be denied. The trust is not flawless in 

its application. For example, flexibility has been exhorted as one of its greatest strengths, 

indeed this feature has ensured the durability of the trust in the modern era. Yet in the 

context of superannuation, it may also be a weakness. 

> We strongly support this contention and accordingly, endorse the first 
sentence of Draft Finding 6.1. 

> In particular, the ACTU supports the Commission's conclusion that the 
current system based on trust law for governing superannuation funds, 
together with the requirement for equal employer and employee 
representation in governing employer-sponsored funds, is warranted for 
the continued prudent management of funds. 

While the SRF promotes priority of trust principles, it nevertheless permits relegation of 

such principles where: 

(i) the use of trust principles denies the fulfilment of a main objective of 
superannuation; or 

(ii) the rationale underlying the relevant trust principle is redundant in the 
context of superannuation. 

Logic dictates that the second exception essentially goes with saying. The first requires 

further exploration. The legislative justification for intervention in the superannuation 

market has been identified as prudential security. Clearly, therefore, in the context of the 

interaction of trust principles and statutory regulation, prudential security - as the main 

objective of superannuation regulation -gives substance to the second exception. To this 



end, the words "main objective of superannuation" could be simply substituted with the 

words, "prudential security". However, the SRF has a broader application: it applies as 

between trust and contract as well as between trust and legislation. I t  follows that the 

exception must have relevance in both contexts. 

The essence of the trust concept permits application of the second exception in the 

broader context. The general principles of trust law revolve around the nature of the 

trustee's office. The trustee holds legal title, not for his or her own interests, but for the 

exclusive benefit of the beneficiaries. The very structure of the trust, the separation of legal 

and equitable interests, engrains the protective attributes of the trust. In other words, the 

trustee is theprotector of the assets constituting the fund. As has been argued, to facilitate 

this function equity places its most stringent duties on trustees - "the highest principles of 

corporate morality". It, moreover, dictates that not even to the slightest degree can the 

trustee entertain any thought of advancing his or her own interests, or those of a third 

party, ahead of the beneficiaries' interests.dr I t  is these concepts that found the basis of 

the trust. I t  is not denied that the extent of protection can be varied by express provision 

in the trust instrument. Indeed, exploitation of this very feature is what has propelled its 

commercial application. Nevertheless, the trust as envisaged by equity is fundamentally 

protective in nature. In the specific context of superannuation, the object of the trust is to 

secure the trust fund for the purpose of providing benefits to the members and 

beneficiaries. Again this argument does not deny that other factors may influence an 

employer's decision to utilise a trust. Historically, the trust has been attractive for the 

degree of control it permits to the employer. Yet one cannot escape the conclusion that 

ultimately the stated purpose of superannuation and pension trusts, independently of 

statute, is to provide superannuation and related benefits to members and beneficiaries. 

Security and protection of the fund is essential to this purpose. 

Viewed against this background, it is the concept of protection and security that gives 

substance to the S W .  I t  justifies the priority accorded to the trust. It may sanction the 

relegation of trust principles in favour of statutory initiatives or contract principle. Finally, 

where the rationale underlying trust principles is redundant in the superannuation context, 

it provides a criterion against which to judge any replacement principles. 

Waters, "The Future of Trust Law in a Regulated Superannuation Industry", presented at 
Superannuation 1997: Bridge over Troubled Waters, Surfers Paradise, Feb 1997, Law Council of 
Australia, at 1.13. 
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For the purpose of the second limb of the SRF, what then is "prudential security"? As with 

many definitions, it is often easier to begin with what i t  is not. In neither legislative nor 

general law capacities, it is not a form of guarantee. General law principles do not guarantee 

the benefits flowing from a trust. Investment of the fund is left t o  the wisdom of trustees, 

and provided the trustees have acted prudently, complied with general law duties and the 

terms of the trust instrument, there is no sanction if the real value of the fund is not 

maintained. Equally, the Commonwealth Government did not seek t o  provide a system of 

absolute security."6 Instead, a system was sought that placed superannuation savings at the 

lower end of the risk scale. T h e  performance of superannuation assets was intended to be 

dependent upon the wisdom of investment decisions, for i t  was considered that "to aim for 

riskless superannuation would be contrary to the very nature of the risk-return trade-off 

and would be likely t o  stifle product development and competition and t o  reduce 

retirement income levels generated from a given profile of con t r ib~ t ions" .~7  Although 

prudential supervision concerns safeguarding superannuation savings it is not designed t o  

override commercial investment decisions and assessments of risk by trustees and 

managers."S 

I t  can therefore be seen that the essence of security is that of minimising risk. The  risks 

apparent in the superannuation industry have been identified as the f0llowing:~9 

0 Systemic Risk: Systemic risk is the risk that the possible failure of financial 

"6 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Optiomfor Improving the Safety 
of Superannuatios Background Issws, 2001, at 2. 

187 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 

.Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 29. 
X k Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o the 

Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin f i r  X k Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o the 
Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at I. This flavour of prudential security was captured by the 
ALRC, in its Review foreshadowing the SIS Act, by the statement that: 

Prudential security is a series of measures directed at redressin market imperfections in a particular 
A ma'or way that it does this is by prescribing stan t ards that participants in the industry 

k,","tb?ierve. it is not a substitute for the assessment of risk h individual investors Rather, it aims 
to make it easier for investors to make accurate assessments of t l e  risks involved. 

' 

ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, Report No 59, 1992, at 23. 

Rocha, Hinz and Gutierrez, Bank, Improving Regulationr and Supervision o Pension Funds: Are 

a rf there h o n r f r o m  the Bankin Sector?, Social Protection Discussion Paper, o 9929, 1999, at 17- 
18. See also Srinivas, White Ouse and Yermo, The World Bank, RegulatingPriwtePemion Fun& 
Structure, Performance and Investment: Cross-country Evidence, Social Protection Discussion Pa er, 
No 0113, 2000, at 5-11. Although the Rocha et al study did not include Australia, A S!' FA 
adopted this risk typology as being relevant to the Australian superannuation industry in its 
submission to the Superannuation Working Group Inquiry (Association of Superannuation 
Funds of Australia, Submission to the Commonwealth of Australia, Minister for Financial 
Services and Regulation, Optiomfor Improvingthe Safety of Superannuation, Issues Paper, ZOOI. 
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institutions in the market or the economy generally will impact negatively upon 
superannuation funds. 

Agency Risk: Agency risk is the risk that the interests of those operating the fund 
are not completely aligned with those of the members. The complexity associated 
with the management of a superannuation fund and the informational asymmetries 
between those managing the fund and the members, combined with a general lack 
of member knowledge of the complexities involved, creates opportunities for, or 
the risk of, incompetence, inefficiencies and perhaps outright fraud and theft. 

o Investment/Portfoolio Risk: Investment risk is comprised of both diversifiable risk and 
market risk. Diversifiable risk is the risk that returns will be negatively impacted by 
the failure to properly diversify investments. Portfolio diversification tends to 
mitigate against this risk, leaving funds subject to market risk. Market risk is 
essentially the risk that market fluctuations will impact negatively upon fund 
returns. I t  is a type of systemic risk, but the long term nature of superannuation 
assets tends to mitigate against this type of risk. 

Added to these is a fourth category: operational risk. Sometimes considered a type of agency 

risk,'s0 it refers to the risk of loss resulting from shortcomings in systems, people and 

internal c0ntrols.~9' I t  can arise whether the management of a superannuation fund is 

outsourced to a third party, the employer or performed by the tru~tee."~ 

Though pre-eminently defined in terms of risk, a factor that further defines the concept of 

prudential security is the ever present issue of cost. A framework of prudential security 

should seek to "strike a balance between the level of protection for superannuation savings 

and the additional costs imposed."z93 Thus, to the extent that compliance costs affect the 

ability of stakeholders to comply with the regulatory regime or significantly reduce the 

ultimate benefits available to superannuation beneficiaries, such costs are relevant to 

assessing the suitability of existing or proposed systems of prudential contr01.~94 

I t  is this conception of prudential security that is utilised in the following chapter to 

identify those situations in which the SRF permits or even necessitates adoption of 

'9O Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by ASFA, 
at 16. 

l9' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, zooz, submission by Trustee 
Corporations Association of Australia. 

'g2 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by WM 
Mercer at 3. 

l93 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasu , Security in Retirement: Plannin for 

Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 3. 
X B Tomorrow Today, Statement by the Honourable Jo n Dawkins MP, Treasurer o the 

l94 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation, S a f o r d i n g  Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the Senate Select ommltee on 
Superannuation, 1992, at 514.7. 
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principles other than those of trust. For ease of reference, part (i) of the second limb will 

be referred to as either the "prudential security limb" or "protective limb", whereas part (ii) 

of the second limb will be referred to as the "inapplicability limb". 

Conclusion 

Justification for governmental intervention in the marketplace is premised upon an 

unregulated market failing to achieve, or provide circumstances that promote, what the 

government perceives as important policy objectives. In Australia, the government, in the 

face of a rapidly ageing population, slow population growth, increasing life expectancy and 

the added complexity of the Australian disinclination to save for the future, was concerned 

to introduce a means of increasing individual retirement savings, thereby reducing pressure 

on the national budget in years to come. The SG Scheme with its compulsory contribution 

design not only facilitated achievement of government's independent retirement savings 

objective but also cast a duty on the government to provide a system of regulation to 

protect the pool of assets created. Thus the objective of the SIS Scheme can be identified 

as the prudential management and control of superannuation activities for the purpose of ensuring the 

security of contributorr'fundr. 

The success of a system of regulation is assessed by the suitability of the mechanism chosen 

as its foundation to advance the identified regulatoly objective. In the regulation of the 

superannuation market, the process of regulatory analysis demonstrates that, of the legal 

structures available, the trust and its associated principles of law are most likely to facilitate 

the objectives of prudential control and the security of funds. 

This conclusion is primarily premised upon the protective attributes ingrained in the trust 

relationship. The highest duties known to the general law are cast upon trustees in their 

investment and administrative function, such that they are required to act without regard 

to self but entirely in the interests of beneficiaries. Added to this, the trust mechanism by 

its segregated fund and split ownership not only places a shield of insolvency protection 

around fund assets upon insolvency, but also imposes a hybrid of personal and proprietary 

obligations such that upon breach an action can be maintained not only against the trustee 

personally but also against what remains identifiable as trust property. 
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In comparison, the nature of the contract and company structures is inconsistent with 

superannuation objectives. Both structures are directed towards the pursuance of profit 

and therefore the promotion of self-interest, with any protection provided being merely a 

limit on self-interested acting. Moreover, there is no designated protector or guardian of 

the persons to whom superannuation benefits are to be paid. Finally, a consequence of the 

absence of a segregated fund and split ownership in that h n d  is that the assets are not 

protected in the event of insolvency and the right to recover assets through the process of 

tracing is lost. Although, as demonstrated through the schemes of regulation applicable to  

the life insurance and banking industries, deficiencies in protection can be supplemented 

by statutory intervention, this has not entirely replicated the protection provided by the 

trust. In both schemes of regulation some insolvency protection is provided, but the level 

of protection is unclear and superannuation depositors are placed on the same level as all 

other depositors. Additional protection is not provided and again no designated protector 

of benefits is specified. The underlying rationale for this is simply that the structures and 

regulation are directed towards ends beyond that of providing a high level of protection for 

superannuation assets, investments and benefits. 

The conclusion that the trust is the preferred mechanism for the delivery of 

superannuation objectives is supported not only by the legislature's initial choice of the 

trust as the foundation of the SIS scheme, but also by the industry submissions and 

evidence presented at the recent Productivity Commission review of the SIS Act. 

If the trust mechanism is the preferred mechanism, then logically the principles that give 

substance to the mechanism should be used in priority to all others in the resolution of 

tension and conflict in the law. I t  is only where the application of those principles deny or 

detract from delivery of the policy objectives underlying superannuation, or where the 

rationaIe underlying the relevant principle is inapplicable in the context of superannuation, 

that regard can logically be had to other principles such as those arising from contract or 

company spheres. This represents the SRF put forth in this thesis. This framework 

provides a system against which current statutory provisions, new legislative initiatives and 

the reasoning of the judiciary can be analysed in areas where the interaction of various 

bodies of law produces tension or conflict. Moreover, in that the trust is argued to be the 

most suitable vehicle but not the "perfect" vehicle, attention can also be given to the 

suitability of various trust principles in their application to superannuation. 
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Introduction 

The SIS Act, in conjunction with the general principles of trust law, provides the 

regulatory blocks of the Australian superannuation system. Like other jurisdictions 

canvassed by this thesis the SIS Act chooses the trust as the vehicle for the delivery of its 

superannuation objectives. As discussed in Chapter 4, the protective features ingrained in 

the trust relationship predicated this choice. In light of the superannuation relationship 

framework ("SRF"), this chapter examines the essence of the interaction between general 

trust principles and the SIS Act. The principal focus is the trustee. As the central 

responsible entity of the trust framework the success of the regulatory regime turns very 

much upon the success of the trustee. T o  this end, various elements of trusteeship and 

associated duties are examined to determine if the SIS Act has departed from or modified 

general trust principles, and then if such departure or modification is justified on the basis 

of the SRF. In this respect the prudential security limb of the framework is of greatest 

relevance. Given risk minimisation is the essence of prudential security, the analysis 

conducted is directed at this issue. 

A significant feature of this chapter is the application of the SRF to a major reform 

initiative. In 2001 the Superannuation Working Group ("SWG") was established to 

examine options for reform in two areas: the prudential and legislative framework, and 

fund governance. Comprised of representatives from APRA, ASIC and the 

Commonwealth Treasury, the SWG recommended the introduction of a universal trustee 

licensing system as a means of the increasing the safety of superann~ation.~ In  accepting 

this recommendation, the Commonwealth Government recently released the 

Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 in exposure draft form. I t  is to the 

recommendations of the SWG and the details of draft bill that the SRF is applied. 

The interaction of the trustee and employer, and the influence of the latter on the former, 

has historically been a cause of prudential concern. The SIS Act seeks to reinforce the 

position of the trustee by regulating the scope of the employer's control and influence. 

Although strictly this concerns the interaction of the SIS Act with general trust principle, 

Commonwealth of Australia, Minister for Financial Sewices and Regulation, Options for 
Improvingthe Su ety of Superannuation, Issues Paper, 2001, at (iii). For the report of the SWG see 
Commonwealt d of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Repon of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionr for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002. 



for contextual reasons examination of these issues is considered in Chapter 6 .  There the 

SIS Act provisions are considered in light of impact of the employment relationship upon 

general trust principle. 

At general law a person or entity capable at law of holding property in his or her own right 

has the capacity to hold the office of trustee.This principle is circumscribed by the SIS 

Act, which prohibits a "disqualified person" from acting as a trustee of a superannuation 

entity. The term "disqualified person" has both individual and corporate aspects. An 

individual is a "disqualified person" if he or she: (a) has been convicted of an offence 

involving dishonesty at any time; (b) is an undischarged bankrupt; or (c) has had a civil 

penalty order imposed pursuant to the Act.3 A company is a "disqualified person" if any of 

its directors or other managers are disqualified persons, or if it is in receivership, official 

management or liquidation.4 The disqualified person net extends beyond the bounds of the 

trustee, additionally prohibiting a person from being a responsible office* of a corporate 

trustee if he or she is, to his or her knowledge, a disqualified person.6 APRA may, on the 

application of an individual who is otherwise a disqualified person, waive that 

disqualification.7 

In the context of public offer funds, approved deposit funds and pooled superannuation 

trustss the legislature in conjunction with APRA has created additional harriers to 

trusteeship. The SIS Act requires that the trustees of such funds be approved and 

Halsbury'sLuwsofAurtrulia, vol27, TRUSTS, [430-jooo]. 
3 SIS Act ss 120(1), 121(1). 

4 SIS Act ss 120(2), 121(1). 
F "Responsible officer", in relation to a body corporate, means a director, secretary or executive 

officer of that body corporate: SIS Act s IO(I). 
SIS Act s IZI(Z). 

7 As to the form of this application, and the circumstances in which it can be made, see SIS Act s 
126B. 
For ease of reference the term "public offer funds" in this section is used to collectively refer to 
"public offer superannuation funds", "approved deposit funds" and "pooled superannuation 
trusts". 



continually comply with any conditions that accompany approval.9 An application for 

approval will be granted provided APRA is satisfied that the applicant can be relied upon 

to perform its trustee duties, and either:Io 

has net assets, or is entitled to an approved guarantee in respect of its duties as 
trustee, to the value of $5 million dollars;" 

the combined value of net assets and an approved guarantee (described above) 
is equal to $5 million dollars;" or 

adheres to the prescribed custody requirements.o 

Guidelines on the information and undertakings that APRA takes into account in 

determining whether or not an applicant has the required capacity, and can be relied upon 

to perform its trustee duties are contained in the approved trustee application form issued 

by APRA. Significant factors that influence APRA in its decision are detailed in Table 5.1. 

TABLE 5.1  - FACTORS RELEVANT TO THE APPROVAL OF TRUSTEES 

Significant factors which influence APRA in it's decision to grant approval to the trustee of a public 
offer fund include: 

0 Custody: The applicant must supply details of its arrangements for the physical custody and security 
of fund assets which ensure the fund assets will be kept separate and protected; ! 
SIS Rerponribilitier: The applicant must detail how part!cular responsibilities prescribed by SIS will 
be met, including the arrangements for: 

member inquiry and complaints; - the selection and monitoring of investment managers; 
keeping records in respect of meetings and decisions,.changes to  the trusteeship or 
directorships and member reports; . identifying, monitoring and informing APRA of significant adverse events; 
ensuring investments comply.with the in-house asset rulesand are made on an arm's 
length basis; and 
unclaimed money. 

Employer-sponsored Public Offer Funds: For public offer funds with standard employer-sponsored 
members, the applicant must detail its arrangements for ensuring that policy committees are 
established and that employee representatives are appointed to those committees; 

P Training: The applicant must detail the staff training that is proposed or has been conducted for 
educating the staff of the proposed trustee in relation to the duties and responsibilities imposed by 
the SIS Act and the general law; 

Service Providers, Delegates and Experts: The applicant must detail its procedures for ensuring that 
experts, service provides, delegates and subcontractors have the appropriate qualifications, 
capacity and experience; 

9 SIS Act s 21(2). 
' O  SIS Act s 26(1). 
'I SIS Regulations reg 3.03. 
'l SIS Act ss 26(1)(b)(iia), 26(1A); SIS Regulations reg 3.03. 

3 SIS Act S 26(1)(b)(iii). 



0 hfinimisation of Fraud: The applicant must detail its systems, controls and structures in place to 
ensure that the chances of fraud and non-compliance with the relevant legislation, trust deed and 
maladminirtration are minimised; and 

0 Regulatory Compliance: The applicant must detail its procedures to ensure i t s  ongoing compliance 
with APRA and regulatory obligations, including the prescribed disclosure of information. 

Source: APRA, "A plication by a Corporation for Approval as an 'A roved Trustee' for the Pu oses of the 
Superannuorion 1 ~ 8 , r t ~  (Supemi~ioJ Art ~qqj" ,  2000,  at 12-14 in &!H, APRA Superannuation z i p *  (CCH, 
hre lea f ) ,  at $11-341. 

Continued approval is contingent upon compliance with the conditions set out in the 

instrument of approval. APRA has released a draft pro forma instrument of approval for 

general guidance.' Conditions of particular significance are detailed in Table 5.2. 

TABLE 5.2 - SELECTED CONDITIONS O F  APPROVAL 

Selected conditions from the draft instrument of approval issued by APRA include that: 

the trustee board be constituted by at least four directors, three of whom are Australian residents; 

the trustee inform APRA in writing (within 7 days of becoming aware) of any event that may affect the .~: 
trustee's ability to perform, i n  a proper manner, the duties of a trustee; 

the trustee inform APRA i n  writing of any change to.chairman, chief executive officer,.company 
secretary, directors or other responsible officers; 

. , 

the trustee inform APRA, at least 14 days in advance, of any persons who have the power to exercise a 
. 

controlling influence over the financial or operating policiesof the trustee or any material increase in 
the controlling influence of any person over the trustee; 

the trustee is prohibitedfrom engaging in any business or commercia'l activity that is not in i t s  . ' 
capacity as trustee of a superannuation entity, unless: (i) it i s  necessary or reasonably incidental to the. ., 
trustee's activities as trustee of a regulated superannuation entity or entities;.(ii) the trustee carried 
out that type of activity at the time of approval or variation thereto; or (iii) the activity is otherwise , , 
approved by APRA; I .; 

the trustee maintain adequate levels of insurance against: (i) liabilities incurred as a result of a breach 
of i t s  professional duty as trustee of an entity; and (ii) material damage and consequential loss in 
respect of its business or undertaking as trustee. . . 

Source: APRA. "1n;trument of Approval of Trustee", in CCH, APRA Suprrannultion D i ~ t a  (CCH. LooreleaO, at 921- 
355. 

In summary, there are two entry level requirements. At the base level all trustees and 

directors are subject to the disqualified person provisions. As a second barrier to entry, 

trustees of public offer funds must be approved; this is premised upon both operational and 

financial capacity to undertake the duties of trusteeship. As this modifies the general trust 

law position, what follows is an assessment of whether these barriers to entry can be 

justified upon the basis of the SRF. 

That the trust has been selected as the vehicle for the provision of superannuation benefits 

means that the administration and management of the constituent fund automatically falls 

to the trustee. Ispo facto, responsibility for the security and viability of the fund is the 

responsibility of the trustee. On this basis, promotion of the main regulatory objective - 
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prudential security - essentially demands that eligibility for trusteeship (and directorships) 

be in some way limited. In the context of the superannuation industry, the "disqualified 

person"' concept emanated from the recommendations of the Senate Select Committee on 

Superannuation and the Australian Law Reform Commission in their respective inquiries 

foreshadowing the introduction of the SIS Act.14 The importance of ensuring the safety of 

superannuation was argued to justify the introduction of the prohibitions. 

In terms of the Rocha typology of risk assessment,'5 the disqualified person provisions seek 

to mitigate a type of agency risk: the risk of fraud and mismanagement by an agency, in this 

case, the trustee. The risk of fraud and mismanagement is significantly decreased if persons 

who have shown themselves to be dishonest, incapable of managing their financial affairs, 

or who have previously breached the SIS Act, are barred from the management position of 

trustee. If persons who display characteristics contrary to the promotion of prudential 

security are barred from participation, the risk of what the legislature is seeking to prevent 

- fraud and mismanagement - is necessarily decreased. The further advantage of this 

approach is its consistency with the regulation of companies, where persons are likewise 

disqualified from managing corporations in circumstances of dishonesty, insolvency and 

rni~management.'~ I t  follows that disqualification of persons who would otherwise at  

general law be eligible for trusteeship is justified on the basis of the prudential security 

limb of the SRF. 

The regulatory schemes in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom also bar participation at 

the trustee level for persons considered unfit for trustee~hip.~7 The Goode committee 

recommended to the UK Parliament that the most effective approach is "to disqualify 

those who have shown themselves unfit to be trustees of a pension fund or otherwise to be 

engaged in the management of a pension fund."18 Similarly in Hong Kong, a company 

seeking approval for trusteeship must satisfy the regulator that its controllers are persons 

'4 See ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, Report No 59, 1992, at 67-72; 
Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, Safguarding Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the enate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 1992, at 314.37. 

&' 

'5 See 4.4. 
I6 See CorporationsAct 2001 (Cth) Pt 2D.6. 
'7 As to the disqualified person provisions in the United Kingdom and the Hong Kong see 3.1.2.~ 

and 3.4.2.2 respectively. 
I8 United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Law Reform: The Report of the Pension 

Law Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at S[~.~.II. 



of good reputation and character and have not been found guilty in any jurisdiction for 

offences involving fraud or dishonesty.'9 

Regarding the appointment of trustees, the SIS Act distinguishes between employer- 

sponsored funds and public offer funds; the latter must have an approved trustee." As 

outlined above, approval is premised upon the capacity, both operational and financial, of 

the entity to carry out the duties of a trustee. This is a significant step away from the  

freedom conferred by the general law in respect of appointment. 

I n  Australia the approved trustee provisions emanated from the Companies Act 1958 (Vic), 

the provisions of which were adopted from equivalent English statutes." Unit trusts, the 

category in which modern public offer superannuation funds historically fell for definition, 

were originally regulated pursuant to the "other interests" provisions of the Victorian Act. 

I n  addition t o  an "approved" deed, trustee "approval" by the Attorney-General was 

required." T h e  regulatory intent of these provisions, although alternatively termed 

"prescribed interests", was adopted by various State company Acts and then subsequently 

incorporated into the Companies Codeg and later the  Corporations Law.'4 In these Acts 

trustee approval was premised on trustee independence from the management company 

and on the National Companies Securities Commission (subsequently the Australian 

Securities Commission) being satisfied that the trustee and its officers had the necessary 

' 9  Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes (Genera0 Regulation 1998 (Cap 485A) (HK) reg 16(2)(a). See 
3.4.2.2. 

" For ease of reference the term "public offer funds" is in this section used to collectively refer to 
"public offer superannuation funds", "approved deposit funds" and "pooled superannuation . . 
trusts". 

" Barriers of entry for trusteeship of unit trusts were considered by the Company Law 
Committee in its inquiry into the provisions of the Com anies Act 1948 (UK) (United Kingdom, a .  Company Law Committee (Chairman: Rt Hon Lor Jenk~ns), Report of the Company Law 
Committee, Cmnd 1749, 1962) The Committee recommended that a trustee of a registered unit 
trust should be, in the opinion of the Board of Trade, a suitable person to operate such a trust. 
It also recommended that "[tlhe Act might set out specific rounds upon which the Board of 

B % Trade mi ht decide that managers or trustees were unsuita le, eg because their directors or 
other of lcers were persons who had been convicted of an offence involving fraud or 
dishonesty, but the Board should also have a general power so to decide on any other grounds": 
at 9316. These recommendations were incorporated into the Companies Acts 1967, 1976 and 
1980 (UK). 

" Companies Act 1958 (Vic) s 630(a) (repealed). 
? Companies Code ss 165,167 (repealed). 

Corporations LW ss 1065, 1067 (repealed). Employer-sponsored funds were specifically excluded 
from these requirements: CorporationsRegulations regs 7.12.05,7.1~.06 (repealed). 



experience, qualifications, knowledge, skills, and financial and staff resources to adequately 

discharge the functions of a trustee and to fulfd its obligation~.~s 

Following the recommendation of the Australian Law Reform C o m m i ~ s i o n , ~  the 

regulation of public offer superannuation funds was transferred in 1993 from the 

Corporations Law to the SIS Act. The requirements for approved deeds and approved 

trustees were retained with the result that a higher threshold of entry was required for 

trusteeship of public offer funds as compared to non-public offer funds (otherwise termed, 

in the Australian context, employer-sponsored funds). 

As with the disqualified person provisions, this restriction on the general law freedom of 

appointment is defensible upon the basis of the prudential security limb of the SRF. 

As described in Table 5.1," the first step in the approval process requires the applicant to 

present evidence to satisfy APRA that it can be relied upon to perform its duties. Relevant 

to APRA's consideration is information concerning arrangements for the custody of assets, 

the processes in place for control and compliance systems, the procedures for interaction 

with services providers and delegates, the processes for seeking expert assistance and 

ensuring ongoing compliance with regulatory obligations and responsibilities, and the 

qualifications and training of staff. These considerations are clearly directed at lessening 

operational risk. If an applicant can demonstrate that it has the necessary competence to 

undertake the duties of a trustee and adequate processes and systems for the security of 

assets, detection of fraud and regulatory non-compliance, the risk of operational failure is 

decreased. The advantages of this approach are soon lessened or even negated if there are 

no ongoing requirements. To  this end, the approval conditions described in Table 5.zd are 

directed towards continued operational capacity. Approved trustees are obliged to inform 

APRA of various events, including any event that may affect the trustee's ability to perform 

its duties, and any change to its responsible officers or persons who exert a controlling 

influence. This information assists APRA in its regulatory oversight function of assessing 

continuing as well as initial competence to carry out trustee duties. The further condition 

" NCSC Poli Statement, Release No 126, "Companies Act and Codes Section 167: Approval of 
Trustee or X epresentative for Prescribed Interest Holders" in CCH, Aurtraliun Company Law 
undPructice (CCH, Looseleafl, at 977-230 (release 77-12-85, sheet 81). " ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Other People'l Money: Volume r ,  Report No 65, 1973, at 93.17 
(recommendation no 12). 

V See above at 5.1. 

See above at 5.1. 



of prohibiting trustees from engaging in activities inconsistent with the provision of 

superannuation services is a classic example of mitigating agency risk: the risk in this case is 

that the responsible entity's interests are not aligned with those of the superannuation fund 

members. Trustees must act in the interests of the superannuation beneficiaries rather 

than chasing the allure of increased profits from activities inconsistent with the 

superannuation function.'9 

The second step in the approval process necessitates the applicant demonstrating a 

financial capacity of $5 million in either net assets or an approved guarantee (or a 

combination thereof). Alternatively, the custody requirements prescribed by APRA will 

suffice.jo Although at the time the SIS Act was introduced in Bill form there was no official 

stated rationale for the imposition of these capital requirements, APRA subsequently 

stated that the rationale "appears to have been focussed totally on the theory of allowing 

only entities of substance to hold superannuation assets in the retail area".jl This is 

reinforced by the comments of the current Commonwealth Government in an Issues 

Paper titled "Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation" where it stated that:j2 

The purpose of the approval process, particularly the financial requirements, is to assess 
whether A proved Trustees are committed, comaetent and viable players and that the 
have capit 2 at their disposal to remedy funding, a mlnlstratlve and compliance problems i l  
and when, they arise. 

These statements suggest a twofold purpose: to assess the bona fides of the applicant and 

its commitment to the superannuation purpose; and to provide a financial buffer against 

funding, administrative and compliance problems. The Background Issues paper released 

by the Superannuation Working Group added a third rationale: the risk of losing the 

capital outlaid provides an incentive to perform and manage the fund well.33 

These entry requirements are again directed towards minimising agency risk. A significant 

financial commitment demonstrates a commitment to the provision of superannuation 

services to members. The risk of losing this financial commitment assists to align the 

See 6.5. 
3O SIS Act s 26(1)(b)(iii). 
3' Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superunnuution Industry 

(SuDervi5ion) Art 1991 and Certain Other Su~erannuution Lenir/ution,  zoo^, submission no 49 . ? -  U . . 
(APRA) at p 1. 

32 Commonwealth of Australia, Minister for Financial Services and Regulation, Options for 
Improvingthe Sufety of Superunnuution, Issues Paper, 2001, at 7. 

33 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Options for Improving the Safety 
of Superannuution. Backgmund Issues, 2001, at 16. 
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interests of  the approved trustee with those of  the superannuation fund members. I t  can 

be  further argued that  t he  requirements are directed towards operational viability. A 

significant capital amount can assist with future losses concerning administrative systems14 

o r  compliance problems. Alternatively, t he  financial buffer may "decrease the risk of a 

disorderly o r  non-compliant winding up  if the business fails"P 

Prima facie t he  entry requirements for approved trustees facilitate prudential security 

through t h e  legislative strategies t o  lessen bo th  agency and operational risk. Th i s  

conclusion is supported by  tha t  of t h e  Productivity Commission in  its review of  

superannuation legislation in  2001. Though remarking that  t he  benefits of t h e  entry 

requirements are not  readily quantifiable, the Commission reported t h a t 9  

[olverall, the current entry requirements for approved trustees are likely to have facilitated 
the prudent management and prudential supervision of su erannuation funds. This benefit R .  is assessed as exceeding the costs of restricting entry, whic are l~kely to be quite small. The 
entry requirements need reduce the risks of less prudent management by only a small 
amount in order to generate a net benefit. 

Despite these conclusions, in the face of high profile corporate collapses there have been 

industry rumblings regarding the  approved trustee structure. I n  t he  opinion of  Ross 

Clare,37 the  approved trustee structure failed t o  prevent t h e  losses arising from t h e  

management of  t h e  Employees Productivity Award Superannuation F ~ n d 3 ~  a n d  t h e  

collapse of  Commercial  Nominees  o f  Australia P t y  Ltd.39 T h e  Association of  

34 The most common example in this respect is losses arising from a computer system failure. 
3 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy 

(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, 2001, at 45 (see note 2). 
j6 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 

(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, 2001, at 4546-47. 
37 Clare, "Breach of Trust" (2001) 254 SU erfunds 41 at 42. See also Davis, "Safet in 

Superannuation Proposals", presented at l uperannuation 2003: A W'aterfaN of Reform, C!offs 
Harbour, February 2003, Law Council of Australia, at 9.1. 

js , The Employees Productivity Award Superannuation fund (EPAS) is a ublic offer industry 
superannuation fund for employees in the hospitality industry in Queens&d. In just one year 
the value of the fund was reduced from $27 million to $18 million dollars (1997-1998) I t  was 
estimated that members lost 51 per cent of their entitlements: Commonwealth of Australia, 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services: Some Case Studies, Second Report, 2001, at 511.1. 

39 Commercial Nominees of Australia Pty Ltd was an approved trustee with assets of the fund 
totalling around $300 million. I t  was the trustee of "approximate1 475 small APRA funds, a 
master trust known as the Confidens Investment Trust (confibrens), two trusts known as 
Enhanced Equity Fund (EEF) and the Enhanced Cash Management Trust (ECMT), and a 
number or cor orate and uhlic offer superannuation funds includin the Australian 
Workforce ~ l i ~ i i l e  Rollover Sund (AWERF), the Network Super Fund ancfthe Midas Super 
Fund": Commonwealth of Australia, Services, PrudPntial Supervision and Consumer Protection for 
Su erannuation, Banking and Financial Services: Some Case Studies, Second Re ort, 2001, at ?.I. 
Tf!e size of the loss caused by the company's collapse has been estimate to be $25 mil ,on, 
affecting some z5,ooo investors: at 514.3. 

S 
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Superannuation Funds of Australia (''ASFA'?, although prefacing its observation with the 

comment that the vast majority of funds are safe, secure and well-managed, has likewise 

opined that "whichever way the figures are srudied, the greatest incidence of fraud and 

losses have been in funds with Approved Tmsteesn.40 

In view of these concerns, an issue that demands consideration is whether or not the entry 

requirements could be improved so as to achieve a greater level of prudential security. A 

related issue is whether or not the prudential security of employer-sponsored funds could 

be further enhanced by implementation of a similar approval process for t~steeship. 

The essence of these issues was recently examined by the Superannuation Working Group 

("SWG''), which recommended that the approved trustee provisions be replaced with a 

universal licensing regime. The proposed licensing regime is described in detail below at 

5.1.3. As a precursor it can be said that the proposed licensing regime is an extended version 

of the existing approved trustee entry requirements. The Commonwealth Government 

supports this recommendation, and to initiate its implementation has released the 

Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill zoo3 in exposure draft form. 

In  light of the proposed reform an assessment of the issues raised in this section is 

discussed in the context of the proposed licensing regime.4' T o  this end, the following 

section assesses the general prudential viability of the proposed universal licensing system 

and of imposing an additional barrier of entry for employer-sponsored funds. 

The Proposal 

The cornerstone recommendation of the recent SWG inquiry is that the SIS Act be 

amended to require superannuation entities (other than self managed superannuation funds 

and exempt public sector superannuation schemes) to be licensed by APRA. Termed the 

"universal licensing regime", it represents an expanded version of the current system that 

4O Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuutton 
W o r k t g  Group on Opttonsfor Improvtng the Sufity of Superannuutton, 2 0 0 2 ,  submission by ASFA a t  
9, 17. 

4' See 5.1.3.3. 



applies in respect of approved trustees.* I t  is proposed that, to obtain a licence, a trustee 

wiU be required t o 9  

comply with the conditions of the licence, other legislative requirements and 
the covenants in the trust deed; 

meet minimum standards of competency; 
develop a risk management plan; 

have adequate resources in place (including financial, technological and human 
resources); 

have adequate levels of professional indemnity insurance and material 
damageslconsequential loss insurance in place; 
have adequate outsourcing arrangements in place; and 

meet any other conditions as prescribed in regulations or as required by 
APRA. 

An effect of the proposed regime is to bring employer-sponsored funds that are not also 

public offer funds into the net of licensing. Also, it would bring the regulation of 

superannuation funds into line with the regulation of other financial products such as 

managed investment schemes and insurance. 

The Commonwealth Government initially signified support for this recommendation by 

pronouncing its intention to amend the SIS Act at the earliest opportunity to require all 

superannuation fund trustees to obtain a licence to operate a superannuation fund.# 

Subsequently, in May 2003, the Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2 0 0 3  ("SSAB@D)'? 

was released in exposure draft form for industry comment. The exposure draft is in broadly 

the same terms as the SWG proposal. In order to obtain a licence trustees will be required 

to meet a "fitness and propriety" standard, develop a risk management strategy and, in the 

case of public offer funds, meet the prescribed capital requirements.45 Ongoing supervision 

is facilitated by the prescription of licence conditions, which in part require the trustee to 

continually meet the fitness and propriety standard, comply with its risk management 

strategy, develop and comply with a risk management plan, and register any funds upon 

~ommencement.4~ The exact degree of correspondence between the SSAB@D) and the 

SWG proposal is not yet apparent as much of the former will presumably be contained in 

4 l  As to approved trustees see 5.1.2. 

43 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improvingthe Safety of Superannuation, 2002, at 19. 

44 Commonwealth of Australia, Government Response to the Superannuation Working Group 
Recommendations, 2002, at I. 

45 Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill (ED) 2003 ss 29C, 29D. 
46 Superannuation Safety ~mendrnen; Bill @D) zoo3 s zgE. 
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regulations and approved forms. As such, the following assessment proceeds on the footing 

that the SSAB(ED) is generally coextensive with the SWG proposal, noting and assessing, 

where possible, any specific differences between the proposals. T o  this end, industry 

comment reflects chiefly on the SWG proposal. 

Preliminary Analysis 

Although the superannuation industry has indicated general support for a universal 

licensing regime, concerns have been raised regarding the application of the regime to not- 

for-profit funds,47 the increase in compliance costs to superannuation funds, and the 

inability of the regulator to effectively implement the system without adequate resources. 

Notwithstanding these concerns, the proposed universal licensing regime, has the potential 

to facilitate a greater level of prudential security than the approved trustee provisions upon 

which it is based. The introduction of the proposed regime signifies an important change 

in supervisory approach. Not only would there be greater emphasis upon ex ante control; it - 
also envisages a shift in emphasis to a more "risk centred" approach. In that the essence of 

prudential security is the minimisation of risk, the increased emphasis upon risk 

management prima facie makes the universal licensing regime more efficacious in 

facilitating prudential security. Pre-vetting is more effective if the ability of a trustee to 

operate a scheme is judged in terms of risk management. Industry participants in the SWG 

inquiry, in particular, favoured this approach. AMP commented tha@ 

All regulation of the superannuation industry should be risk based and risk should be 
defined, measured and monitored by APRA ... All trustees of superannuation funds should 
be licensed by the regulator on the basis of a risk assessment with the licence if necessary 
setting out whatever requirement the regulator considers necessary to establish an 
acceptable level of risk. 

Similarly W M  Mercer stated that it considered the SWG "review of safety in 

superannuation is really about addressing the management of risk in the operation of 

superannuation funds.49 AMP likewise agreed "that the safety of superannuation would be 

47 The term "not-for-orofit" fund is essentiallv a svnonvm for "emolover-soonsored fund" or 
"corporate fund", bit does not include an e~ploy;r-sp~nsored f u n a  t i a t  i;also r! public offer 
fund. See further the heading "Extension to Employer-Sponsored Funds?" in ~.1.3.3.  

Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optiom for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mtsslon by AMP at 
10. 

6 . .  
49 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Repon of the Superannuation 

Working Group on Optiomfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by WM 
Mercer at I. See also submissions by AMP at 5; IAA at 2; ISFA at 2-3; ABA at 2. 
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increased if all trustees were to be licensed as part of a broad risk based assessment of all 

managed superannuation fund~".5~ 

Aside from these preliminary comments, the following explores four main features of the 

proposed licensing regime: competency, risk management, ongoing regulatory supervision, 

and registration. Consideration is also given to  the viability of extending the licensing 

regime to employer-sponsored funds. 

A proposed licence criterion is that the trustee demonstrate a minimum standard of 

competence, referred to  in the SSABED) as the "fitness and propriety standardn.5' 

Although the detail of this standard has not yet been released, the SWG envisaged that 

APRA would assess the trustee's competence to operate a fund in a prudent manner.5' 

As with the current approved trustee structure, this would appear to involve assessing 

trustees' operational capacity. As the entry requirements for approved trustees facilitate 

prudential security,53 logically the same can be said in the context of the fitness and. 

propriety standard: the industry will be prudentially safer if only those persons or 

entities that demonstrate competence are permitted to  act as trustees. However, use of 

the phrase "fitness and propriety" arguably indicates a broader assessment that extends 

to the knowledge, experience and suitability of the trustee. Greg Brunner, a manager at 

APRA, has foreshadowed the fitness criteria will focus on the "qualifications, 

competence and worthiness of an individual", which in turn encompass consideration of 

the trustee's "skills, knowledge, expertise, diligence and soundness of judgment to  

undertake responsibilitiesn.54 If so, this presents a further avenue enhancing prudential 

security. APRA will not only assess the capacity of the trustee to perform its duties, but 

also its suitability to that function.55 

To Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation l ,  Working Group on Optiom for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mlssron by AMP at 
6. 

5' Superannuation Safety Amendment BiU 2003 @D) S zgD(d). 
5' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Optiom for Improving the Safety 

of Superannuation: Draft Recommendations of the Superannuation Working Group, 2002, at 13. 

53 See 5.1.2. 
54 Brunner, "Safety in Superannuation Proposals", presented at Superannuation 2003: A WaterfaNof 

Reform, Coffs Harbour, February 1003, Law Council of Australia, at 8.7. 
55 Although not referred to by the SWG, this feature closely resembles the trustee approval 

process in Hong Kong, where trustees are required to demonstrate suitability, skill, financial 
soundness and capability: see 3.4.2.2. 



This fearure would be further enhanced if the "fitness and propriety standard" carried a 

requirement whereby each director of a trustee and each individual trustee were 

required, in the absence of other appropriate qualifications, to undergo an accredited 

minimum level of training in respect of their duties and obligations. The present system 

permits persons to act as a trustee or director without any specific knowledge of either 

their duties or the operation of superannuation funds. Although not specifically 

canvassed by the SWG, many industry participants exhorted the virtues of mandated 

minimum levels of training. Moreover, the Senate Select Committee on Superannuation 

and Financial Services has recommended that trustees undergo a mandatory minimum 

level of training prior to service.S6 This issue is also pertinent in respect of employer- 

sponsored funds where employee representatives, in particular, are amateur trustees, 

with possibly no experience in general business, let alone the intricacies of 

superannuation and the corresponding duties of trustees. This proposal should not be 

taken as suggesting that trustees should be "professional trustees" experienced in the 

business of superannuation. Nor should it be seen as an attempt to homogenise 

trusteeship. In this respect Pickering contends that it is essential that the office of 

trusteeship attract a wide range of participant:V 

Trusteeship is a team game and not an individual ursuit. Not every trustee requires the P same level of knowledge or interest in each aspect o trusteeship. 

While trustees may not need the same level of knowledge, a basic core minimum would 

facilitate the performance of their functions. Now, following a recommendation from 

the Myners Review that trustees should be required to undertake training, especially in 

finance and investment,rs the United Kingdom Government is presently investigating 

the most appropriate means of implementing this requirementJ9 

Issues of trustee training are also relevant in the context of extending the proposed 

licensing regime to employer-sponsored funds, and in respect of competence of 

s6 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services, First Report, zoor, at 93.51. 

57 Pickering, A Simpler Way to BenerPenrions: An Independent Report, zooz, at 5[6.21. 
58 Myners, Institutional Investment in the United Kingdom: A Review (commissioned by HM Treasury 

OJK)), zoo], at  92.31, 5[2.51-92.54. 
59 United Kin dom, HM Treasu and the Department for Work and Pensions, Myners Review: 

Inrtitutinr B Investment in the & - The Gouernmentt Response, zoor, at $0; ?red Kinsdom, 
Department for Work and Pensions, Simplicity, Security and Choice: orkmng and Savrng for 
Retirement, Cm 5677, 2002,  at Ch 5, Annex r. 



employee representatives under the equal representation rules, and so are discussed in 

more detail under each of these headings?O 

The second major feature of the SWG proposal is that trustees be required to prepare 

and maintain a risk management plan in respect of each fund they operate. In  essence 

this would require a trustee to demonstrate how it intended deal with specific risk areas 

by articulating the risk management processes and practice that the trustee proposed to 

follow?' In was further envisaged that an annual audit be used to monitor compliance, 

with significant breaches reportable to APRA and members. 

The SWG risk management plan proposal is modelled in part upon the requirement for 

the responsible entities of Managed Investment Schemes to prepare a compliance plan 

setting out the measures they will apply to ensure that the operation of the scheme 

complies with all obligations pursuant to the Corporations Act zoo1 (Cth) and the 

scheme's c~nstitution.~' However, this proposal is broader in nature, requiring trustees 

to address specific risk areas as well as compliance issues. Moreover, so as to allay 

industry concerns regarding the high costs of such plans, it is proposed that the plan 

address critical areas - for example, investment, outsourcing and governance - rather 

than all aspects of c0mpliance.~3 

The SSAB(ED) has incorporated this proposal, albeit in modified form. It contemplates 

that trustees will submit a risk management strategy as part of their licence 

application.64 The risk management strategy relates to the operations of the trustee as 

trustee. T o  this end, it must identify, monitor and manage risks associated with 

governance, decision-making processes and outsourcing, as well as risks arising from 

fraud and expected changes in the law.65 Unlike the SWG proposal, trustees are also 

required to set out a business plan indicating how they intend to achieve their business 

60 See 5.1.3.6 and 5.2.2 respectively. 
6' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Repotl of the Superannuation 

Working Group on Options for Improving the S~fety of Superannuation, 2 0 0 2 ,  a t  31 (recommendation 
No L)). 

6' CorporationsAct 2001 (Cth) s 6oxHA (see generally Pt 5C.4). 
63 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 

Working Gmup on Option for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, at 31. 
64 Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 (ED) S zgC(d). 
hi Suprrannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2 0 0 3  (ED) s 29ki(z). The strategy must also set out the 

circumstances in which an audit of the relevant risks will be undertaken (S zgH(z)(t)). 
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 objective^.^^ I n  addition to  developing a strategy, trustees will be required, as a 

condition imposed upon licences, to develop and comply with a risk management plan 

for each of its funds.67 I t  is proposed that the plan identify the risks arising in the 

operation of each particular fund, for example, the risks associated with the fund's 

investment strategy, financial position and outsourcing 

Consistent with the general industry consensus that the  introduction of risk 

management plans would strengthen monitoring and assist to  ensure risks are 

adequately identified, i t  can be said that the risk management proposal adds value to  

prudential security measures. This is for two reasons. Firrt, under either the SWG or the 

SSAB(ED) formulations the proposed strategies and plans are completely consistent 

with the fundamental nature of prudential security: the minimisation of risk. The  

essence of the proposal is to require trustees to  give detailed consideration to the 

operational risks apparent in superannuation funds and the entity itself. Trustees must 

then develop strategies to guard against those risks. The  proposal also signals a change 

in regulatory approach. Currently, specific risks are addressed by specific legislative 

intervention. The proposed licensing regime adds a second layer of risk management, 

directed to the risks of individual fund operations. 

Second(y, the proposal directs the attention of trustees t o  operational and entity risks. I n  

August and September of 2002  research was conducted by the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants in conjunction with Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu whereby 69 of Australia's 

top superannuation funds and master trusts were surveyed regarding issues relating to  

fund administration and trustee processes.69 Although finding a high level of fund 

governance amongst Australia's largest funds, in respect of trustee processes i t  

concluded 

[Tlhe most significant area requiring improvement is the involvement of trustees in the 
arresrment andmonitorin of risks the monitoring of internal 
controls designed to a f dress those of many 'l'rustecs, 

66 Superannuation Safety Amendment .Bill 2003 @D) S 29H(z)(c). 
67 Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill zoo3 @D) s zgE(r)(e). 

Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 (ED) S zgQ. The plan must also set out the 
circumstances in which an audit of the relevant risks will be undertaken (S zgQ(~)(d)). 

69 Self corn letion surveys were sent to 303 of Australia's top superannuation funds and master 
trusts, of which the trustees or fund secretaries of 69 res onded: Institute of Chartered 
Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance oherannuat ion  Funds, Research 
Report, 2002, at 2. 

7O Institute of Chartered Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance of 
Superannuation Fund, Research Report, 2002, at j (paragraph break omitted). 
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risk is not limited to investment risks but encomDasses strateeic and operational areas. For 
many Trustees, risk assessment and management is a new ch&enge. The identification of 
risk areas needs to be followed by a strategy to manage and control those risks ... 

Only some half of the funds surveyed had undertaken a formal assessment of the risks 

facing their funds." An equivalent percentage did not have formal processes in place to 

assess and monitor the effectiveness of internal controls operating within their f ~ n d . 7 ~  

The conclusion that risk assessment is an area requiring improvement reveals not only 

that a large percentage of the industry is not conducting risk assessment but also that 

many trustees are unaware that the concept of the risk includes operational and 

governance risk. That trustees are not even aware of the incidence of this type of risk is 

a risk in itself. Given these findings, the proposal that trustees develop and maintain 

risk management strategies/plans is a compelling recommendation. 

As to the SSAB(ED) proposal, the necessity of distinguishing between entity strategies 

and fund plans must be queried. ASFA has strongly contended that the division will 

create confusion over the relative roles of the strategy and plan, as well as create an 

artificial distinction between the trustee and the fund.73 This may well be true. ASFA 

suggests, rather, that the risk management strategy should articulate the trustee's 

overarching policies and approaches to risk, whereas the management plan detail the 

actual risk management procedures.74 The SWG proposal or alternatively that of ASFA 

is simpler in design with precisely the same outcome. To  this end, the SSAB proposal is 

the less preferred option, albeit with the caveat that, as no commentary or explanatory 

material accompanied the exposure draft, the Department of Treasury's objectives in 

this respect are difficult to judge. 

7I Institute of Chartered Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance of 
Superannuation Fundr, Research Report, 2002, at 12. 

7l  Institute of Chartered Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance of 
Superannuation Fundr, Research Report, 2002, at 12. 

73 ASFA, General Comments and Recommendations on the Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill zoo3 
Exposure Draft (submitted to Department of Treasury in response to its call for comment on 
the SSABmD)) (available at www.superannuation.asn.au), July 2003, at 5. 

74 ASFA, General Comments and Recommendations on the Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 
Exposure Draft (submitted to Department of Treasury in response to its call for comment on 
the SSABWD)) (available at www.superannuation.asn.au), July 2003, at 6. 
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The Proposal 

As a further component of the licensing regime, the SWG proposed that APRA assess, 

in the context of the relevant risks, whether or not each fund has adequate resources, 

including capital, in place. I t  recommended that this criterion replace the current 

capital requirement for approved tmstees.75 Though the Commonwealth Government 

indicated in-principle support for the proposed framework, i t  nevertheless considered 

that other requirements such as the requirement to develop risk management plans will 

address concerns regarding operational risk. As such, the Commonwealth Government 

supports the retention of the status qu0.7~ TO facilitate this position, the SSABED) 

permits trustees to  apply for different categories of licence.77 Applicants for a public 

offer entity licence@ must satisfy APRA that the prescribed capital requirements have 

been met.79 These requirements are the same that currently exist for approved trustees. 

Given the divergence between the SWG and SSABED) proposals, the questions that 

arise are: (i) whether an assessment of resources with a flexible risk driven approach is to 

be preferred to  the static prescription of a capital amount; and (ii) whether there is any 

prudential need to impose capital requirements upon employer-sponsored funds. 

Maintaining the Status Cuo -Assessment 

Indusq Concern 

Although theoretically the current capital requirements can, as part of the approved 

trustee requirements, be justified in terms of the S R F F  there remain industry concerns 

regarding the present formulation of the requirements. Submissions by industry 

participants to both the Productivity Commissionsland the SWG cast doubt on the 

75 As to approved trustees see 5.1.2 
76 Commonwealth of Australia, Government Response to the Superannuation Working Group 

Recomme&tiom, 2002, at 8-9. 
77 Superannuation Safety Amendment BiU zoo3 @D) s 2gB. 
78 The Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 (ED) S 29B recognises classes of licence. One 

class covers trustees of public offer entities. Other classes will be defined by the regulations. 
See further note 150. 

79 Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 @D) ss ~gD(h), 2qDA. 
As to the arguments in favour of this approach see 5.1.2. 
In 2001  the SIS Act, the Superannuation (Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 and various other 
pieces of su erannuation legislation were referred to the Productivity Commission for inquiry 
and report g y the Assistant Treasurer. The scope of the inquiry was limited to legislation 
governing the prudent management and supervision of superannuation, and specifically 
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ability of the minimum capital requirements to achieve their stated aims?' In particular, 

industry submissions questioned whether capital in and of itself lessens or eliminates the 

risk of operational or governance breakdown?3 but is instead purely a pool of money 

that can be drawn upon once a problem has already occurred.84 Reservations were also 

expressed as to the ability of the minimum capital base to act as a sufficient financial 

buffer in the face of operational or governance breakdown.% AMP and the Australian 

Retirement Income Streams Association Ltd (''ARISA'? suggested that insurance would 

in many cases provide more complete ~ r o t e c t i o n . ~ ~  Moreover, premiums charged would 

reflect a market-based assessment of the risk apparent in the relevant entity.87 In  a 

similar vein Towers Perrin argued that sufficient liquidity and working capital is more 

important than holding a minimum level of net tangible assets. The latter is merely 

indicative of the substance of an entity whereas the former provides resources to  

address operational failures.88 

That  the capital requirements provide an incentive for approved trustees to  act 

prudently and in the interests of members was also queried. Submissions addressing this 

whether such legislation was consistent with the principles enunciated in the Commonwealth 
Competition Principles Agreement. For the report of the inquiry see Commonwealth of 
Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy (Supervision) Act 1793 
and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, zoo I .  

The objectives of the capital requirements are described at 5.1.2. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionr for Improving the Safety of Superannuution, 2002, submissions by ASFA 
at 28; ARISA at 4. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionr for Improving the Safety of Superannuution, 2002, submissions by ASFA 
at 28; ARISA at 4. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indust9 
(Supervision) Act 1773 and Certain Other Superannuation Legiilation, 2001, submission no 12 (CSA) 
at 16; Commonwealth of Australia, Su erannuation Working Group, Report of the 
Superannuation Working Group on Options $r Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, 
submission by Towers Perrin at 10. 

86 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Workin Group on Options for Improving the Sa ety of Superannuation, 2002, submissions by ARISA 
at 4; A%P at 8. See also submissions by l aw Council of Australia at 6; WM Mercer at 8; 
ACTU at 5; NSP Buck at 15 (NSP Buck proposed a concept of portfolio insurance to replace 
the existing capital requirements); ASFA at 30. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mlsslon by AMP at 
8. 

6 . .  
8b Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group. Report of the Superannuation 

Working Group on Options for Improving the S~fery of Superannwtion, zoor, submission by Towers 
Perrin a t  10. 



matter considered that sufficient incentive flowed from the general law duty of trustees 

(as replicated in the SIS Act S 52 covenants) to act in the best interests of beneficiarie~.~9 

The final concern was that the present capital requirements do not account for the 

diversity of the superannuation industry. Funds differ in size, type and administration - 
"one size does not fit aUn.90 The  static prescription of an "across the boardn capital 

requirement does not in any sense reflect the nature of a fund, the  risks that the 

particular fund faces and any concomitant need for capital. For example, in respect of 

accumulation schemes ISFA argued that it is difficult to appreciate how further capital 

requirements could be justified given that "these funds are fully allocated t o  individual 

accounts, there are no vesting issues and investment arrangements are subject t o  

disclosure and generally transparent1'.9' Similarly, many funds outsource investment and 

administration. If appropriate contractual arrangements are in place, there may be no 

need for larger amounts of capital or operational reserves.9' In respect of funds that self- 

administer PWC observed that regard must be had to the distinction between capital 

and operating reserves. Although some funds self-administer, it was argued that this 

does not mean that they need capital:93 

[tlhe fund uses members' money to buy administrative systems, employ people and so on. 
The cost of this is no different to paying an outsourced provider. Such funds may need 
operating reserves to cover themselves for inadvertent administrative error and so on. In 
our experience, many self-administered funds have operating reserves to cover the 
potential for such operating risks. 

89 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivi 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other 
Institute of Victoria at g; 
Report of the Superannuation Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 
2002, submissions by IAA at 5; LW Council of Australia at 5. 

9O Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by PWC at 
5. 

9' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mlssLon by lFSA at 
10. 

6 . .  
9' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of tht Superannuation 

Working Group on Options for Improving the Safe of Superannuation, 2001, submissions by Law 
Council of Australia a t  5 ;  Towers Perrin at 10; A 2 TU at 5 

93 Commonwealth of Australia. Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by PWC at 
5 .  



Industry Prefuence &the S WG Responre 

Despite general dissatisfaction wi th  the  present static formulation of t he  capital 

requirements, the general undertone of industry submissions did not  favour a removal of  

these requirements. This was for two principal reasons. 

Firs t ,  industry places a n  intrinsic value o n  a for-profit scheme demonstrating 

commitment  t o  t he  industry. This  commitment ideal is also valued in the managed 

investment funds sector. I n  a discussion paper released by the Companies and Securities 

Advisory Committee ("CSAC'? in 1992 i t  was suggested that  a capital requirement for 

the then prescribed interest schemes (now managed investment schemes) did not  serve 

the  stated aims94 well enough t o  warrant i ts  imposition.95 T h e  subsequent Review 

reported that  industry was critical of  this position principally o n  the ground tha t  

scheme operators would then not  be  required to show commitment t o  the i n d u ~ t r y . 9 ~  

Whilst  there was wide acknowledgment that  any chosen amount of  capital would be  

arbitrary, and for some schemes inappropriate, i t  was nevertheless considered that  an 

element of  "comfort" is gained from the capital requirements97 T h e  importance of  a n  

94 The aims of the capital requirement in the mana ed investment scheme industry are in essence 
the same as those in the superannuation industry.?t is aimed at providing: 

some indication of the capacity of the operator to conduct f ~ n d s k a n a ~ e m e n t  operations 
and to continue as a going concern C'skill money'); 

'evidence of the commitment by the operator to its scheme management activities (''hurt 
money'); and 
a pool of funds for investors who succeed in litigation against an operator for breach of 
duty ("comfort money'). 

ALRC, CSAC, CoNective Investments: Other People's Money: Volume I ,  Report No 65, 1993, at 
J10.27. 

95 ALRC, CSAC, CoNective Investment Schemes, Discussion Paper No 53,1992, at 3/1.17-95.23. 
96 ALRC, CSAC, CoNective Investments: Other People's Money: Volume I ,  Report No 65, 1993, at 

Jro.28. 
97 The Review recommended that the Corporations Law impose a minimum capital requirement 

on scheme operators, calculated as five percent of the total assets of an operator's schemes, 
sub'ect to a minimum of $roo,ooo and a maximum and $5 million respectively: ALRC, CSAC, 
~odect ive  Investments: Other People's Money: Volume I ,  Report N o  65, 1993, at S[ro.31. This 
recommendation was subsequently incorporated with amendment in the Managed Investments 
Act 1998 (Cth). In order to operate a managed investment scheme the res onsible entity must 
hold a dealer's licence (Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) S 6orFA). To obtain a Ecence the applicant 
must satisfy ASIC that, inter alia, its net tangible assets will be maintained at a minimum of 
$ro,ooo or, if the value of the scheme's assets exceed $10 million, five percent of those assets 
up to a maximum of $5 million (Corporationr Act 2001 (Cth) S 913A) In a recent review of the 
Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth) Mr Malcolm Turnbull postponed consideration of the 
capital requirements preferring to await the considerations of the SWG. In this respect 
Turnbull noted: 

While the regulatory objectives and principles applicable to the managed investment and 
superannuation industries may differ, there are sufficient parallels between these industries to justify 
reconsideration of NTA [net tangible asset) requirements in light of any fmdings that may flow from 
the Superannuation Working Group. 



element of "comfort" is also reflected in the Productivity Commission's conclusion that 

the custody requirements are beneficial to member interests by reinforcing the trustee's 

commitment to the task and ensuring that the trustee has some capacity to conduct its 

affairs.g8 This can also be seen to underlie the Commission's recommendation that the 

custodial concession is "not consistent with prudential objectives and that all approved 

trustees should be required to have a specified minimum level of substance in their own 

right."99 

Secondly, it was considered that there remains a role for access to a capital base in the 

event of operational or governmental failure provided that there is a risk related 

assessment of the need for the capital held. Rather than abolish the current capital 

requirements, many industry participants favoured a "risk related" approach that seeks 

to directly mitigate against specific risk rather than the simple prescription of an 

arbitrary amount representing a somewhat crude assessment of possible risk.Ioo This 

would involve the development of a framework that assesses capital adequacy 

requirements against the way a fund operates in conjunction with the presence of risk 

mitigation factors. For example, the availability of insurance, access to operating 

budgets and reserves, sufficient contractual protection in respect of outsourcing to 

service providers, as well as the availability of capital to service providers, are factors 

that mitigate the risk of operational failure and thus are directly relevant to assessing 

the amount of capital required. 

From a regulatory point of view, APRA generally supported the application of minimum 

capital requirements. I t  argued that the current system provides protection by 

permitting an institution to continue operation in the face of losses. Nevertheless 

Commonwealth of Australia, Mr Malcolm Turnbull, Review of the Managed Investments Act 1998, 
2001, at 28. 

98 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indrutv 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, 2001, at 50. 

99 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indrutty 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, zoo], at 50. 

'0° Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submissions by ABA at 
3; ASFA at 30; CPA at 3; IFSA at 9-10 note in particular the prlnclples adopted by the 
International Investment Fund Association in respect of the degree to which investment 
schemes should be subject to capital adequacy requirements); IAA at 6,  Law Council of 
Australia at 4; PWC at 5. 



APRA saw a case for a more robust and risk-focused regime than the present flat $5 

rniUion am~unt . '~ '  

In light of these industry concerns, the SWG recommended that APRA should 

determine the amount of resources, including capital, required by a trustee to address 

the operational risks relevant to that trustee. Rather than specify a maximum or 

minimum amount the legislation should list the factors that APRA should consider in 

its asse~sment . '~~ 

Whilst prescription of a minimum capital base can be argued to enhance prudential 

security, a better approach is one that is risk driven and assesses the need for capital 

requirements against relevant risk factors. I t  is the presence of risk that is deleterious to 

prudential management and security. As such, an approach that assesses the risks 

present in the operation of a particular superannuation scheme, and sets entry 

requirements in accord with that risk profile, is more likely to enhance prudential 

security. Moreover, a risk driven assessment of the need for resources is not only 

consistent with the concept of minimising risk, but also complements the risk driven 

approach underlying the universal licensing regime, in particular, by the associated 

introduction of a risk management plan. 

There remains, however, one main impediment to the application of this approach. The 

"risk basedn framework requires greater participation of the regulator at the ex-ante 

stage. Both the SWG proposal and the SSAB(ED) contemplate the assessment of some 

resource issues at the licensing stageJo3 However, to incorporate a variable capital 

requirement dictates an even greater participative and assessment role for APRA. 

Rather than assessing whether a trustee has satisfied the minimum capital requirements, 

the approach becomes one of actively determining those requirements. This has 

significant resource implications. Thus, while the risk based framework may be a 

'01 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuatton Indurtry 
o'ubervirion) Act IPPZ and Certain Other Suberannuation Ixnirl~tion. 2001, submission no 36 

'01 As to the factors suggested as being relevant see Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity 
Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry (Supemision) Act 1993 and Certain Other 
Superannuation Legijlation, 2001, at 49-50. The SWG further recommended that APRA provide 

idance to industry on the weightings it intends to appl to the listed factors and that the new 
rmework be developed in conjunction with industry st d eholders: at 43-51. 

1°3 See Brunner, "Safety in Superannuation Proposals", presented at Superannuation 2003: A 
WaterfaNofRefoq Coffs Harbour, February 2003, Law Council of Australia, at 8.7-8.8. 
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preferred approach it is recognised that, unless sufficient resources are available for its 

implementation, it may not in practice be viable. Moreover, if a significant risk 

management approach is effectively incorporated via a risk management plan, the 

benefits of a variable capital approach over and above a minimum prescribed amount 

may in practice be negligible. Therefore, if the prescribed minimum standards, although 

not perceived to be ideal, provide an acceptable level of prudential security, maintaining 

the status quo may be the sounder option. 

Extension to Employer SponsoredFunds? 

Indust7 Concerns 

There are strong arguments that the prescription of static capital requirements in 

respect of employer-sponsored funds does not serve the ends of prudential security or 

minimise the risks apparent in such funds. The SWG and, to a more limited extent, the 

Productivity Commission addressed this issue in their recent reviews of superannuation. 

Industry participants resoundingly rejected the suggestion that capital adequacy 

requirements be imposed upon employer-sponsored (sometimes termed "not-for- 

profit") funds. The four main objections follow. 

(a') Fails to Recognise CruciaCDt~erences 

The first argument maintains that the proposal fails to recognise the crucial 

distinction between employer-sponsored (not-for-profit) funds and public offer ("for- 

profit") funds.'04 "For-profit" or "retail" funds are owned by shareholders and 

therefore must be operated with shareholder profit and growth in share value in 

mind.'of In pursuing profit for shareholders such funds engage in marketing to the 

public and hold themselves out as professional trustees.'06 In  short, they are 

commercial businesses that assume risk and capital is required as a buffer for 

1°4 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 

4. 
6 . .  Working Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mlsslon by AIST at 

' 05  Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submissions by AIST 
at 4; ASFA at 29. 

'06 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Optiomfor Improvingthe Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by ASFA at 
29. 
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business 10ss.'~7 In contrast, employer-sponsored funds are established for the sole 

purpose of providing retirement benefits for members and are governed by both 

employer and employee representatives. Membership is restricted and there is no 

concept of earning a profit for the relevant employer. The upshot of this distinction 

is that for-profit funds raise the potential for a significant conflict of interest - the 

pursuance of profit for shareholders versus acting solely in the interests of members. 

Although there is a clear distinction between the two types of fund the industry 

participants perhaps over emphasise the significance of this distinction. The 

regulatory context in which all regulated superannuation funds operate, both for- 

profit and not-for-profit funds, is governed by trust principles. Although there may 

be a profit motive, trustees of for-profit funds are required at general law to act in 

the best interests of the beneficiaries/members of the fund. This is reinforced in the 

SIS Act by a specific trustee covenant to this effect.'08 To act in the best interests of 

beneficiaries not only dictates that consideration of other interests are excluded but 

also requires the trustee to act in the bestfinancial interests of the beneficiaries.T09 

To this end, the interests of the trustee are singularly aligned with the interests of 

the members. In this context is better to view the industry concern as one of agency 

risk; the existence of a profit motive, notwithstanding general law and statutory 

principle, increases the risk that members' interests will be disregarded. 

(ii) Inapplicability of the StatedRationale 

The second argument focuses upon the inapplicability of the stated rationales for the 

imposition of capital adequacy requirements on not-for-profit funds. I t  will be 

recalled that these rationales are three-fold:'xo 

to demonstrate financial substance and long-term commitment by the 
trustee; 

to have money at risk to provide an incentive to the trustee to manage the 
fund well; and 

to provide a financial buffer against funding, administrative and compliance 
problems. 

1°7 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by the 
AIST at 4. 

'OS SIS Act s 52(2)(c). 
' O 9  See 6.5. 

'I0 See 5.r.z. 



Industry submissions rejected the applicability of the first two stated rationales. I t  

was said that there is long history of commitment of employers and unions to  

superannuation. Specific commitment is evidenced by the very of act of employers or 

an industry sector establishing a scheme."' Moreover, the holding of capital by a 

trustee does not of itself demonstrate a long-term commitment as the continued 

operation of such funds is usually at  the discretion of employers, employer 

organisations and member ~rganisations."~ In  terms of financial substance, where a 

fund is not being conducted for a profit motive, its financial substance is argued to  

be the "pool of members' money contributed to the fund and preserved by law until 

the member retiresn"3 as opposed to the holding of capital. 

Specifically in respect of the second rationale it was contended that an incentive to  

manage the fund well and to  act prudently is not provided by the holding of capital, 

but that motivation derives from the general law requirement to  act in the best 

interests of the beneficiaries as well as the statutory imposition of prudential 

standards."4 

As to  the third rationale, the essence of industry submissions was similar to  that 

presented in respect of approved trustees. Funds within the industry are diverse both 

in terms of size and management. In  the context of not-for-profit funds i t  was 

considered of greater importance to implement measures mitigating operational risk, 

including the adequacy of outsourcing, capital adequacy of administrators, custody 

arrangements, the adequacy of insurance arrangements and the existence of 

operating or administration reserves.115 

"' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Workin Group on Optionsfor Improvingthe Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by IAA at 
6; AC?U at 5; ASFA at 29. 

"' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Workin Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2 0 0 2 ,  submission by Law 
~ouncifof ~ustralia at 5; IAA at 6.  

"3 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, su mlsslon by AIST at 
5-6. See also submission by ASFA at 29. 

6.. 
"4 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the Superannuation 

Working Grou on Options or Improving the Sa ety of Su erannuation, 2002, su rnlsston by AIST at e f L B 6 ,  
5; IAA at 6; aw Counci of Australia at  5; eat In ustry Employees Superannuation Fund at 
4; ACTU at 5. 

"5 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options or Improving the Sa ety of Superannuatton, 2002 ,  submissions by the 

ff . AIST a t  4-5; IAA a t  Law Council o Austral~a at 5 6 ,  Meat Industry Employees 
Superannuation Fund at 4; Towers Perrin at to; WM Mercer at 8; ACTU at 5; ASFA at 27-30. 



(iii) Dzpculty in Raising the PrescribedAmounts 

Industry submissions asserted that practically it would be very difficult for trustees of 

not-for-profit funds to  raise the necessary capital; the only options being to raise the 

necessary amount from the employers in question or from the members' retirement 

sa~ings ."~ As i t  is unlikely that employers would be willing to tie up scarce capital, 

the capital requirements would most likely be sourced from the fund itself. This 

could impact negatively upon members' benefits."7 Moreover, in the context of 

mitigating operational risk, capital provisions would be inefficient as a loss buffer as 

each fund would only have access to  its own capital."g Support for this assertion was 

drawn by ASFA from a World Bank Social Protection Discussion Paper where it was 

stated that:"'J 

The notion of capital does not have any meaning in funds constituted as trusts, 
foundations and mutuals, as these entities do not have shareholders, although the 
liabili assi ned to the sponsors of these arrangements often serves as a proxy. In 
pure 8 C  (fetined contribution/accumulation) schemes providing no minimum 
return there is no rationale to constitute capital, except in the form of voluntary 
reserves, agreed by the members and designed to smooth fluctuation six yearly 
returns. 

(iv) Loss ofEmployer-Sponsored Funds 

As a final argument, industry participants were particularly concerned that the 

imposition of a capital requirement would result in many employer-sponsored funds 

leaving the industry. This in turn risks "destroying part of the superannuation sector 

that has the lowest cost, a close link with members and is desired and supported by a 

large part of the population"."o As a result, a greater percentage of individuals would 

"6 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improvin the Safity of Superannuation, 2002, submissions by AIST 
at 4; Law Council of Australia at 5-6;%'~ Mercer at 8; ASFA at 2g;Meat Industry Employees 
Superannuation Fund at 4. 

"7 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improvin the Sa ety of Superannuation, 2002, submissions by AIST 
at 4; Law Council of Australia at 5-6; M ercer at 8; ASFA at 29; Meat Industry Employees 
Superannuation Fund at 4. 

sYl d 
"8 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannrration 

Workin Group on Optionsfor Improving the Safety of Strper~nnuation, 2002, ~uhmissions by AISI' 
at 4; C ~ A  a t  j. 

"9  Rocha, Hinz and Gutierrez, Bank, Improving Regulations and Supemision of Pension Funds: Are 
there h o n s f r o m  the Banking Sector?, Social Protection Discussion Paper, No 9929,1999, at 25. 

"O Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report o the  upe er an nu at ion 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safity of Superannuation, 2002, su i . .  mlsslon by Trustee 
Corporations Association of Australia at 14. See also submissions by Meat Industry Employees 
Superannuation Fund at 4; ACTU at 4-5. The ACTU was concerned that the introduction of 
capital requirements may be "an attempt to drive such funds out the industry" and also "an 



become members of  public offer funds. Increased consolidation of  funds combined 

with the consolidation that  the industry has witnessed in this sector over t he  past 

five years concentrates retirement savings within a relatively small number of  large 

funds."' Ultimately, i t  increases the systemic risk of  an even greater loss of retirement 

savings in the event of a single collapse. 

S WG Respome &Comment 

I n  light of  these compelling concerns the  S W G  did not favour the  prescription of  

minimum capital requirements for non-profit, employer-sponsored funds. Instead, i t  

considered tha t  i ts  approved trustee recommendations should apply: that  APRA 

determine the amount of resources, including capital, required by a trustee t o  address 

the operational risks relevant t o  that  trustee. Arguably this "risk driven" approach 

accounts for industry ~once rns . ' ~ '  However, this approach t o  capital has not  been 

adopted by the  SSAB(ED). Given therefore the strong arguments presented by industry 

as t o  the impractically of  applying capital standards in this context, the status quo is t he  

most appropriate. Employer-sponsored funds will not ,  i t  seems, be  served by the  

introduction of  capital requirements. 

attempt to force a commercial managed investment model onto superannuation whether or not 
this in the interests of members". 

'" Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report ofthe Su erannuation 1 . .  Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuatron, 2002, su mlsslon by 
Australian Industry Group at 11. 

"l Industry submissions presented compelling arguments as to im racticality of applying capital E standards to employer-sponsored funds. Moreover, due to t e nature and administrative 
structure of such funds the holding of capital is generally regarded as an inappropriate mitigator 
of operational risk. The risk driven approach recommended the SWG accounts for these 
concerns. Rather than the static prescription of a capital amount, the investigation that would 
be conducted by APRA would need to identify the ogerational y d  governance risks faced by 
the particular superannuation fund and then assess t e rrsk mlttgatlon strategies in place. In 
the context of an employer-sponsored fund, factors such as adequate service provider 
contracts, the existence of ade uate operating budgets and reserves, functional member 
representation and the ability to 3 raw on the resources of the em loyer sponsor, may indicate B that a minimum capital requirement is not required. Various in ustry submissions, although 
objecting to the prescription of minimum capital adequacy requirements on employer- 
s onsored funds, nevertheless considered a risk driven approach (8 ommonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, 
Working Group on Optionsfor Improvingthe Safety of Superannuation, 
6; Trustee Corporations Association of Australia at 14; CPA at 3; ABA at 3; ASFA at 29-30). T o  
this end, the Institute of Actuaries of Australia opined that (submission by IAA at 6): 

The IAAust believes it is appropriate that a capital adequacy framework reflects the particular risk 
to which the entity providing a product or service is exposed. This may naturally lead to different 
capital adequacy requirements for different superannuation providers if the capital adequacy 
framework appropriately takes account of different risk exposures. 
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The introduction of the proposed universal licensing regime may provide an avenue for 

ongoing risk based supervision. Not only is the proposal aimed at pre-vetting those who 

enter the market; successful licensees must also meet the licence criteria on an on-going 

basis.Iq Moreover, it is envisaged by both the SWG and SSAB(ED) that APRA be given 

appropriate powers to enforce compliance with the licence regime, including powers to  

issue directions, disqualify or suspend trustees, vary conditions, and suspend or revoke 

licences.'% As a consequence, the risk driven approach will be carried through from the 

ex ante stage to the ongoing stage. Ongoing supervision is important to the success of 

the universal licensing regime. Various industry participants to the SWG warned against 

the ineffectiveness of introducing a licensing regime limited to licensing alone, which 

could become a mere administrative formality. 

The introduction of a universal licensing regime represents a significant shift in 

regulatory and supervisory approach. The current regime is primarily an ex-post 

regulatory and supervisory approach that is reactive in nature and focuses on remedial 

and punitive problem resolution. The proposed licensing regime in its ongoing 

supervisory approach is more pro-active in nature and requires the regulator to take a 

more direct and interventionist approa~h.'~r 

The prudential need for a more pro-active approach was highlighted by the Senate 

Select Committee's investigation into the failure of Commercial Nominees of Australia 

Pty Ltd. The Committee considered "that APRA needs to be more vigorous in its 

approach to its oversight of tmsteesn.'26 In an earlier report it also recommended that 

APRA review its approach to  risk management to ensure that i t  has transparent 

procedures in place to detect early warning signals of impending institutional or fund 

' l 3  Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working &up on Options forlmproving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, a t  19. 

'v Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options or Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, at 19; Commonwealth 
of Australia, Government esponse to the Superannuation Working Group Recommendations, 2002, at 
1-2. 

R 
'v Rocha, Hinz and Gutierrez, Bank, Improving Regulations and Supervision o Pension F u n k  Are 

26. 
d there Lessonsfrom the Banking Sector?, Social Protection Discussion Paper, o 9929, 1999, at 25- 

'l6 Commonwealth of Australia, Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection f i r  
Superannuation, BankingandFinancialServices: Some Care Studies, Second Report, 2001, at 514.89. 
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failure or loss."7 The introduction of a greater risk driven approach is likely to assist 

APRA to identify such concerns initially and subsequently monitor those concerns on 

an ongoing basis. The earlier areas of operational and governance risk can be identified 

the greater the likelihood that processes will be implemented to avert the occurrence of 

a detrimental event. 

In conjunction with the universal licensing regime, a system of fund registration is also 

proposed whereby licensed trustees register all funds with APRA prior to  

commencement. Incorporated as a licence conditi~n, '~ registration will involve lodging 

the trust deed, risk management plan and a certification that both comply with the 

relevant requirements.'"9 Presently, APRA is unaware of the commencement of a fund 

until an election is lodged under SIS Act S 19 declaring the fund to  be a regulated 

superannuation fund. The registration requirement is directed at affording APRA an 

opportunity to assess the viability of the fund prior to the acceptance of contributions, 

thereby enabling the identification of operational risk concerns at a formative stage. I t  

has the further advantage of bringing Australia into line with its international 

counterparts. Each jurisdiction canvassed by this thesis has some requirement as to 

registration.'3O Even New Zealand, the least regulated industry, mandates registration of 

superannuation schemes. 

Given the merit in the universal licensing regime reform, an issue that demands 

consideration is whether such a regime is likely to enhance the prudential security of 

employer-sponsored funds. Currently, the barrier to  entry to trusteeship for an 

employer-sponsored fund is the "disqualified person" provisions described earlier.'3' The 

SSAB(ED) increases the barrier by drawing employer-sponsored funds in the net of 

"7 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services, First Report, 2001, at 94.32. 

Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 @D) s 29E(1)(b). 
Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill 2003 @D) SS zgL, 2qM. 

'jO In the United Kingdom a system of scheme approval is incorporated via the taxing authorities: 
see 3 . 1 . ~ ~  In Ontario all schemes (and amendments thereto) must be registered with the 
regulator (the Superintendent of Financial Services): see 3.2.2.1. In Hong Kong, in addition to 
an approval process for trustees, all schemes must be registered with the regulator as either an 
employer sponsored scheme, master trust scheme or industry scheme: see 3.4.2.1. 

3 See S.I.I. 
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trustee licensing. Traditionally, the imposition of further barriers to entry for employer- 

sponsored funds has been resisted on two bases: the  unique nature of employer- 

sponsored funds, and the prudential advantages of the system of representative 

t~s teeship . '3~ 

I n  1992 the Australian Law Reform Commission gave consideration t o  this issue in its 

discussion paper on superannuation. I t  concluded against the implementation of further 

controls on employer-sponsored funds, reasoning thac:o3 

The trustees of employer-sponsored or industry superannuation schemes are currently not 
required to be approved b the ASC. This exemption should also continue. This is because 
the res onsible entities o r these schemes are clearly different from the responsible entities 
of pu!licly marketed personal superannuation schemes. Because they include 
re resentatives of members and the employer, they are intrinsically linked to a particular 
scReme. The resources which would be required to pre-vet or approve the responsible 
entities of these superannuation schemes with more than j members would be significant. 
The only round on which the approval could be refused would be the suitability of 
individual % oard members. There may be political difficulties if a overnment authority 

representatives. 
f: were to attempt to deny approval for a responsible entity which inc uded elected member 

While i t  is true that non-public offer funds do not offer products to the public and d o  

not have representative trusteeship, neither factor substantiates that a trustee, or the  

system instituted by the trustee, is competent and viable in the management of a 

superannuation fund. I n  particular, a system of representative trusteeship is directed 

towards different ends. As discussed below,'34 representative trusteeship is a tool 

utilised to minimise a specific agency risk: the risk that employer representatives a t  the 

trustee level will not  act in the  best interests of the members of the fund. 

Representative trusteeship cannot in any sense guarantee competency in operating a 

fund. Intimate involvement does not determine whether o r  not trustees are able in 

terms of knowledge, experience and skill t o  carry out  their duties. Employee 

representatives can identify and raise matters that are contrary t o  the members' best 

interests but this does not translate into an inherent ability to determine if the trustee is 

carrying out its duties t o  the prescribed level of care. An equivalent concern arises in 

respect of employer representatives. 

3 As to the system of employer and member representation see 5.2. 
'33 ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investment Schemes: Superannuation, Discussion Paper No 50, 1992, at 

9j.8 Following public consultation, the Commission remained of the: view that pre-vetting of 
trustees of employer-sponsored funds was not warranted: ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: 
Superannuation, Report No 59,1992, at $8.8. 

'34 See 5.2. 



For these reasons, the rationale put forward by the Australian Law Reform Commission 

is flawed. The  last sentence of the quote extracted above perhaps reveals the overriding 

concern at the time, namely that in 1992, prior to the introduction of the SIS Act, the 

introduction of further controls on employer-sponsor funds was politically difficult if 

not inexpedient. 

I n  the current political and regulatory environment, it cannot be said that all industry 

participants favoured the extension of the licensing regime to employer-sponsored 

funds. The  main concern was the increased cost t o  the smaller funds as well as the 

possibility of an adverse impact upon the member representation system. WM Mercer, 

in its objection to the licensing of non-public offer funds, argued that it:'jr 

... would adversely affect the current equal representation ap roach as volunteer member R representatives would be reluctant to get involved andtor t e trustees of many not-for- 
profit funds would decide that the costs and time involved in obtaining a licence would 
not justify the fund remaining in existence. 

The Corporate Super Association, representing more than 75 per cent of the not-for- 

profit sector of superannuation funds, strenuously opposed any extension of licensing. 

Arguing that the track record of the not-for-profit sector has been extremely good, with 

no significant breaches reported, it did not perceive any need for the licensing regime.'J6 

Though the S W G  recognised the inherent distinction between non-profit fund and for- 

profit funds, it nevertheless concluded that a different regulatory approach in respect of 

non-profit funds was not justified or appropriate. The  foundation for the conclusion was 

t h a t 9  

[Rle ardless of whether a fund is run for profit or not members need to have the same 
con F ldence in the soundness of the trustees to manage their retirements savings. A 

'3 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by WM 
Mercer at 7. 

q6 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Workin Group on Options for Improving the Sa ety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by CSA at 
12-13.iPhe CSA raised three further points. J rrst, the track record of the "Not For Profit sector 
has been eminently superior to that of the For Profit sector", where the a proved trustee 
structure already applies. Secondly, although APRA had reported problems in tRe not-for-profit 
sector, this related only to the management of smaller funds, notably those with assets less than 
$5 million. As the problems occurred in a small minority of the small corporate funds, the CSA 
argued that this could not justify application of the same solution across the whole range of 
funds in that sector. Thirdl , it suggested that the problems reported b APRA, including 
problems with investment dcisions and related party transactions were etter remedied by 
solutions more specific than the imposition of a licensing regime. 

l 
'37 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 

Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, at 12-13. 
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representative trustee structure, while giving employees a voice in running the fund, does 
not guarantee the competence of those trustees to operate the fund. 

In line with this conclusion, extension of the universal licensing regime can be seen as 

prudentially sound and serves to minimise the risks apparent in employer-sponsored, 

non-profit, schemes. Two factors justify this conclusion: competence and flexibility. 

(i) Competence 

Currently there is no assessment of the competence of trustees to operate a 

superannuation fund. The universal licensing regime introduces a system whereby 

the competence and viability of funds is examined before contributions are accepted 

into the fund, and the risk inherent to a particular fund is identified and monitored 

during the life of the fund. 

This should not be taken to suggest that employer-sponsored funds are currently at 

grave risk. Indeed, the SWG concluded that the majority of trustees are professional 

in their conduct. Yet at the same inquiry evidence indicated, particularly in funds 

without an approved trustee (ie employer sponsored funds), that there is a low 

standard of stewardship. 

The issues paper preceding the SWG report stated that most APRA enforcement 

action is concentrated on 60 per cent of employer-sponsored funds, that is, 

"corporate funds whose trustees are subject to equal employer/employee 

representation rules, and who possess varying degrees of financial expertise".'j8 The 

problems identified were in respect of "inadequate fund governance, insufficient 

competence of trustees and managers, and inappropriate or poor investment and risk 

management strategiesn.v9 

Echoing these concerns were the comments of Mr Pat Hannan, a former State 

Director APRA, and Mr Rassi of the Australian Institute of Chartered Accountants. 

Mr Hannan considered that in his experience the most significant concern in annual 

ISCIAPRA audits of superannuation funds was poor trusteeship, stating that 

"ignorance, whether innocent or mischievous remains the greatest problem and 

'j8 Commonwealth of Australia, Minister for Financial Services and Regulation, Options for 
Improvingtbe Safety of Superannuation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 7. 

'39 Commonwealth of Australia, Minister for Financial Services and Regulation, Options for 
Improvingtbe Safety of Superannuation, Issues Paper, 2001, at 7. 
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threat to member's superannuation benefi tsn.'40 Mr  Rassi, drawing on evidence 

collated from a report prepared in his capacity as an approved auditor for some 600 

funds, presented a similar view. The report concluded that in 1999 the main audit 

issues that arose were primarily the result of the following three factors:'4' 

a lack of experience and knowledge of the legislation governing 
superannuation funds; 

a lack of monitoring by trustees of the superannuation fund's operation; and 

a lack of appropriate internal controls to ensure that the fund is being 
managed in accordance with SIS legislation and the fund's governing rules. 

Findings presented by the Institute of Criminology similarly reveal that the real risk 

is not fraud, but ignorance and incompetence among superannuation trustees.'4' 

The introduction of the universal licensing regime is likely to make trustees more 

aware of their responsibilities and highlight the risks apparent in the operation of 

their fund. The main vehicle through which this will be achieved is the requirement 

that trustees prepare a risk management plan. Yet the regime would arguably be 

more efficacious in terms of prudential security if a minimum level of compulsory 

accredited training for each trustee (and directors thereof) were incorporated as part 

of the licence criteria. Each trustee is personally responsible for his or her duties to 

members. It follows that he or she should possess basic knowledge of what those 

duties are, and a basal level of competence to fulfil those duties. Even where many 

trustee functions are outsourced, the trustee retains a duty to oversee and supervise 

the actions of the delegate or agent. Consequently, a minimum level of knowledge is 

required individually, as well as well competence collectively. This, in conjunction 

with the universal licensing regime, would assist to address the paucity of knowledge 

apparent in superannuation trustees. 

'4O Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services, First Report, 2001, at 23 (see submission no 57 at 3). 

'4' Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Top ro Audit Issues From 1999 - A  Post Mortem Summary Repon of 
Audit Findings, 1999 in Commonwealth of Australia, Oficial Committee Hansard, Senate Select 
Committee on Superannuation and Financial Services, 15 June 2003, at 382-384. Also cited in 
Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services, First Report, 2001, at 513.17 

'4l Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Bankin and Financial 
Services, First Report, 2001, at S[~.ZI. See also Commonwealth of Australia, 0kcial  Committee 
Hansard, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial Services, I September 
2000, at  703-704. 
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The Senate Select Committee of Superannuation and Financial Sewices supports 

accredited trustee training. In  its first report on prudential security and consumer 

protection, i t  recommended that APRA work more closely with superannuation 

funds, the Australian Institute of superannuation Trustees and others to ensure that 

an appropriate level of education and training is provided to trustees, including a 

mandatory minimum level of training prior to service.'43 

Although not canvassed by the SWG, many industry submissions highlighted the 

advantages of introducing a system of training. For example, NSP Buck suggested 

that a person should satisfy a capability test in order to be an individual trustee or a 

director of a corporate trustee, a mandatory continuing education program being an 

integral part of this process.'44 Similarly, IFSA pointed out that the training and 

education of trustees is as important as their licensing,'4~ and WM Mercer submitted 

that compulsory trustee training would help ensure that trustees are aware of their 

obligations and of the potential sources of risk for their fund.'d6 

A concern with this approach is that its potential to limit the persons available to  

serve on trustee boards and to  dissuade potential employee representatives. NSP 

Buck detailed this concern as follows:'47 

In relation to the issue of equal representation, we note that in our experience, 
even without accreditation requirements, it is often difficult to obtain sufficient 
nominations for member-elected directorships available. In many superannuation 
funds, some member-elected directors are effectively co-opted as insufficient 
numbers of members respond to calls for nominations. 

Given the compulsory training initiative flows from a foundation of prudential 

security, this concern does not in and of itself provide a ground upon which to reject 

'43 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 
Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Superannuation, Banking and Financial 
Services, First Report, 2001, at 93.51. 

I44 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by NSP 
Buck at 9-10. 

'45 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Work~ng Group, Report 
Working Group on Optionrjbr Improvtngthe Safety of Superdnnuation, 2002, 

'4  Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superdnnuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safit) of Superannuation, 2002, submission by WM - . . .  - 

Mercer-at 4. - 

'47 Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by NSP 
Buck at 10. 



the initiative. However, the concern is directly relevant to the formulation of a 

training regime. Such a regime must be designed to support the operation of the 

equal representation rule~.'4~ To  introduce a scheme that denies the effect of those 

rules is to also deny the prudential advantage wrought by those rules. Such a result 

would be counterproductive. In effect the management of one risk, lack of 

knowledge, would be traded against another, the potential for an employer trustee to 

act in its own interests. Any compulso~y training regime must provide an incentive 

for employees to become employee representatives as well as permit flexibility in 

working arrangements for training and trustee duties. To  this end, the position in the 

United Kingdom is instructive and provides fodder for reform. There employers 

must not only permit employees who are trustees (or directors) of a pensions scheme 

to take time off for the purpose of undertaking trustee duties or training in respect 

thereof, but must also remunerate such time249 

(ii) Flexibility 

The second reason relates to the degree of flexibility that can be built in to the 

proposed licensing regime. Specific details regarding the various classes of licence 

and the differing conditions attaching to those classes have yet to be released. 

However, with the adoption of at least a two class system,'f0 the licence criteria and 

conditions could be, and should be, fashioned to account for the different nature of 

employer-sponsored funds as compared to public offer retail funds. This would 

permit the licence criteria and conditions to reflect the risk inherent in funds of the 

same type.'fl Ideally the size of funds could also be factored into the various classes 

created. The Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees illustrates this point by 

arguing that "a single employer fund, offering benefits only to its zoo employers 

should not have to meet the same criteria as a multi-employer fund with over one 

AS to the equal representation rules see 5.2. 

'49 Employment Rightr Act 1996 (UK) ss 58 39. 

'S0 Pursuant to Superannuation Safety Amendment Bill zoo3 (ED) S 29B there will be classes of 
licence. One class covers trustees of public offer entities. The other classes will be defined by 
the re lations. As the regulations have not yet been released, the number of classes is not yet 
clear. g owever, APRA has indicated that current intent is to offer three licence tiers with the 
cost and degree of supervision associated with each tier varyin with the nature of the funds 
within those tiers: Brunner, "Safety in Superannuation Proposa k S", presented at Superannuation 
2003: A WaterfaNofReform, Coffs Harbour, February 2003, Law Council of Australia, at 8.5. 

'5' Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 
Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002 ,  submission by Law 
Council of Australia at 4. 
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million members, offering benefits to the general public as well as employees of the 

participating employers".'rz 

The advantage of regime flexibility is that the distinct nature of different funds and 

the specific issues that arise in respect of such funds can be managed by way of 

specific licence criteria and conditions. The licensing arrangements should match the 

operations of the funds, with the result that ultimately funds will not bear 

unnecessary cost in complying with criteria that are not directly fashioned to militate 

against the risks associated with funds of that type and size. 

While the current provisions of the SIS Act are aimed at minimising specific risks 

across all funds, the universal trustee licensing proposal differs in that it can be 

considered a "whole of management" approach. Particular aspects that facilitate this 

risk driven approach are an increased focus on competency, the development of risk 

management planslstrategies, a greater emphasis on ex ante and ongoing regulatory 

supervision as well as increased access to information for APRA. As such, the proposal 

is consistent with the prudential security limb of the SRF. 

The general law is not concerned in any way with the capability, competence or 

suitability of trustees to their functions. This is left entirely at the discretion of the 

settlor or appointor. Yet it almost goes without saying that operational risk will be 

lessened if the ability of trustees to perform their functions is assessed. Although the 

approved trustee requirements in the SIS Act go some way in this direction in the 

context of public offer funds, the universal licensing regime presents a superior model. 

I t  assesses competency and suitability, is more risk focused, and retains a degree of 

flexibility sufficient to permit its application across the industry. Moreover, it is 

proactive approach aimed at prevention rather than cure. Yet prudential security of the 

regime would, it has been argued, benefit from the introduction of compulsory specialist 

training for trustees and directors. 

As all details of the proposed regime have yet to be released, its exact parameters are as 

yet unclear. As the adage goes, "the devil is in the detail". Consequently, the conclusions 

drawn are largely premised on the general principles of the regime, taking account 

' S 2  Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Kepori o the Superannuation 

3. See af so submission by Law Council of Australia a t  4. 
6 .  Workin Group on Optionrfor Improving the Safity oJSuperannuation, zoor, su mlsslon by AlST at 



where possible the detail encompassed in the SSABGD). Although theoretically the 

regime is promoted as the superior model, there is a significant impediment t o  its 

potential success - the success of APRA in its regulatory role. APRA has been criticised 

for its failure to act in the wake of relatively recent high profile collapses.'~-l Moreover, 

there is concern regarding APRA's level of expertise1% and ability t o  implement a risk 

based supervision model. Highlighting this latter concern are the results of a recent 

performance audit of APRA's regulation. T h e  Australian National Audit Office found 

that APRA had not consistently and comprehensively applied its own risk based 

framework in relation t o  regulated superannuation funds.'Sf Added to this is the  

perpetual issue of resources. The  degree of action required by the regulator will have a 

direct bearing upon the resources required t o  effectively fulfil that function. T h e  

proposed regime contemplates a proactive and ongoing regulatory approach that will in 

turn require a greater level o f  resources for its initial implementation and ongoing 

regulation. This simply adds t o  the  concern that APRA is already inadequately 

resourced. 

Thus, whilst theoretically it is contended that the  universal licensing regime is 

theoretically likely to be a superior model to the present system its success in practice 

will depend upon its detail, the complexity and duplication between differing regulatory 

regimes and, most importantly, the ability and success of its regulator. 

3 See 5.1.3.4. 
'54 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial 

Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer Protection for Su erannuation, Bankin and Financial R Services, First Report, zoor, at 12-13. In this context t e Senate Select Eommittee of 
Superannuation and Financial Services recently re orted that it had received evidence of a lack 
of practical expertise at APRA. The Institute o Chartered Accountants commented to the 
Committee that: 

P 
At  the moment there is a real resource issue in APRA. On the positive side, a lot of the people who 
were in APRA have moved out into industw. So. with a lot of the knowledee. skills and emerience 
that they have built up, they are now in ind;stry'working on complrance m&itorin$ and rh;ngs like 
that . o n  the ncgatdve side, there are not a lot of resources left in APKA from the view pornr of the 
industry. 

. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Official Committee Hansard, Senate Select Committee on 
Superannuation and Financial Services, 15 June 2000, at 380. See also in this context at 377 (Mr 
Mark Cerche, Corporate Super Association); Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select 
Commjttee on Superannuation and Financial Services, Prudential Supervision and Consumer 
Protectionfir Superannuation, Banking and FinancialStrvices, First Report, 2 0 0 1 ,  Submission NO 
31. Despite APRA disputing that it lacked practical expertise, the Committee recommended 
that APRA establish an industry secondment scheme for its employees to gain practical 
experience in the financial services industry: at 16. 

'55 Commonwealth of Australia, Auditor-General, APRA? Prudential Supervision of Superannuation 
Entities, Audit Report No 6 (2003-oq), 2003, at 14-15. 
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At general law there is a wide-ranging freedom for the settlor to  constitute the trustee as 

he or she sees fit. I n  the absence of legislative proscription, it is open to  the sponsoring 

employer to  constitute itself as trustee or  alternatively vest in itself a power of 

appointment or removal. Either freedom permits the employer t o  control the affairs of the 

fund. Although once appointed trustees are required to act in the interests of beneficiaries, 

"the difficulties of obtaining information about the reasons for trustees' actions, and the 

risks of starting hostileaction ... severely undermineLs) the members' ability to enforce this 

duty".'f6 

In  Australia, and to  a more limited extent in the United Kingdom157 and Ontari0,'5~ 

Parliament has intervened to  vary this balance of control by requiring member 

representation at the trustee level. Specifically, the SIS Act requires standard employer- 

sponsored funds that have more than 4 members, but are not public offer funds, to comply 

with the equal representation rules.'59 However, if such a fund has more than 4 but less 

than 50 members, alternative arrangements, approved by APRA, may be agreed between 

the employers and a majority of the mernber~,'~o or the fund can choose to comply with 

the alternative agreed representation rule set out in the SIS Act.I6' Standard employer- 

sponsored funds with more than 4 members that are also public offer funds must either 

have an independent trustee or comply with the equal representation rules. In addition, the 

v6 Nobles, Pensionr, Employment, andthe Law (Clarendon Press, 1993), p 239. 
'57 In the United Kingdom, in the absence of alternative arrangements, members must nominate 

at least one-third of total trustees (or directors thereof): Pensions Act 1995 (UK) ss 16-21. See 
3.1.2.2. 

'Fs In Ontario, although the employer will frequently act as administrator of the pension plan, in 
the case of a multi-employer pension plan established pursuant to a collective agreement or 
trust agreement, a board of trustees that is constituted by at least 50% member representatives 
must act as the administrator. In respect of other plans, a pension committee is permitted to 
act as the administrator provided that the committee is constituted by at least one member 
representative: PenrionBenefitrAct RSO 1990, P8, S 8. See 3.2.2.2. 

'59 SIS Act ss 93(4). 

160 SIS Act S gz(4)(c). 

SIS Act S 92(4)(b). The "alternative agreed representation rule" is complied with if there is a 
single corporate trustee that is appointed following nomination by agreement between the 
employers and a majority of employees, provided also that the trustee is not an associate of a 
standard employer-sponsor and is an "approved trustee" that is specifically approved for this 
purpose: S qz(5). 



trustee may be required to establish policy committees to provide advice to the trustee as 

well as providing an avenue of communication between the members and the tru~tee. '~ '  

The equal representation rules require that a group of two or more trustees, or the board of 

a corporate trustee, be constituted by equal numbers of employer and member 

repre~entatives.'~3 Where the governing rules permit the appointment of an independent 

trustee or director, the fund will be taken to have complied with the equal representation 

rules provided that the independent trustee/director does not have a casting vote.164 

A "member representative" is any person who is nominated by either the members of the 

fund or a trade union o r  other organisation that represents the interests of those 

members.'65 The  SIS Act places the trustee under a duty to establish a system of rules for 

appointing and for ensuring that member representatives can only be removed in 

prescribed  circumstance^.'^^ There is no statutory requirement that the representative also 

be a member of the fund, although the governing rules of the fund may limit persons 

eligible to stand for representation. A trustee who fails in this duty is guilty of a strict 

liability offence.1~7 

T h e  equal representation rules were introduced with the advent of the Occupational 

Superannuation Standards Act 1987 (Cth). The  primary motivation for their introduction 

stemmed from an underlying ideology that superannuation contributions are deferred pay 

and as such members should have input into the management of what is perceived as 

"their" money. Additionally, the rules promote member control and the accountability of 

responsible entities to scheme m e r n b e r s . ~ ~ ~  In this context, the equal representation rules 

foster prudential security through the minimisation of agency risk. T h e  rules provide a 

'6' SIS Act ss 92(3), 936); SIS Regulations regs 3.05-3.09. 
163 SIS Act s 89(1). 
164 SIS Act S 89(2). 
I6r SIS Act s IO(I). 
166 SIS Act s 107(2). The prescribed circumstances in which a member representative can be 

removed are in the event of: death, mental or physical incapacity, retirement, termination of 
employment, the member representative becoming a disqualified person, the suspension or 
removal of the trustee by APRA, or other circumstances prescribed: s 107(2)(a). 

See Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 14 May 1987 
at 3246 (Mr Barly Jones, Minister for Science), and 2 June 1987 at 3812 (Mr Robert Brown). 



direct control upon the actions of  t he  employer and its representatives, and alleviate the 

risk that the interests of the employer will be preferred t o  those of  the member~. '~9  

I n  a perfect world trustees will act in the best interests of  the beneficiaries. A trustee is not  

t he  representative o f  his o r  her appointors and must exercise the discretion granted 

personally without being subordinated t o  their views. N o r  should trustees be influenced by 

the ideology and views of t he  appointor. However, parliaments in Australia and overseas 

have recognised that  this does not always accord with practical reality.'7O As was expressed 

by the Goode Committee in t he  United Kingdom:'7' 

... however scrupulous the employer may be, there is no substitute for the discipline of 
another voice in the decision-making process, who can ensure that the employer-appointed 
trustees do not allow themselves, consciously or unconsciously, to be unduly influenced by 
the wishes and concerns of the employer. 

That employer control and dominance is a otential risk is graphically illustrated by the 
Maxwell scandal in the United Kingdom. FolLwin the death of Robert Maxwell in 1991, it 
was discovered that an amount of over 2400 mifion had been misappropriated from the 
pension funds of two of his public companies, Maxwell Communications Corporation (''MCC'? 
and Mirror Grou News apers ("MGN'). The theft was erpetuated by a practice known as 
"stock lendin AsentiaRy, stocks owned by the pension unds were lent to Maxwell's private r F' 
companies. T e practice of stock lending was not illegal, but the loans were never repaid. The 
collateral iven to support the loans was other Maxwell interests. By the time the fraud was 
discovere f these interests had been sold but the proceeds had not been directed back to the 
pension funds. Crucial to the perpetration of this fraud was Robert Maxwell's control - he was 
"chairman of the board of trustees of the pension funds, and the assets were managed by a 
company which was ultimately owned h his family. He was, effectively, employer, trustee and 
investment manager": Freiberg, "Bang ,l ang Maxwell's Silver Hammer? Superannuation Crime 
in the 1990s" (1996) 24 ABLR 217 at 219. That it was only this degree of control that maintained 
the structure is evidenced by the fact that shortly after his death it all came tumbling down. 
Freiberg aptly concludes in this respect (at 220): 

The Manvell fiasco exposed a ran e of weaknesses in the s stem of regulating pension funds in the 
United Kingdom. AU the lines ofdefence failed. Althou K the trustees of the funds are there to 
protect the assets of the fund, MmeU was both the empfoyer and trustee and was inevitably faced 
with a hopeless conflict of interest. In his capacity as trustee, he took control of the pension funds 
and dealt with them in fundamental breach of his duties. The investment of so much the funds was 
imprudent, hut not, at that time, illegal. By d accounts, he was a ruthless and dominating person 
who overbore the other trustees and his employees. 

See also Hand; "Lessons to he Learned from the Mirror Group Newspapers Pension Funds" 
(1992) 3 ICCLR 5; Ellison, "Aspects of 'Maxwell' and Implications for Australian 
Superannuation Funds", presented at Superannuation 1993: Members' Rights and Trustee 
Accountability, Melbourne, February 1993, Law Council of Australia. The fallout could be 
described as calamitous, affecting some 32,000 past and present members. I t  was estimated at 
the time that 18,000 members would lose their pension entitlements completely. Moreover, in 
ul 1992 ap roximately 8,000 Maxwell pensioners received their last pensions (Klumpes, Id axwell an 1 the Accountability of Superannuation Schemes in Australia: A Critical Review of 

Law Reform" (1993) 21 ABLR 194 at 195). The fraud spurned two inquiries (United Kin dom, 
House of Commons Select Committee on Social Securi The Operation ofpension F unds, 
Second Report, H C  61-11 Session 1991-1992, 1992; u n i t e p ~ i n ~ d o m ,  Pension Law Review 
Committee, Pension Law Reform: The Report of the Pension Law Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 
1993) and resulted ultimately in the enactment of the PensiomAct 1995 (UK). 

'7O Arthur, PensiomandTrurteeship (Sweet & Maxwell, 1998), at 92.2.2. 

'7' United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, PensionLaw Reform: The Report ofthe Pension 
Law Review Committee, Cm 2341-1, 1993, at 5[4.5.19. 



Chapter 5: Trurt and Legrjktion 

To this end, the Senate Select Committee on Superannuation has concluded that the equal 

representation rules provide a good protective safeguard against fraud and malpractice, and 

are a potent form of prudential super~ision.'7~ In  requiring member representation 

Parliament sought to further align the interests of the employer with those of the 

members. Though the equal representation rules impinge upon the freedom otherwise 

available at general law, this restriction is justified not only on the ground that it promotes 

prudential security but also because it further reinforces the duty that trustees must act 

sole(y in the best interests of members. Therefore, the restriction upon a settlor's right or 

"freedom of trust" to determine the constitution of the trustee (or trustee company board) 

strengthens one of the main protective features of the trust - the duty to  act solely in the 

best interests of the beneficiaries. 

The considerable industry support for an equal representation model is a measure of its 

success in Australia. The Australian Institute of Trustees has asserted that "the 

representative trustee system is the key to the success of the current prudential regulation 

regimen.'73 Similarly, Finlaysonsr74 considers that the equal representation requirements 

have provided "unquantifiable benefits", adding significantly to the overall confidence of 

members in the operation and management of superannuation funds.'75 The ACTU also 

strongly supports equal representation, arguing that the system provides very significant 

protection for fund member~.'7~ Moreover, with no major collapses in this sector of the 

industry, the record of such funds is argued to speak for itself.'77 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, Safeguarding Super: 
The Refllation of Superannuation, First Report of the l enate Select Committee on 
Supera&uation, i t  95.1. 

'73 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industy 
(Supervision) Act 1993 und Certain Other Superannuation Legislation, 2001, submission no 19 at 2. 

See also submission no 18 at 2 (Phillips Fox); Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation 
Working Group, Report of the Superannuation Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of 
Superannuation, 2002, submission by Australian Institute of Trustees at 9. 

'74 Finlaysons is a commercial law partnership based in Adelaide. 
'75 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Industry 

(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certuin Other Superannuation Legrilation, 2001, submission no 17 at 4. 
1 7 ~  Commonwealth of Australia, Superannuation Working Group, Report of the Superannuation 

Working Group on Options for Improving the Safety of Superannuation, 2002, submission by the 
ACTU at I. 

'77 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Superannuation Indushy 
(Supervision) Act 1993 and Certain Other Superannuation Legiilation, 2001, submission no 22 at 2. 

See also submission no 41 at 2 (Government Superannuation Office, Queensland Department 
of Treasury). 



Research completed in the United Kingdom lends further credence to the viability of the 

member representation system. Schuller and Hyman undertook research to clarify the 

extent and nature of member participation in pension schemes, and to assess and explain 

its impact. Importantly, at the time of the research, although employee representation in 

pension schemes was not legislatively mandated, over half of the funds examined had 

voluntarily introduced some form of member representation; typically one-third to one- 

half representati0n.'7~ A major advantage identified was the ability of such representation 

to safeguard the members' interests, it being considered that i t  was only natural for an 

employer trustee to be inclined to neglect the members' interests. Of equal importance was 

a concomitant increase in members' perception and confidence that their pension fund was 

being operated in their interests. The introduction of member representatives was further 

seen to impact positively upon the amount of information available (and its wider 

dissemination) to members.'79 Finally, member representatives had a greater input into the 

exercise of discretionary powers in respect of members as 'they are often best placed to 

know the particular circumstances of the case, and the general feeling was that they take 

the responsibility very seriously".180 I t  was considered that employee and employer 

representatives operated in a highly consensual manner having a mutual interest in 

pursuing the best interests of members. Interestingly, when differences of opinion were 

apparent, the differences did not necessarily coincide with the employer and employee 

divide.'8' 

Despite the apparent success of member representation systems, it is not correct to say 

that introduction of a representative system of trusteeship has passed without any 

expression of concern. To  this end, there are three main impediments to the successful 

operation of an employee representative system: lack of independence, concerns regarding 

competence, and the balance of representation. Each is discussed in turn below. 

1 7 ~  Schuller and H man, "Trust Law and Trustees: Employee Representation in Pension Schemes" E (1983) 12 Indus Rev 83 at 84. 
'79 Schuller and Hyman, "Trust Law and Trustees: Employee Representation in Pension Schemes" 

(1983) 12 Indus L Rev 83 at 96. 
'80 Schuller and H man, "Trust Law and Trustees: Employee Representation in Pension Schemesn 

(1983) 12 Indus E Rev 83 at 97. 
'81 Schuller and Hyman, "Trust Law and Trustees: Employee Representation in Pension Schemes" 

(1983) 12 Indus L Rev 83 at 93. 



The advantages of employee representation at  the trustee level can be compromised if the 

employee representatives are insufficiently independent from the control and influence of 

the employer.'82 This may be so, for example, if member representatives sense that their 

employment is at  risk if trustee decisions are not those favoured by the sponsoring 

employe1.'~3 Statutory measures have been introduced to  counter this risk. It is a criminal 

offence for any person, including employers, to intentionally or recklessly commit an act of 

victimisation against either a trustee or a responsible officer of a corporate trustee.184 

"Victimisation" is defined to include subjecting or threatening to subject the trustee (or 

responsible officer) to detriment on the grounds that the trustee or officer has fulfilled or is 

proposing to fulfil an obligation imposed on the trustee or officer, or has exercised or is 

proposing to  exercise the trustee's powers in a particular way.'% 

An employee who is a trustee (or a responsible officer of a trustee) will be taken to  have 

been subject to detriment if the employer dismisses the employee, injures the employee in 

his or her employment, or alters the position of the employee t o  the employee's 

 prejudice.^^^ Not  only do criminal sanctions apply but the trustee or officer may recover 

any loss or damage against the person who committed the act of vi~timisation.'~7 As a 

further protection, in the recovery of such loss or damage the onus or proof is reversed; the 

plaintiff is not required to  make out the reason for the defendant's alleged action, instead 

the onus is upon the defendant to demonstrate that the act of victimisation was not 

motivated by the alleged reason.188 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation, Safiguarding Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the Senate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 1992 at ~s.s-S[~.IO; ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, 
Report No 59, 1992, at 912.14. 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Superannuation, Safiguarding Super: 
The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the Senate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 1992, at S[j.to. 

SIS Act S 68(1). 

SIS Act S 68(2), 686). 

SIS Act s 68(4). This will not be the case if the emplo er (i) permanently ceases to he an 
employer-sponsor of the relevant su erannuation fund; (iirtemporarily ceases to contribute to 
a superannuation fund in respect o ? a class of members in which the employee is included; or 
(iii) reduces the level of contributions to a superannuation fund in respect of a class of members 
in which the employee is included: s 68(4). 

SIS Act s 68(8). 

SIS Act s 68(9 See Argent, "Obligations of Employers and Advisers under SIS" (1994) 6 ASLB 
33 at 31. 



Chapter 1: Trurt und Legislation 

The position of employee representatives is similarly protected in the United Kingdom. 

Employees who are trustees (or directors of a trustee) have the right not be subjected to  

any detriment in employment or be unfairly dismissed.189 

The upshot of these protections is that the interests of the trustees are more truly aligned 

with those of the beneficiaries. As such, the agency risk that the trustee will act other than 

in the best interests of the beneficiaries is reduced, and in turn the reduction of risk 

facilitates prudential security. 

The position is somewhat different in Ontario. Member participation is relevant in two 

circumstances, both of which relate to  the type of entities permitted to administer a plan. 

In  the first scenario, as an alternative to an employer, a pension committee may administer 

a pension plan. Although the committee must be constituted by member representation, as 

the percentage of such representation is not prescribed, there may only be one member 

representati~e.'9~ Member participation in the second scenario is much stronger - in the 

case of a multi-employer pension planZ9' established pursuant to  a collective agreement or 

trust agreement, a board of trustees constituted by a least 50% member representatives is 

statutorily required to  administer the pension plan.19z Despite encouraging member 

representation, there exists a significant protection gap in Ontario. Unlike Australia and 

the United Kingdom, member representatives are not protected from any controlling or  

undue employer influence. There is thus a potential danger that member representatives 

may feel compromised in their ability to act in the best interests of members. An effective 

member representation system must be founded upon an underlying system of member 

protection. This permits member representatives to  freely act in the interests of 

beneficiaries and minimises the risk of undue pressure, or fear of direct or  indirect 

retribution. 

189 EmploymentRightsAct 1996 (UK) ss 46,47,102,103. 
'9O Pension Benefits Act  RSO 1990, PS, s 8. Zigler has observed that the introduction of this 

provision did not increase the number of lans governed by pensions committees; if anything it 
served to ensure that employers abo~ishej~ensions committees declarin themselves to be the 
administrator: Zigler, "Unions and Pension Plans - The Im act of ~oylective Bar aining on 

Insight Information Inc, at 5,1o. 
8 1 .  Pension Plan Administration", presented at Pension Fund overnance, Toronto, p111 1993, 

'9' A "multi-employer pension plan" means a pension lan established and maintained for 
employees or two or more employers who contribute for on whose behalf contributions are 
made) to a pension fund by reason of agreements, statute or municipal by-law, to provide a 
pension benefit that is determined by service with one or more of the employers, but does not 
include a pension plan where all employers are affiliated within the meaning of the Business 
Corporations Act RSO 1990, c B16: Penrion BenefisAct RSO 1990, P8, s I. 

'9' Pension BenejitsAct RSO 1990, PS, s 8. 



Chapter 5: Tnut and Legislation 

5.2.2 CONCERNS REGARDING COMPETENCE 

Attendant t o  the introduction of employee representation is the  risk that  such 

representatives will not have sufficient knowledge or expertise t o  effectively fulfil the role 

of trustee (or director thereof). If the role of member representatives is in part that of 

watchdog, a base level understanding of the duties and obligations of trustees and the  

operation of superannuation schemes is essential t o  successfully fulfil this role. Moreover, 

where employer representatives are financially astute and knowledgeable regarding 

superannuation, lack of experience on the part of member representatives permits de facto 

control of the trustee to rest with the employer representatives, thereby negating the very 

purpose of the statutory initative.'93 

An argument often raised in this context is the lack of experience can be "cured" by 

delegating functions, the employment of agents, or simply seeking advice. Yet the trustee 

remains the responsible entity and must understand this role; i t  must select and supervise 

agents and delegates and critically assess advice. This too requires knowledge. 

Regarding competence, Ambachtsheer and Ezra have observed that  "pension fund 

fiduciaries are often chosen for myriad reasons that have nothing t o  do with their 

capability".'94 I n  their view:'gs 

The most common reason many pension funds continue to be "organizationally challenged" 
is that their overning boards either don't know what their job is, or if the do, are not 
doing it well. % he reverse is also true. Behind every well-run pension fund stan s a governing 
board that knows its job and does it well. 

B 

A means of reducing the risk that trustees, and member representatives in particular, do 

not understand their position or lack the knowledge to successfully fulfil their role, is t o  

require trustees who lack appropriate qualifications t o  undergo mandatory specialist 

trustee training. This is not to suggest that trustees and directors become experts in every 

'93 See Scheiwe, "Should Employers have Equal Representation on Superannuation Trustee 
Boards!" (1997) 8 ASLB 68 at 71. 

'94 Ambachtsheer and Ezra, Pension Fund Management Excellence (John Wiley & Sons, 1998), as 
quoted in Oliver, "Alternative Governance Models", presented at Pension Regulation Summit 
Conference, Toronto, A ril 1999, Federated Press, at 7. This concern was also raised at first 
inquiry of the Senate Se P ect Committee on Superannuation. W A Lee objected to the proposed 
equal representation requirements on the grounds that neither employer or employee 
representatives were selected for their expertise, and that decisions may be guided by political 
rather than purely financial policies: Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, Safeguarding Super: The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the Senate 
Select Committee on Superannuation, 1992, at 515.7. 

'95 Ambachtsheer and Ezra, Pension Fund Management Excellence oohn Wiley & Sons, 1998), as 
quoted in Oliver, "Alternative Governance Models", presented at Pension Regulation Summit 
Conference, Toronto, April 1999, Federated Press, at 7. 



field of knowledge required in the management and administration of a superannuation 

fund, nor that the level of education and training catapult representatives into the 

professional sphere. Instead, the training and education should develop an understanding 

of trustees' duties and responsibilities and the workings of superannuation ~chemes.'9~ 

Evidence from industry indicates that many superannuation funds take responsibility for 

the training of trustees. Research conducted by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 

conjunction with Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu indicates that 83% of the Australian 

superannuation funds surveyed provided or funded some level of training for trustees. 

However, the extent and type of training is of concern. I t  was reported that 17% of trustees 

spent no time on training at all whilst only 60% of trustees spent more than ten hours on 

training.'97 The type of training conducted was mainly attendance at an annual conference 

or short courses. Only 50% of the superannuation funds surveyed provided training in the 

form of specialist trustee courses such as the ASFA Certificate of T~s teesh ip . '9~  

The results of research in the United Kingdom are even more telling. A study by Schuller 

and Hyman in the 1980s exposed a widespread need, expressed by trustees themselves, for 

further training, particularly in finance and investment.I99 Most recently, following a survey 

of 226 trustees, Myners reported that in the first 12 months of trusteeship 26 per cent of 

trustees received less than one day's training and 43% received one or two days training.'O0 

The type of training was predominantly seminars and conferences, with only 16% of 

participants attending an experienced trustee course. Beyond the initial 12 month period, 

46% of trustees reported that no further training was received."' 

In Australia, the issue addressed was raised prior to the enactment of the SIS Act. The 

Companies and Securities Advisory Committee, although not favouring obligatory training, 

concluded that it was reasonable, given the complexity of the role of trustees, that trustees 

196 See Oliver, "Alternative Governance Models", presented at Pension Regulation Summit Conference, 
Toronto, April 1999, Federated Press, at 9. See also the submissions to the Productivity 
Commission and Superannuation Working Group, referred to above at 5.1.3.6. 

'97 Institute of Chartered Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance of 
Superannuation Funds, Research Report, 2002, at z. 

198 Institute of Chartered Accountants and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Governance of 
Superannuation Funds, Research Report, 2002, at 17. 

'99 Schuller and Hyman, "Trust Law and Trustees: Employee Representation in Pension Scheme" 
(1983) 12 Indus L Rev 83. 

'Q0  Myners, Institutional Investment in the United Kingdom: A Review, (commissioned by HM 
Treasury (U@), 2001, at 188. 

'O' Myners, Institutional Investment in the United Kingdom: A Review, (commissioned by HM 
Treasury (UK)), zoo], at 189. 
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(and directors of trustees) complete some form of trustee training.f01 Also, many industry 

submissions to the first inquiry of the Senate Select Committee on Superannuation argued 

strongly for compulsory specialist trustee educati0n.~~3 However, notwithstanding these 

submissions, and the Committee's own conclusion that "trustee education is essential for 

the long term viability of the ind~stry", '~4 in recognition that the superannuation industry 

was in a state of evolution, i t  did not recommend compulsory trustee training. 

A decade has now passed since the introduction of the SIS Act and the foundations of 

regulation are well set. The time is now ripe for the introduction of such compulsory 

education and training. The proposed universal licensing regime could be utilised for this 

purpose. As was argued earlier,"OS prudential security would be further enhanced if the 

"fitness and propriety standardn introduced a compulsory education requirement. 

The Level ofMember Representation - 50% or belcw? 

Another factor that may impact upon the level of employer independence is the balance of 

representation - is equal representation the ideal or is a lesser representation appropriate? 

I t  is at this point that the member representation systems of Australia and the United 

Kingdom diverge. Equal representation is mandated in Australia, whereas one-third 

member representation is sufficient in the United Kingdom. Ontario has a bet each way - 
multi-employer pension plans require equal representation, whereas member 

representation on pension committees may be as low as one member. Although there is to 

date no empirical data upon which to found a conclusion, from a theoretical point of view 

equal representation is arguably a superior model. In  short, there is strength in numbers. I t  

may be argued that whatever the balance, all trustees are required to  act in the best 

interests of members. However, the aim of prudential security is to minimise the risk that 

this will not occur. Though member representation has proven an effective safeguard in this 

respect, the safeguard loses strength with a minority member representation. This is simply 

'O' ALRC. CSAC, Co//tctlve lnverfmenf Schemer: SuperannuarIon. I)iscussion Paper No 50. 1gg2, at 
q 5 . 1 ~ ;  ALRC. CSAC, Coflpcrive Invertmtnfr: Superanntration, Report No $9. 1992, ar 98.20. 

1°3 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, Safguurding Super: 

Superannuation, 1992, at 95.26. 
E The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the enate Select Committee on 

'O4 Commonwealth of Australia, Senate Select Committee on Su erannuation, Safguurding Super: E The Regulation of Superannuation, First Report of the enate Select Committee on 
Superannuation, 1992, recommendation 5.4 at 43. 

"Of See 5.1.3.1. 



because the employer (or its representatives) maintains control of the trustee board. The 

attendant danger is that minority member representatives may practically lack the ability at 

the trustee level to in any way impact upon the employer view. Moreover, collectively the 

member representatives could not at a voting level even prevent a breach of trust.f06 Equal 

representation minimises the danger of undue control and influence and further aligns the 

interests of the trustee with the interests of the beneficiaries. 

The Level ofEmpIoyer Representation - 50% or below? 

I t  has been contended that there is no justification for mandating a SO per cent employer 

representation at the trustee level, particularly in respect of defined contribution plans 

where the members, as opposed to the employers, bear the investment risk.1°7 In  this 

context, although not taken up by the legislature, the Goode Committee in the United 

Kingdom recommended that the trusteeship of defined contribution schemes be 

constituted by two-thirds member representation and one-third employer representation, 

whereas the opposite should apply for defined benefit schemes.208 

There is no empirical evidence indicative that a 50 per cent employer representation 

inhibits the prudential security of superannuation funds. Anecdotally, equality of 

representation in Australia appears to have been success. T o  prescribe the balance of 

trusteeship based upon the representative group that bears the greatest investment risk 

does not necessarily facilitate prudential security of funds. In many funds an employer's 

experience in business can add much to the administration of a superannuation scheme 

and, in the case of high staff turnover, can also give stability to the trusteeship. At a macro 

level, to further decrease employer representation without compelling empirical evidence 

risks employers choosing to close employer-sponsored funds and transferring employees to 

the public offer fund sector. This would have the effect of further consolidating the 

superannuation industry, with the possible result that a majority of superannuation fund 

members would be located in a few very large public offer funds. In short, insufficient 

diversification of fund types and size within the industry risks widespread losses in the 

event of fund failure. I t  follows that there is not at present any compelling prudential 

justification in Australia for reducing the percentage of employer representation. 

lo6 Nohles, Pemions, Employment, andthe Low (Clarendon Press, 1993), p 240. 

1°7 ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investment Schemer: Superannuation, Discussion Paper No so, 1992, at 
9.8; Scheiwe, "Should Employers have Equal Representation on Superannuation Trustee 

)" (1997) 8 ASLB 68. loards. 
United Kingdom, Pension Law Review Committee, Pension Low Reform: The Repott of the Pennon 
LawReview Committee, Cm ~341-I, 1993, at $4.5.40. 



Chapter J: Tmt nndLzgihtion 

In  the development of the present superannuation regime, the Commonwealth 

Government statutorily entrenched the trustee as the central responsible entity in the 

management and administration of superannuation funds. In doing so, it sought also to 

clearly delineate the obligations of tru~tees.'~9 The spectrum of duties cast upon trustees 

by the SIS Act is outlined in Chapter z . ~ ' ~  For the purposes of this chapter the SRF will be 

applied to those duties that define the fundamental nature of the trustee office: the 

"tmstee covenants". 

Section 52(2) of the SIS Act sets out eight trustee covenants that are implied into the 

governing rules of all superannuation entities, and which cannot be excluded or modified 

by the constituent trust documents. These covenants are detailed in the following table. 

1 SIS ACT S 52(2) I 
I (a) to act honestly in all matters concerning the entity; l 

(b) to exercise, in relation to all matters affecting the entity, the,same degree of 
care, skill and diligence as an ordinary prudent person would exercise in dealing 
with property of another for whom the person felt morally bound to provide; 

i (c) to ensure that the trustee's duties and power are performed and exercised in the 
best interests of the beneficiaries; 

(d) to keep the money and other assets of the entity separate from any money and 
assets, respectively: (i) that are held by the trustee personally; or (ii) that are 
money or assets, as the case may be, of a standard employer-sponsor or an 
associate of a standard employer-sponsor, of the entity; 

(e) not to enter into any contract, or do anything else, that would prevent the 
trustee from, or hinder the trustee in, properly performing or exercising the 
trustee's functions and powers; . 

(9 to formulate and give effect to an investment strategy that has regard to the 
whole of the circumstances of the entity including, but  not limited to, the 
following: (i) the risk involved in making, holding and realising, and the likely 
return from, the entity's investments having regard t o  it objectives and i t s  

"9 Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 27 May 1993 at 
IroI  (Mr GaryJohns, Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer). 

"O See 2.2.3.4. 



expected cash flow requirements; (ii) the composition of the entity's 
investments as a whole including the extent to which the investments are 
diverse or involve the entity in being exposed to risks from inadequate 
diversification; (iii) the liquidity of the entity's investments having regard to its 
expected cash flow requirements; (iv) the ability of the entity to discharge its 
existing and prospective liabilities; 

(g) if there are any reserves of the entity - to formulate and to give effect to a 
strategy for their prudential management, consistent with the entity's 
investment strategy and its capacity to discharge its liabilities (whether actual or 
contingent) as and when they fall due; and 

l (h) to allow a beneficiary access to any prescribed information or any prescribed 
documents. 

I n  the formative stages of the SIS Act it was stated by the then Treasurer that the  

foregoing covenants are "essentially a clarification of the obligations already imposed by 

trust law ... [and are] essential trustee duties which represent fundamental obligations t o  

benefi~iaries".~" Similarly, in the second reading debate of the SIS Bill the Parliamentary 

Secretary t o  the Treasurer stated that "what we have done is simply to transcribe trust law 

- already existing trust law that will govern the behaviour of the these people [trustees] - 

codify it and write it d o ~ n . " ~ I ~  If these statements are correct, it must be possible to 

identify the relevant general law trustee duties from which the covenants flow. I n  respect 

of covenants (c), (4, (e), and (h), this would appear to be the case. First, the duty t o  act in 

the best interests of the beneficiaries is a fundamental and long established trust law duty, 

and is a reflection of fiduciary duties owed by trustees t o  beneficiariesF3 Secondh, the 

requirement expressed in (d) to keep the trustees' personal assets and those of the  

employer-sponsor separate from trust assets is a reflection of the duty not t o  mix trust 

moneys with the trustee's own, which itself extends from trustees' fiduciary duty not t o  

place themselves in a position of conflict between duty and personal interest."4 Thirdly, 

"I Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Treasury, Strengthening Super Security, Statement 
by the Honourable John Dawkins MP, Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1992, at 
6. 

"' Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 27 September 
1993 at 1103 (Mr GaryJohns, Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer). 

Cowan v ScargiiN[19851 I Ch 270 at 286 per Megarry VC. See 6.5. 
''4 AS to a trustee's fiduciary position vis-h-vis beneficiaries and the resulting no-conflict 

~rohibition see Keech W Sandford (1726) Sel Cas T King; 25 ER 223; Breen v William (1996) 186 
CLR 71 at "3 per Gaudron and McHugh JJ. 



covenant (e) is a specific application of the general law duty imposed on trustees not to 

fetter their powers and discreti~ns.~'S 

Fourthly, access to prescribed documents and prescribed information expressed in covenant 

(h) reflects trustees' general law duty to account.2'6 Though the expressions "prescribed 

documents" and "prescribed information" are defined broadly to include a large range 

documents and information in respect of the trust,"'7 the principles expressed in R e  

Londondenyi Settlement-8 and Hartigan Nominees Pty Ltd v Rydge2'9 as to disclosure of trust 

information have been preserved by the Corporations Act. Under this Act a trustee is not 

required to disclose:2z0 

internal working documents of the entity; 

information or documents that would disclose, or tend disclose: (i) personal 
information of another person if, in the circumstances, the disclosure would be 
unreasonable; or (ii) trade secrets or other information having a commercial 
value that would be reduced or destroyed by the disclosure; or 

information or documents in relation to which the trustee of the entity owes 
to another person a duty of non-disclosure. 

T o  the extent these covenants are representative of general trust law duties their inclusion 

in the SIS Act is justified upon the basis of the SRF. This is especially so given that the 

duties from which the covenants flow are essential to the concept of the trust and 

fundamentally define the nature of the trustee beneficiary relationship. 

There is some doubt as to the extent to which the remaining covenants reiterate general 

law principles. What follows is an assessment of these covenants in the context of the SRF, 

preceded by a comment on the general approach of implying the covenants into the 

governing rules of a superannuation entity. 

Section p of the SIS Act is formulated so that the covenants specified are implied into the 

governing rules of each superannuation entity. This has a twofold effect. First, to the extent ' 

that the obligations specified in the covenants are distinguished from general law duties the 

5 As to this duty see z.z.j.4. 
As to this duty see 2.2.3.4 and 6.5. 

"7 SIS Regulations reg 4.01; CorporatiomAct 2001 (Cth) S 1017C 
218 [l9651 Ch 918. 
219 (1992) 29 NSWLR 405. 
'l0 CorporationrAct zoo1 (Cth) S 1o17C(4). 
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application of the general law is excluded or modified (whichever is relevant) by the express 

terms of the trust deed. The essence of this consequence is what underlies the discussion 

of the remaining individual covenants below. 

Secondly, it prevents the framers of the trust instrument from abrogating or modifying the 

obligations contained in the covenants by alternative expression in the trust instrument. As 

discussed in Chapter 4,11' the flexibility of the trust flows from the ability of the settlor to 

frame its terms so as to modify the principles of equity and general trust law that govern 

the trust relationship. Except for the "irreducible core" of obligations fundamental to the 

concept of a trust,"'*duciary and general law duties of a trustee can be excluded, diluted 

or supplemented. Although this flexibility is a much commended feature of the modern 

commercial tru~t, '~3 in the context of superannuation funds the ability to draft a trust deed 

so as to minimise the duties incumbent upon a trustee can undermine the essential features 

that promote security."' On this basis, restricting the flexibility permitted at general law is 

entirely justified, if not necessitated, by the prudential security limb of the SRF. The 

process of implying covenants reinforces the protective nature of the trust and negates the 

risk that its fundamental protective attributes will be minimised or excluded. 

I t  is difficult to assess whether or not this covenant is consistent with general law 

principles in that there is no express corresponding general trust law duty, and in any case its 

scope has yet to be judicially determined. Although at general law there is no duty on 

trustees to act honestly per se, such a duty may be seen as flowing from the requirement 

that trustees act bona fide. In a sense honesty can be considered so fundamental that i t  

goes without saying. Yet at general law the duty to act bona fide is usually limited to acting 

bona fide in the best interests of the benejiciaries. Megarry VC in Cowan v ScargilPzr stated that 

"theduty of trustees towards their beneficiaries is paramount. They must, of course, obey 

the law; but subject to that they must put the interest of their beneficiaries first". This 

duty, Megarry VC observed, may even require a trustee to act dishonourably (though not 

X[ See 4.2.2.1. L 
Armitage U Nurse I19971 3 W L R  1046 at 1056 per MiUett LJ. In this case Millett LJ considered 
that the "irreducible core" obligation of the trust was the "duty of the trustees to perform the 
trust honestly and in good faith for the benefit of the beneficiaries": at 1056. 

' l3  Langhein, "The Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce" (1997) 107 
Yale LJ 165 at 185. 

Hayton, "Trust Law and Occupational Pension Schemes" I19931 Conv 283 at 294 
5 119851 I Ch 270 at 287. 
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illegally) if the best interests of the beneficiaries require it.lZ6 Therefore, although the duty 

t o  act bona fide may encompass a duty to act honesty, that duty is limited in scope to the 

best interests of the beneficiaries of the trust. It does not extend to third parties. Prima 

facie, arequirement to act honest(y in all things conc&ing the entity requires a trustee t o  act 

honestly in a//  dealings including those with third parties. I n  requiring a trustee t o  act 

dishonourably but not illegally, Cowan v Scargill essentially permits dishonesty in the form 

of a type of moral turpitude. The  question that arises is whether this type of conduct is a 

breach of covenant (a). 

The  facts of Buttle v Saunders"7 provide a useful example for analysis. Here the trustees 

struck a bargain for the sale of trust property but did not bind themselves by a legally 

enforceable contract. Contracts had been prepared, but a further trustee signature was 

required, when the trustees received a higher offer. In response t o  an action for breach of 

trust, the trustees sought directions from the court. The  trustees were held to be under a 

duty to consider and explore the better offer despite feeling honour-bound to carry 

through with the initial offer. In this regard Wynn-Parry J commented that:"* 

It redounds to the credit of a man who acts like that in such circumstances. Trustees, 
however, are not vested with such corn lete freedom. They have an overriding duty to 
obtain the best price which they can t r  their beneficiaries. I t  would, however, be an 
unfortunate simplification of the problem if one were to take the view that the mere 
production of an increased offer ... should throw on the trustees a duty to accept the higher 
offer ... trustee have such a discretion in the matter as will allow them to act with roper 
prudence ... I can imagine cases were trustees could properly refuse a hi her of P er and 
proceed with a lower offer. Each case must, of necessity, depend on its own facts. In regard 
to the case no before me, my view is that the trustees and their solicitors acted on an 
incorrect principle. The only consideration which was present to their minds was that they 
had gone so far in the ne otiations ... that they could not properly, from the point of view of 
commercial morality, resi k e from those negotiations. 

I t  could be said that the trustee had acted dishonestly in that his word was given and a 

bargain struck. However, there being no legal impediment t o  their actions, the trustees 

were required to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries and in so doing "gazump" the 

initial offerees. 

Honesty in this context could be defined as acting in accordance with the law, but beyond 

that a trustee's duty is defined completely by the best interests of the beneficiaries. If this 

scenario is applied t o  the covenants, on a strict view, the trustee in accepting the higher 

offer would have been in breach of covenant (a). However, to reject the second offer and 

"z6 Cowan U Scar@// [19851 I Ch 270 at 288. 
'l7 [19$o] 2 All ER 193. 
'* Butile v Sounders [195o] 2 All ER 193 at 195. 
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continue through with the initial bargain would be a breach covenant (c): the duty to act in 

the best interests of the beneficiaries. In light of this conflict, two options may arise as to 

the possible scope of term "honesty": 

(i) The term honesty includes a type of moral turpitude which applies regardless 
of whether the trustee was attempting to act in the best interests of 
beneficiaries; and 

(ii) The term honesty includes a type of moral turpitude but is confined by the 
duty to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries - in other words, covenant 
(a) is read is down in light of covenant (c). 

The first option must be dismissed on the ground of inconsistency. As is highlighted by the 

Buttle v Saunders scenario, it could place a trustee in an impossible situation - "damned if 

you do and damned if you don't". I t  was unlikely to have been the intention of parliament 

to potentially place the trustee in such a situation. In the absence of direct authority, it is 

contended that the second option is the most appropriate. 

This option reflects the general law position. On the basis that the covenants have been 

assumed to reflect the general law, this conclusion may logically be drawn. This argument is 

strengthened by the judicial interpretation of the statutory duty formerly imposed on 

directors to "act honestly in the exercise of their powers and the discharge of the duties of 

their 0ffice".~~9 In this context the phrase "act honestly" has been interpreted to mean 

acting bona fide in the interests of the company.qo Therefore, although honesty is required, the 

overriding concern is the interests of the company. 

Covenant (b) sets the standard of care that a trustee must obtain in the performance of its 

duties and powers: that degree of care, diligence and skill as an ordinary prudent person 

would exercise in dealing with the property of another for whom the person felt morally 

bound to provide. At the outset it must be noted that although referred to in this context 

as a standard of care, the phrase duty of care is often used as a synonym both at a judicial and 

commentary level. As in both contexts the phrase refers to the benchmark against which a 

trustee's performance of all  of its duties and powers is measured, the phrase standard of 

care will be used and references citing a duty of care should be read as synonymous. 

2"9 Corporations Laws 232 (now repealed). 
go Marchesi v Burner I19701 VR 434 at 438 per Gowans J. See also CO orate Affairs Commission v 

(1990) 56 SASR 455; Fihrimmons v R  (1997) 23 ACSR 355. 
T Papoulias (1990) 20 NSWLR $03; Southern Resources Ltd v Residues reatment & Trading CO Ltd 



The General Law Duty 

The standard of care required by the general law is that of an ordimnypmdent businessperson. 

The  classic statement is that of Jessel MR in Re Speig/~t:~3' 

A trustee ought to conduct the business of the trust in the same manner that an ordinary 
prudent man of business would conduct his own, and that beyond that there is no liability 
or obligation on the trustee. In other words, a trustee is not bound because he is a trustee to 
conduct business in other than the ordinary and usual way in which similar business is 
conducted by mankind in transactions of their own. It never could be reasonable to make a 
trustee adopt further and better precautions than an ordina prudent man of business 
would adopt, or to conduct the business in any other way. I it were otherwise, no one 
would be a trustee at all. 

7. 

I n  that trustees' actions are measured against those of an ordinary prudent business person 

the standard is objective. There is no investigation of what standard the trustee itself would 

ordinarily use in its own business operations. 

It has not always been clear that the requisite standard is positioned in the business sphere. 

Various early English and Canadian cases alternatively referred t o  the ordinarypmdent man 

as opposed to the  ordinary prudent man of b u s i n e s ~ . ~ ~ ~  However, the High Court of 

Australia, relying upon the English authority of Spieght v Gauntz33 and Re Whiteleyz34 has 

explicitly correlated the standard with the man of business; "it is a duty of reasonable care - 
the care which an ordinary prudent man of business would take1'.'35 

At general law, professional trustees, such as trustee companies, are arguably subject to a 

higher standard of care. I n  Badet t  v Barclays Tmt  CO N o  I )  Brightman J was prepared t o  

impose a higher standard of care on a trust corporation, reasoning as f0llows:~3~ 

A trust corporation holds itself out in its advertising literature as bein above ordinary 
mortals. With specialist staff of trained trust officers and managers, wit i ready access to 
financial information and professional advice, dealing with and solving trust problems day 
after day, the trust corporation holds itself out, and rightly, as capable of providing an 
expertise which it would be unrealistic to expect and unjust to demand from the ordinary 

3 (1883) 22 Ch D 727 at 739-740 per Jessel MR (affd Speight v Gaunt (1883) 9 App Cas I at 19 per 
Lord Blackburn, at 30 per Lord Fitzgerald). 

3 Fales v Canada Permanent Trust CO (1976) 70 DLR bd) 257 at 267 per Dickson J (giving the 
judgment of the Supreme Court). 

l33 (1883) 9 App Cas I. 

l34 (1886) 33 Ch D 347. 
3 Fouche v Superannuation Fund Board (1952) 88 CLR 609 at 641 er curiam. See also Austin v 

Austin (1906) 3 CLR 516 at 525 per curiam; Elder? Trustee and E! xecutor Company Ltd v Higins 
(1962) 113 CLR 426 at 448-449 per Dixon CJ, McTiernan and Windeyer JJ; Australian Securities 
Commission v A S  Nominees Ltd (1995) 133 ALR I at 12-14 per Finn J. 

[1980] I Ch 515 at 534. See also the obiter comments of Harman J in Re Watermuni Will Tmsts 
[1952) 2 All ER 1054 at 1055. 
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prudent man or woman who accepts, probably unpaid and sometimes reluctantly from a 
sense of family duty, the burden of trusteeship. 

The occasion has not arisen in Australia for the application of this principle, but there have 

been obiter comments in support of the above, most notably those of Finn J in Australian 

Senrritier Commirsion v A S  Norninee~.~J7 His Honour noted that although the standard of care 

is of general application, i t  was settled a century ago during a period when trust 

corporations were not used for trading and inve~trnents.l3~ As such activity is now 

commonplace his Honour considered that39 

There is, now in m view, a substantial question now to be answered as to whether a h i  her 
standard is not to g e exacted from at least cor~orate or ~rofessional rrurrces (i)  which f old 
themselves out as having a special or partic;lar knowledge, skill and experience and (ii) 
which, directly or indirectly, invite reliance upon themselves by members of the public in 
virtue of the knowledge etc they appear so to have. 

If i t  were necessary, his Honour indicated that he would have applied, to the trustee 

companies in question, a standard of care higher than that of the ordinary prudent business 

person.q0 However, i t  was unnecessary to do so in the circumstances as the trustees' 

actions had fallen short of even the prudent business person measure.l4' 

I n  the context of the duty of investment a higher standard of care is statutorily recognised 

to apply t o  professional trustees in all Australian States and New Zealand. T h e  typical 

standard of care required is that which a prudent person engaged in thatprofirsion would 

exercise in managing the affairs of others.r" 

*37 (1995) 133 ALR I. 

'3' Australian Securitier Commission v AS Nominees Ltd (1995) 133 ALR I at 13. 

3 Aumalian Securitier Commurion V AS Nominees Ltd (1995) 133 ALR I at 13-14. 

Australian Securities Commirrion V AS Nominees Ltd (1995) 133 ALR I at 14. 
W' Australian Securitier Commirsion v AS Nomineer Ltd (1995) 133 ALR I at 14. See also Wilkinson v 

Feldworth FinancialServicer Pty Ltd (1998) 29 ACSR 642 at 693 per Rolfe J. 
Trustee Act 1925 (ACm S rqA(z)(a); Trustee Act 192s (NSW) s rqA(z)(a); Trustee Act 1893 (NT) s 
6(r)(a); Trurts Act 1973 (Qld) s 22(1)(a); Trurtee Act 1936 (SA) s 7(1)(a); Trustee Act 1898 (Tas) s 
7(1)(a); Trurtee Act 1958 (Vic) s 6(1)(a); Trustees Act 1962 (WA) s 18(1)(a); Trustee Act 1956 (NZ) s 
13C. The United Kingdom has gone a step further requiring that trustees exercise such care and 
skill as is reasonable in the circumstances having regard in particular: 

to any special knowledge or experience that he has or holds himself out as having, and 
if he acts as trustee in the course of a business or profession, to any special knowledge or 
experience that it is reasonable to expect of a person acting in the course of that kind of 
business or profession. 

However, this standard does not apply generally nor in relation to the trustees of occupational 
pension funds. Instead it applies only in relation to the circumstances set out in the relevant 
schedule: Trurtee Act 2000 (UK) S I(I), sch I. 



Comparison ofgeneral laov to Covenant (6) 

The standard adopted by the SIS Act in covenant (b) is apparently a lower standard than 

that applicable to trustees at general law. Specifically the covenant can be distinguished 

from the general law on four bases. First, and most obviously, the covenant sets the 

measure as the ordinary prudent person, not the ordinary prudent business person. Secondi), 

the measure is not that of the fictitious person dealing with his or her own property but 

withthe "property of another for whom the person felt morally bound to providen. Thirdi), 

the covenant refers not only to care and diligence but adds the component of "skill". 

Finali), the covenant does not distinguish between professional and other trustees; the 

ordinary prudent person standard is applied to all trustees. The significance of these 

distinctions is heightened when it is considered that, as outlined earlier,"'+] the SIS 

covenants do not stand alongside the general law but rather replace it. 

The following defines and assesses each distinguishing feature in the context of the SRF. 

The standard specified in the SIS Bill originally replicated the general law. However, the 

covenant was replaced with the lower ordinary prudence standard following industry 

concerns that it would be difficult to obtain representative trustees if the standard was 

set too high, and employee representatives would be dissuaded from accepting 

nomination if they were not persons of business. The case authorities reveal am'6uter of 

the ordinary prudent business person. Three cases present relevant illustrations for this 

purpose. 

(i) Speight v Gaunt 

That a different level of knowledge and experience is required of an ordinary prudent 

business person, as opposed to an ordinary prudent person, is evident from the seminal 

authority in this area, Speight v Gaunt.* It concerned a trustee who employed a broker 

for the purpose of purchasing securities on the London Stock Exchange. The broker 

forwarded a fraudulent bought-note to the trustee and obtained money from the trustee 

on the pretence that payment was due the next day. The broker misappropriated the 

money for his own use, never purchased the securities and subsequently became 

bankrupt. The loss to the estate was some f 15,ooo. 

"3 See 5.3.1. 

* (1883) 9 App Cas I. 



In  the course of outlining the relevant principles Lord Blackburn noted that:%? 

Where there is a usual course of business the trustee is justified in following it, though it 
may be such that there is some risk that the proper may be lost by the dishonesty or X insolvency of an agent employed. The transactions of fe could not be carried on without 
some confidence being bestowed ... Men of business practically ascertain how much 
confidence may be safely bestowed, or rather whether the inconvenience and hampering 
of trade which is avoided by this confidence is too heavy a premium for insurance against 
the risk thus incurred. 

Applying this approach, the trustee's actions were held to be entirely appropriate; i t  was 

the normal course of business for a trustee to  obtain the services of a broker for the 

procurement of shares, and to  pass payment for the securities through the broker as 

agent. Moreover, there was nothing to  draw suspicion so as to doubt the honesty or 

veracity of the broker and thus expose the trust to  the risk of 10ss.'4~ 

Two attributes of the ordinary prudent business person can be drawn from this case. 

First, a measure of protection is granted to a trustee if he or she follows what is regarded 

as the usual course of business. The trustee must therefore know what the usual course 

of business is or know where to obtain guidance as to the accepted course of business (a 

"knowledge" element). So it can be postulated that the ordinary prudent business person 

is credited with a different level of knowledge and experience than the ordinary prudent 

person. Secondly, the trustee must make an assessment about the level of confidence to  

place in the person with whom the trustee is dealing. In  other words an assessment of 

risk must be made. This attribute is subtler than the first, and could be termed a 

"business like approach". I t  could similarly be described as requiring a degree of business 

acumen. 

(ii) Australian Securities Commission WAS Nominees 

The proceedings in Awtralian Securities Commission v A S  Nominees Lt&7 concerned, inter 

alia, an application by the Australian Securities Commission (''ASC'') for the winding up 

of three of corporate respondents: AS Nominees Ltd (ASN), Ample Funds Ltd (Ample) 

and AS Securities Pty Ltd (Securities). All were members of a group of companies, the 

AS Group, that were founded by the fourth respondent, Mr Windsor. ASN and Ample 

+5 S p e k h t v  Gaunt (1883 9 App Gas 1 at 19-20 (emphasis 
W6 Speight v Gaunt (1883) 9 A Cas I at 9-13 per Earl of Selborne LC, at 20-27 per Lord Blackburn, 

at 29-32 per Lord ~itz~eraPd: 
247 (1995) 133 ALR I. 



were corporate trustees of superannuation and unit trusts and had for all intents and 

purposes common boards. Securities acted as a manager of the trusts.rs 

I n  support of its claim the ASC detailed a series of 12 transactions it alleged displayed a 

pattern of conduct demonstrating unfitness for the corporate respondents t o  have 

control of trusts. The  ASC's concern was in part premised upon the need for investor 

protection and the need for the  public t o  maintain confidence in the  proper 

management of superannuation trusts."9 

Prior to detailing each transaction Finn J commented upon the applicable standard of 

care expected of a business person. Whilst identifying the standard as that of the 

ordinary prudent business person conducting a business as if it were his or her own, 

Finn J emphasised what he described as a "requirement of caution". Drawing o n  

jurisprudence from the United States, Finn J quoted the following extract from King v 

Talbof:Yo 

It ... does not follow, that, because prudent men may, and often do, conduct their own 
affairs with the ho e of growing rich, and therein take the hazard of adventures which P they deem hopefu, trustees may do the same; the preservation of the fund, and the 
procurement of a just income therefrom, are primary objects of the creation of the trust 
itself, and are to be primarily regarded. 

It is this requirement of caution that serves also t o  distinguish the expectations of 

trustees and directors, and likewise separates the purposes of trusts and companies. A 

trustee is to exercise a degree of restraint and conservatism in investment judgments 

whereas the duty of a director may be t o  "display commercial flair and accept 

commercial risks t o  produce a sufficient return on the capital inve~ted" .~~ '  Finn J also 

considered that the requirement of care and caution is indicative of the "different risks 

that persons who invest their assets in companies on the one hand and in trusts on the 

other are considered likely to have as~umed".~~" 

-8 AS an indication of the complexity of the matter, Finn J described the AS Group as being 
"made up, apparently, of 10 companies bound together in a predictable bewildering way by 
interlocking shareholdings held in some instances by individual companies of the group, in 
others by directors, and in either case sometimes as trustee or nominee for yet another group 
company or director": Australian Securities Commission v A S  Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 5. 

l49 Australian Securities Commission v ASNominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 6. 

If0 4 0  NY 76 (1869)~ cited in Aurhalian Securities Commission v A S  Nominees (1995) 133 ALR r at 12. 

v' Daniels v Anderson (1995) 37 NSWLR 438 at 494 per Clarke and SheUer JJA. 

q2 Aumalian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 13. 



The requirement of care and caution is exemplified in the twelve transactions that are 

the subject of the case. For the purpose of this chapter regard is had to four of these. 

o Transaction No  I :  This transaction concerned the fact that ASN held a defaulting 
loan for a period of three years and had not attempted to foreclose or call up the 
guarantees.'f3 Finn J held that the conduct amounted to a breach of ASN's 
standard of care because as a matter of prudent management it was required to  
safeguard the investment. For all "practical purposes the only certain source of 
repayment was the security it held". Thus it should have closely monitored the 
securitygiving careful consideration to the appropriate time for its reali~ation.~f4 

Transaction No 2: ASN paid an amount of $279,000 by way of a commitment fee to 
secure an investment of US$IO million from a company in the United States. The 
amount was to be returned by way of a surety bond once the first instalment of 
investment money was made. Two directors from ASN were sent to the United 
States to check the investment and the bona fides of the company. One such 
director paid the commitment fee whilst in America despite written advice 
warning that the transaction could be fraudulent, specifically noting that "there 
have been increased reports of fraudulent attempts to seek payment of advance 
loan commitments fees for loans which are never made". The particular director 
did not take any personal steps to check the bona fides of the American company 
or the surety bond. The commitment fee was lost as the surety bond was never 
honoured.'ff Finn J held that there was a strong arguable case that entering into 
the arrangement with its ancillary requirement of a commitment fee was so 
imprudent as to amount in a l l  probability to a breach of trust. The risk that ASN 
was taking was not one which was appropriate for a prudent trustee to take - 
restraint and conservatism was required, not "the hazard of adventure".'f6 

o Transaction N o j :  This transaction concerned the sale of units in a trust that was 
settled for the purpose of purchasing a large office building in Melbourne. The day 
immediately before subscriptions were to be returned to  investors if the trust was 
not fully subscribed, Ample decided to invest in 7 million units. To  fund the 

urchase it entered into a secured loan agreement for $6.3 million. Contrary to the 
goard's decision, the lender's recourse was not limited to the units purchased but 
extended to the assets of the trust. Ample did not have the income to service the 
loan and so ASN subsequently invested $5 million through pooled superannuation 
trusts to underwrite the investment. Two years after making the investment the 
value of the property fell b $10.7 million, some 23%. Finn J found that the 
decision to invest was taken g y the trustee board in less than three hours without 
independent advice or an up-to-date valuation, relying only upon the valuation in 
the prospectus. There was a mere cursory examination of the financial 
implications of the investment and there was no clear view of either the strate 
the board was putting into effect in making the investment, or the term o f t  l?' e 
investment. Moreover, there was no evidence that any member of the board was 
ex erienced in valuing the Melbourne commercial roperty market. In respect of 
A ! N's Investment in Ample, there was no minutelinstance of the board making 
such a decision. The investment was characterised by Finn J as hazardous and a 
recklessness of some magnitude, such that the breach of trust was grave. The 
question was not one of "good or bad company conduct" but rather whether there 

Australian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at  zo. 
l54 Australian Securities Commisrion v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at  20-11. 

'55 Aurhalian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at  21-13. 

"f6 Australian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 24. 



had been the pro er discharge of the duties of trusteeship. His Honour concluded 
with the remar l! that "[ilt cannot be assumed that persons who invest in 
superannuation funds intend their investment to be hazarded in high risk 
activities ... The person making investment provision for his or her future may be 
expected to be somewhat more risk averse than the corporate entrepreneurn.157 

0 Transaction No 4 :  ASN and Ample invested $2.4 million in a company that 
managed a dairy venture. The investment was in the form of three separate loans. 
Security for the loans was by way of various charges. There was a considerable 
dela , in one instance almost a period of a year, in lodging the charges with the 
AS(! Pursuant to the then Corporations L a w  the charges would have been void 
against a liquidator had the company invested in gone into liquidation during the 
period of delay.f5s Finn J held that the trustee had failed to take appro riate steps 
to protect its investment and had not acted in a prudent manner, wit R the result 
that the trust was exposed to potential losses if the loans were not repaid. The 
delay in lodging securities extended over a period of three years and at the time of 
judgment various securities were still not lodged. I t  was not simply a matter of 
failing to properly supervise an agent. The trustee, who was cognisant of the 
pattern of delay, had a duty to intervene in the face of demonstrated 
dilatoriness.Y9 

The first attribute of the fictional man that can be drawn from the judgment of Finn J is 

that of prudence. The standard is not that of an ordinary business person but that of an 

ordinary prudent business person. Thus the fictional business person is careful and 

cautious and not one who is prone to the hazard of adventure or is required to  

demonstrate entrepreneurial skill. The second attribute, which is a corollary of the first, 

is that the ordinary prudent business person seeks to safeguard the assets of the trust. 

This is in essence the business-like approach typified in Speight v Gaunt. If there is a 

significant enough risk that the capital or income of an asset will not be returned to the 

trust, an ordinary prudent business person would realise that asset so as safeguard the 

assets of the trust. At the very least, an ordinary prudent business person would seek to  

preserve the capital assets of the trust. 

The third attribute typical of the ordinary prudent business person is that he or she 

investigates proposed transactions and investments. Advice will be sought where 

required, current valuations obtained, consideration given to  nature of the asset, an 

asset management strategy developed, investments will be properly secured and 

appropriate documentation completed. Again this evidences a business-like approach, in 

this case, to the investment of assets. This attribute is partly explicable on the basis of 

knowledge. Presumably the ordinary prudent business person will have a greater level of 

V7 Australian Securities Commisrion v ASNominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 29. 
'58 Australian Securities Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 30. 

l59 Australian Securities Commission v ASNominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 32. 
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knowledge than the ordinary prudent person on matters of business. However, a better 

way of explaining the actions of the ordinary prudent business person is that he or she 

adopts a prudent business like approach. This is not entirely dependent upon 

knowledge; if a person acting as trustee has no experience in business, this experience 

can be sought upon advice. Therefore, it is not a prerequisite that a trustee have the 

same knowledge as a person experienced in business but that he or she adopts a 

business-like approach. 

(iii) Fouche v Superannuation FundBoard 

Fouche v Superannuation Fund Boarabbo concerned a trustee investment in the 

development of a proposed tourist hotel. The Superannuation Fund Board was the 

trustee of a superannuation h n d  providing benefits to employees of the Tasmanian 

public service. The President (of the Board) was a qualified solicitor whereas the 

remaining members were public servants. Generally decisions of the Board were made 

on the recommendation of the President. Upon such recommendation, the Board 

agreed to lend an initial amount of 23,500, secured by a first mortgage, to Fouche for 

the purchase of a country property. Subsequently, it was further agreed that an 

additional amount of 241,500 be advanced for redevelopment of the property into a 

tourist hotel. The conditions of the loan, the terms of advancement and type and 

adequacy of the security were left at the discretion of the President. In the month 

preceding this decision EZI,J)OO was advanced to Fouche on the authority on the 

President. 

Concerns regarding the investment were later raised in Parliament at the initiation of 

the Auditor-General. This combined with mounting negative publicity led all the 

members of the Board to resign. The newly constituted Board demanded immediate 

repayment of the moneys advanced and further advised that the investment was in 

breach of trust and that it proposed to institute appropriate proceedings in the Supreme 

Court. Fouche in turn commenced an action against the Board claiming that the 

remaining advances had not yet been received. The Board delivered a defence and 

counterclaim (adding the members of the Board as defendants) seeking declaration that 

the Board had acted in breach of trust and that Fouche received the advances with 

notice of the breach. 

lbO (1952) 88 CLR 609. 
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At Supreme Court level it was held that the investment was in breach of trust, and 

Fouche was ordered to repay all monies to the superannuation fund with interest. 

Despite this finding, the action against the Board members failed. On appeal, the High 

Court affirmed the breach of trust but found against the Board members. The  

investment was held to be of a hazardous and speculative nature and one that should 

have never been made. In particular: (i) the security was of a dubious nature; (ii) no 

serious inquiries were made about Fouche's financial means or his prospects of being 

able to make the repayments; (iii) no serious inquiries were made regarding the details of 

the development; and (iv) no real valuation of the property upon completion was 

obtained. The President was "content with the vaguest assurances about what Fouche 

could or might do, and the rest of the board, if they thought about the matter at all, 

were content with whatever Rule {the President] told themn.16' In  addition, no 

consideration had been given to the risky nature of the subject matter of the investment 

and the ability of the development to turn a profit.261 The High Court expressed a 

degree of sympathy for the members of the Board, other than the President, "[flirstly, 

because they had no qualifications for the task of investing trust funds, and secondly 

because, in consequence they relied very largely on [the President's] judgment." "3 

Notwithstanding this degree of empathy and the assumption they all acted honestly, it 

held that:'Q 

... the standard to be applied is the standard of the reasonably prudent man of business, 
and it is nothing to the point that they were not men of business at all. Having regardto 
all the facts an circumstances ... we can see no escape from the view that all four defendants 
were guilty of gross negli ence in assenting to the investment which is attacked, and that 
all are liable to make goo j any loss resulting therefrom. 

Like AS Nominees, Fouche reflects the business-like approach expected of the ordinary 

prudent business person. Investment opportunities must be investigated, valuations 

obtained, assets secured and a risk-versus-return analysis conducted. I t  is not sufficient 

to act honestly and rely upon others for the exercise of judgment. Advice can be sought 

but ultimately each trustee must exercise an individual judgment. Regardless of 

experience, or lack thereof, trustees will be held at general law to the business standard. 

Fouche v Superannuation FundBoard (1952) 88 CLR 609 at 634 per curiam. 
Fouche v Superannuation FundBoard (1952) 88 CLR 609 at 633-635 per curiam. 

&3 Fouche v Superannuation FundBoard (1952) 88 CLR 609 at 641 per curiam. 
~~4 Fatube v Superannuation FundBoard (1952) 88 CLR 609 at 641 per curiam. 
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Analysis - Superannuation Relationship Framework 

By a process of deduction the ordinary prudent person is one that will take care and 

caution in its duty as trustee, but is not required to adopt a business-like approach. Thus 

an ordinary prudent person could arguably not be expected t o  adopt a risk-versus-return 

approach or undertake the type of investigation required of ordinary prudent business 

person. 

The  SRF accords priority to trust principles unless a second limb exception applies: 

prudential security or inapplicability. In this context neither exception applies with the 

result that lowering the general standard of care in untenable. T o  lessen a standard 

fundamental to the protective nature of the trust is to likewise lessen the protection 

available to beneficiaries. Five arguments support this view. 

First, the rationale for departing from general principle is not premised upon prudential 

security considerations but rather t o  pacify industry concerns that it would otherwise be 

difficult to obtain representative tmstees.l65 I t  is acknowledged that the representative 

trustee system (otherwise termed the equal representation system) is itself a reform 

aimed at facilitating the prudential security of contributors' funds. Arguably if the 

representative trustee system were t o  fail then the security of funds would be  

compromised. However, reducing the standard expected of trustees is not the only 

means of encouraging representative participation. Government sponsored training of 

employee trustees would assist t o  give trustees the confidence t o  undertake their 

representative duties.d6 Financial incentives could also be investigated.267 I n  addition, 

Duval, "The Objectives of the Superannuation Supervisory Legislation", presented at 
Superannuation 1994: Living with Superannuation under the New System, Gold Coast, February 
1994, Law Council of Australia at 1.8; Craig, "The Standard of Care Imposed Upon Professional 
Superannuation Trustees after Australian Securities Commission v AS Nominees and Ors", 
presented at Australasian Law Teachers Association ~ 2 n d  Annual Conference, Sydney, October 1997, 
University of Technology, Sydney, at 74. 
AS to the issue of education and training see ~.1.3.1,5.1.3.6 and s.z.2. 

267 In a report commissioned by the HM Treasury (UK) Myners recommended that trustees, 
including representative trustees, be paid for their services. In this context it was stated that: 

Furthermore, the review believes that, in general, paying trustees for the performance of their 
duties is good ractice. Their task is a serious and complex one, the effective completion ofwhich 
requires consilrable time and energy, and should be rewarded. 

M ners, I m t i t u t i o ~ l  Investment in the United Kingdom: A Review (commissioned by HM Treasury dh, zoor, at 92.30. This recommendation was criticised on the basis that it would impose a 
greater burden upon employers. Moreover, the duties of employer representatives are fulfilled 
as a part of the employment function and employee representatives are, in the United 
Kingdom, permitted to carry out their duties during work hours (see Richards, "The Evolving 
Role of the Pension Fund Trustee", presented at APL Annual Conference toor, Brighton (United 
Kingdom), Nov 2001  (see mnu.apl.org.uk), at 8. Rather than appealing to direct payment as an 



employee representation at the trustee level is not statutorily confined to employees of 

the relevant employer-sponsor; it can be sourced outside of the workplace. In light of 

these other options it is an unacceptable compromise to lower the standard of care 

required of all trustees in the sector in order to encourage representative trustees. 

Secondly, the investment of funds is itself a facet of business. Beneficiaries are therefore 

entitled to expect that their funds will be managed in line with a business-like approach. 

The compulsory collection of superannuation  contribution^"^ only adds to  the 

significance of this matter. 

Thirdly, covenant (b) directly represents to the community the standard expected of 

superannuation trustees. Lowering the generally applicable standard carries with it a 

negative connotation regarding the importance of superannuation. The standard of care 

applicable in the comparative sector of managed investment schemes further highlights 

this issue. The responsible entities of such schemes "must exercise that degree of care 

and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were in the responsible 

entity's po~ition".'~9 The responsible entities of managed investment schemes are in the 

business of investing funds. Therefore, a reasonable person in shoes of a responsible 

entity would be held to business-like standard. I t  is curious that a higher standard 

should apply to an investment vehicle in which persons can choose to invest, whereas a 

lower standard applies to an investment vehicle funded significantly by compulsory 

contribution. The duty to provide a system of regulation that facilitates a higher 

standard of prudential security surely lies with the latter. 

Fourthly, in any event the trustee legislation empowers the court to relieve a trustee, 

either partly or wholly, for breaches of trust where the trustee has acted honestly, 

reasonably and ought fairly to be excu~ed.~7~ This statutory avenue of relief can assist 

representatives, both employer and employee, in appropriate circumstances. An 

example in the superannuation context is the New Zealand case of Joner v AMP 

incentive for representatives, especially member representatives, consideration could be given 
to the provision of taxation incentives such as rebates. 

268 See 2.2.4.1. 
169 CorporationrAct 2001 (Cth) s ~oIFC(I)(~).  
'7' Trustee Act 1925 (AC?? S 85; Trustee Act 1925 N S W  S 85; Trustee Act 1893 0 s 49A; Trusts Act 

1973 (Qld) s 76; Trustee Act 1936 (SA) s 56; Trustee Act 1898 Gas) s 50; Trustee Act 1958 (Vic) s 67; 
Trustees Act 1962 (WA) S 75. See HalsburyS Laws of Awtralia, v01 27, TRUSTS, [4j0-~~20]-[4jo- 
55451. 
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Perpetual Trustee CO NZ Ltd. lr  Here it was alleged that the defendant, as the trustee of 

an employee superannuation fund, had not acted prudently in exercising its powers of 

investment in the period immediately preceding the 1987 sharemarket crash. Although 

Thomas J found no breach of trust had been made out, he added that in any event the 

defendant would have been relieved from any liability on the basis that:'7= 

In this case, I do not doubt that Per etual acted honestly and reasonably; it made proper 
inquiries and took advice, it directecfits mind to the critical question of what was in the 
best interests of the trust, it kept the investment under review, it invested the trust fund 
with a reputable life insurance company which had performed, and continued to perform, 
relatively well as a fund manager, the A unit was a particular1 suitable form of investment 
for a fund the size of that in issue, Perpetual did no more or 7 ess than what any number of 
other superannuation funds were doing in investing in a life policy with AMP and 
speci mg the A unit as the vehicle for the funds management, and the A unit performed !F well. he performance of the A Unit only declined with the sharemarket crash of October 
1987, an event which most commercial and professional persons and institutions failed to 
predict. In all this there is no evidence of any lack of good faith or aberrant or 
unreasonable behaviour. 

Finally, there is an apparent inconsistency between the standard of care specified in 

covenant (b) and the duty t o  prepare an investment strategy in covenant (0. As is 

discussed below, in the exercise of the duty t o  invest trustees are required to prepare an 

investment strategy the foundation of which is managed portfolio theory. Trustees are 

required t o  give consideration t o  risk and the projected return of investments as well as 

the balance of the investment portfolio. In essence, the approach adopted is the ~ u S ~ ? Z ~ J J  

of investment. This gives rise to a fundamental inconsistency: on the  one hand the 

standard of care is that of the ordinary person, whereas on the other "investment" hand 

the ordinary person is required t o  adopt a business-like approach. 

Covenant (b) refers to the fictitious person exercising the same degree of care, diligence 

and skill that would be used if dealing with the property of anotherfor whom theperson felt 

morally bound to provide. This is distinguished from the general law duty of care that 

refers to the fictitious person dealing only with his or her own affaairr."j 

271 119941 I NZLR 690. 

172 JonesvAMPPerpetualTnutee CO NZLtd[199411 NZLR 690 at 712-713. 

'73 Fouche v Superannuation Fund Board ( 1 9 ~ 2 )  88 CLR 609 at 641 per curiam; Awtralian Securities 
Commission v AS Nominees (1995) 133 ALR I at 12 per Finn J .  It is noted that some early English 
formulations of the standard of care are more covenant (b) formulation in 
that they relate to a person for whom the trustee bound to provide. See, for 
exam le, Re Whiteley (1886) 33 Ch D 347 at 315 per Learoydv Whiteley (1887) 12 e App as 727, but their Lordships did not appear to take up this formulation of the standard of 
care: see at 733 per Lord Watson). This is not the accepted general principle in Australia. 



Presumably a person of ordinary prudence would exercise greater care and caution with 

the property of a third party. The  same risks that may be taken with personal property 

would perhaps not be taken with the property of another, particularly where the person 

felt morally bound t o  provide for that 0ther.W Covenant (b) can be likened in this 

respect t o  the standard of care applicable to administrators of pension plans in Ontario. 

Section 22 of the Pemion Benefits Art RSO 1990, P8 directs an administrator to take the 

same care, diligence and skill that a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

dealing with the property of another.'75 Commentators in Ontario are clearly of the 

view that this is a more stringent standard than that at general law.@ 

Though covenant (b) can be argued to depart from general principle, paradoxically i t  

directly reflects the trustee function: that of managing the trust fund on behalfofanother. 

Measuring trustees' conduct against this standard is more consistent with the trust 

relationship than the general law formulation. T o  this end, it is to be preferred. 

5.3.3.3 CARE, DILIGENCE AND "SKILL" 

Covenant (b) adds the word "skill" to the standard general law formulation. An 

argument could be mounted that the inclusion of the word "skill" is a statutory attempt 

to expand the standard of care. However, in that the standard is that of an ordinary 

prudent person, it is difficult to conceive how the addition of the word "skill" is of 

especial import as the ordinary prudent person would not have any specialised skill in 

the area. This position is maintained even if the word "skill" were added to general law 

formulation, such that a trustee was required to exercise that care, diligence and skill of 

an ordinary prudent business person. Presumably a function of acting with due care and 

prudence (whether of business or otherwise) includes utilising the skill associated with 

that standard. The  three cases discussed in detail earlier are testament to this point.l77 

'74 See Moore, "Trustees' Duties in Relation to Money Purchase Pension Schemes" (1999) 13 TLI 
2 at  3. 

l75 See 3.2.2.2. 

176 McFarlane and McSweene~, Pension Benefirr Law in Ontario (Carswell, Looselean, at PBA-89; 
Dickson, "The Administrator of Pension Plans and the Administrator's A y  T h e i ~  Duties 
and Responsibilities" (1990) 9 Est & Tr J 39 at 44-45; M hal, "Doing One's U Penslon Plan 6 y Administrators, A ents and Trustees" (1991) 11 ET J 10 at 11; Campbel "Investment 
Responsibility of lfenefit Fund Trustees" (1993) 12 Est & Tr J 309 at 311; Chaplick, "The 
Prim Obligation: Proper Investment of the Pension Fund", presented at Penrion Fun&: Who 
isa ~ z i a r ~ ? ,  Toronto, October 1994, The Canadian Institute, at 17; Corbett, "A Comparison 
of the Federal and Ontario Statutory Duties of Pension Plan Administrators" (1999) 6 Pension 
Planning381 at 381. 

'77 See 5.3.3.1. 



I t  would be anomalous to find that a person had exercised the required care and 

prudence but not the required skill. 

At general law a higher standard of care arguably applies to professional tr~stees.'7~ This 

is premised upon such trustees having, and holding themselves out as having, specialist 

knowledge, training and skill, and inviting reliance thereon in return for remuneration. 

In such circumstances the standard of care expected is that of a reasonable trustee in 

the same position - the ordinary prudent professional trustee.?9 

Prima facie it would appear that covenant (b) reduces the standard care applicable to 

professional trustees. However, this is in part remedied by statutory recognition in each 

Australian jurisdiction requiring professional trustees in the exercise of the duty of 

investment to be held to a higher duty - that which a prudent person engaged in that 

profession would exercise in managing the affairs of others.fso Given the SIS Act 

covenants are implied into the governing rules of each superannuation fund (as opposed 

to a statutory prescription of a standard), the trustee statutes of each State remain 

operative. Consequently, in the limited context of the duty to invest professional 

trustees are subject to the higher standard. 

As with the distinction between the ordinary prudent person and the ordinary prudent 

business person, departure from general principle cannot be justified in the context of 

the SRF. Without regard to the effect of the standard prescribed by the trustee 

legislation and its relationship to covenant (b), the standard applying to professional 

trustees is lowered by two levels. The three possible standards in descending order are: 

(i) Ordinary prudent professional trustee 

(ii) Ordinary prudent business person 

(iii) Ordinary prudent person 

Covenant (b) relegates the standard of care from (i) to (iii). Neither the prudential 

security limb nor the inapplicability limb of the SRF validates this departure from the 

general law. Professor Waters, commenting on the decision of Fales v Canada Permanent 

278 See 5.3.3. 
l79 For a detailed discussion of the rationale supportin the ap lication of a higher standard of care 

to rofessional trustees see Dillon, "The Trustee's tandar B of Care" (1986) 7 ETQ 334; Nelson, 
" ~ l e  Prudent Person Rule: A Shield for the Professional Trustee" (1993) 45 Baylor L Rev 933 at 
8. 

'80 See note 7.42. 
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T w t  CO,*' where the performance of a professional trustee was compared to that of its 

CO-trustee, the widow of the decreased, remarked that:*" 

It is readily apparent that there is a genuine difficulty here. That a corporate professional 
trustee, with its range of technical services and its widely disseminated advertisements, 
should be required to demonstrate on1 the level of skill and attentiveness that is asked of 
the testator's widow or a friend of the A i l y  performing a kindness, isprima fncie absurd. 

In similarly strong terms, Nelson, commenting on the position in Texas, argues that i t  is 

insufficient that a company that manages trusts and advertises its skills as a professional 

trustee is held to the same standard as an unpaid layperson. Instead, he o p i n e d 9  

As Bogert stated "A banker should not, any more than a lawyer or a doctor, gain business 
as a specialist and defend mistakes as a layman."*4 The fact that cor orate trustees are 
held only to the standard of the ordinary prudent person is far behind Ye al thought, le al 
trends, and plain common sense. Almost any layperson can intuitive y grasp that t 1 e 
corporate trustee should be held by law to a higher standard. In fact, almost any layperson 
expects that. 

Whilst it may be argued that the effect of covenant (b) in the professional trustee 

context is of no consequence, due t o  provision in the general trustee legislation 

enforcing the  higher standard, this argument is of limited application. Most  

significantly, the higher standard applies only to the duty of investment. Other trustee 

duties include selection and supervision of agents, accounting t o  beneficiaries, 

exercising discretion and the conduct of inquiries relevant to that exercise of discretion 

as well as ensuring a proper internal organisation and proper function of the fund so as 

t o  perform these duties.*s It is contradictory to require a professional trustee t o  

operate a t  the higher standard in the performance of the duty to invest, but a t  the  

lowest standard in respect of all other functions. Professional trustees represent that 

they have experience in the whole gamut of trustee services, not merely in investment. 

Consequently, if the  main rationale for the  imposition of a higher duty is the  

representation of skill, knowledge and experience and the consequential reliance by the 

consumer, logically the higher standard should apply in respect of all functions. I t  may 

be argued that the investment function is the most important and the one most likely t o  

*' (1976) 70 DLR (3d) 257. 
"2 Waters, "Comment: Trust and Trustees - A  Cause Cilkbre: Measure of Damages for Breach of 

Trust" (1977) 55 Can Bar Rev 342 at 351. 
*3 Nelson, "The Prudent Person Rule: A Shield for the Professional Trustee" (1993) 45 Baylor L 

Rev 933 at 953. 
'84 Bogert and Bogert, Law of T m t ~  (5th ed, William K Stevens, 1977)~ p 543 (as cited). 
'Q See Scott, TheLaw of Tnrrrs (3rd ed, Little, Brown and CO, 1967), 174.1, in Waters, "Comment: 

Trust and Trustees - A Cause Cilkbre: Measure of Damages for reach of Trust" (1977) 55 Can 
Bar Rev 342 at 359. 
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generate loss if the standard of performance is not met. Therefore, practically, i t  

matters little if a lower standard applies to other functions. However, inaccuracies in 

accounting, and poor selection and supervision of agents may, for instance, equally give 

rise to substantial losses. Moreover, it is not simply a matter of quantum of loss. For 

many individuals, with the exception of the family home, their superannuation benefit 

may well be their largest asset. Therefore, it is equally as important that superannuation 

regulation be directed towards prudential security at a micro level as well as at a macro 

level. Discretionary decisions regarding disability and death benefits, accounting to 

beneficiaries, the selection and supervision of agents must also be performed at an 

appropriate standard. 

The Law Commission of England and Wales has suggested that the standard of care is 

of decreasing relevance, commenting that+ 

Itlhe common law duty of care in investment matters is no longer of particular 
significance in relation to such trustees. This is because pension trustees ma dele ate 
their discretion to make any decision about investments to an appropriate1 qu&fied and  
manager and, in practice, are effective1 obliged to do so. Provided they t a: e certain steps 
to the a pointment and supervision oltheir fund manger they have no liability for its act 
or defauKs. 

The Pensions Act 1995 (UK) S 34(2) expressly permits delegation of the investment 

function to an investment manager. Trustees must take all steps to satisfy themselves 

that the fund manager has the appropriate knowledge and experience for managing the 

investments of the scheme, and that the manager is carrying out its work competently, 

having regard to the need for diversification and of investments and the suitability of 

the scheme of inve~tments.'~7 Where this is so trustees are afforded statutory 

exoneration in respect of the fund manager's actions.d8 

But contrary to the Law Commission's view, it is only partly true to state that trustees 

are not involved in the investment function; whilst trustees are permitted to delegate, 

they must choose the delegate and subsequently, as contemplated by the Act, supervise 

the delegation. In respect of both of these functions the standard of care is relevant. 

Should trustees exercise ordinary prudence in choice, or is a business-like approach 

Law Commission and Scottish Law Commission, Trustees'Powerand Duties, Law Com No 260, 
Scot Law Com No 172, 1999, at 3 15 See also Richards, "The Evolving Role of the Pension 
Fund Trustee", presented at A 8 .  L Annual . Conference zoor, Brighton (United Kingdom), 
November zoo1 (see www.apl.org.uk), at 5-6. 

"7 PenrionsAct 1995 (Urn ss 34(4), 36. 
Is8 Penrionr Act 1995 (UK) s 34(4). See further Moore, "Trustees' Duties in Relation to Money 

Purchase Pension Schemes" (1999) 13 TLI 2 at 11. 



more appropriate? Equally, in supervision, should trustees assess competence and 

compliance with ordinary prudence, or should a business-like approach apply? The 

general law is similar in effect. Care must be taken in selecting suitable agents that 

possess the requisite expertise and competence for the t a ~ k , ~ 9  and in supervising the 

agent in the work ~ n d e r t a k e n . ~ s ~  Provided the requisite care is taken the trustee does 

not guarantee the agent's performan~e.~9' Significantly, however, the standard against 

which selection and supervision is judged is the general law standard - that of the 

ordinary prudent business person. 

Moffat and Chesterman suggest that a disadvantage of raising the standard of care for 

professional trustees is that often the trust instrument will exclude liability or limit it to 

circumstances involving wilful defa~lt ."~ This, it is argued, has the practical effect of 

reversing the hierarchy of standard of skill and care so that the professional trustee may 

in fact be held to a lower standard of care than that of the ordinary prudent person. 

However, this is not of concern in the Australian context, as the SIS Act declares any 

provision in a superannuation trust deed void in so far as it attempts to exempt or 

indemnify the trustee for liability for breach of trust if the trustee has either failed to 

act honesty or failed to exercise the degree of care and diligence that was required."93 

Similar statutory protection is now provided in the United Kingdom, albeit only in 

respect of the investment functi0n.~94 

d 9  Fry v Tapson (1884) 28 Ch D 268 at 280 per Ka J Robinson v Harkin [l8961 2 Ch 415 at 423.424 
per Stirling J; McMahon v Cooper (1904) 4 SRN&X~ 433. 

l90  Grabam v Gibson (1882) 8 VLR (Eq) 43; Guazzini v Paterson (1918) 18 SR N S W  275; Re Lucking's 
WillTrusts I19681 I WLR 866 at 876-877 per Cross J. 

'9l Re Spei ht (1883) 22 Ch D 727 at 741-744 per Jessel MR, at 759-762 per Lindley LJ (affd Spei ht v 
Gaunt 8 8 ~ ~ )  9 App Cas I). As to delegation and the appointment of agents see Halsbury'l k,ws 
ofAumalia, v01 27, TRUSTS, [4?0-43851,I430-44751. 

'9' Moffat and Chesterman, Trusts Law: Text andMaterials (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1988) at 394. 
See also Craig, "The Standard of Care Imposed Upon Professional Superannuation Trustees 
after Australian Securities Commission v AS Nominees and Ors", presented at Awiralusian LW 
Teachers Association ~ 2 n d  Annual Conference, Sydney, October 1997, University of Technology, 
Sydney, at 83. 

l93 SIS Act s 56. 
'94 Pensions Act 1995 (UK) s 33. 



Covenant (b) lowers the general law standard care in all but one respect. At general law 

trustees are assessed against the fictitious ordinary prudent business person - not the 

lower ordinary prudent person standard. Moreover, professional trustees are subject to 

an even higher standard. This too is not reflected in covenant (b), although the higher 

standard applies to the duty of investment by virtue of the general trustee legislation. 

The only aspect in which covenant (b) is more stringent than the general law is in 

requiring the ordinary prudent person to act as if moral!y obliged to provide for another. 

Even so, this aspect is not sufficient to draw the standard to a level equivalent to the 

ordinary prudent business person. I t  is by no means implicit that an ordinary prudent 

person morally obligated to act for another will adopt a business-like approach to its 

functions. The standard remains that of ordinary prudence. 

As is argued above, neither limb of the SRF justifies this departure from the general law. 

Instead, the very nature of the superannuation function, that of investing funds for 

return, intrinsically requires a business-like approach. The compulsory nature of the 

superannuation in Australia further heightens the need to apply this approach. The 

ordinary prudence standard effectively provides a shield for the tru~tee.~9r 

The concern underlying the argument that the general law standard detracts from the 

representative trustee system simply highlights the need for educating and training 

repre~entatives.l9~ I t  does not supply a prudential justification for lowering the standard 

of care. 

The issue is also under the spotlight in the United Kingdom. In a review commissioned 

by Treasury, Myners recommended that the investment standard be raised. Already at 

the higher "business" standard, Myners proposed that trustees be required to exercise 

their duties and powers "with the skill are care of someone familiar with the hues 

concerned'.'97 The United Kingdom government has indicated its intention to  

implement this recommendation not only in respect of the investment function but all 

l95 Nelson, "The Prudent Person Rule: A Shield for the Professional Trustee" (1993) 45 Baylor L 
Rev 933. 

296 See5.r.j.1, 5.1.3.6and5.2.2. 
"7 Myners, Institutional Investment in the United Kingdom: A Review, (commissioned by H M  

Treasury (UK)), 2001, at 92.31 (emphasis in original). 



trustee functi0ns.~9~ Similar to this proposed standard are the standards of care 

applicable in New Zealand and Hong Kong. In  both countries the standard is 

implemented via terms statutorily implied into the trust instrument. In Hong Kong, the 

trustee is required to exercise the care, skill, diligence and prudence to be reasonably 

expected of a person administering a provident fund scheme, and who is familiar with 

the operation of such schemes. Moreover, professional trustees are held to a higher 

standard: namely, the knowledge and skill that the trustee has or ought reasonably to be 

expected to have, because of its profession or business.'99 The standard applied in New 

Zealand is essentially the same, although it applies only in respect of the investment 

functi0n.3~~ 

To this end, it is recommended that Australia adopt the standard applicable in Hong 

Kong, for four reasons. First, it implements a higher standard and is specifically directed 

towards persons familiar with superannuation schemes. Secondly, the standard is 

intrinsically linked to the training and education recommendations made in this 

Chapter. Thirdly, it directly applies a higher standard to professional trustees. Finally, it 

achieves consistency across regimes. The standard applicable to superannuation trustees 

would be equivalent to that applied to responsible entities of managed investment 

schemes. 

'9' United Kingdom, HM Treasu and the Department for Work and Pensions, Myners Review: 
I n s t i t t i o  Investment in h K - The Gouernmenti Response, 2001, at  f o; United Kingdom, 
Department for Work and Pensions, Simpliciry, Security and Choice: orkmg and Saving for 
Retirement - Action on OccupationalPensions, Cm $835,2003, at 927, 928. 

'99 Manrlatory ProvidentFundSchemes Ordinance 1995 (Cap 485) (HK) S 24. See 3.4.2.2. 

30° See 3.3.2.2. 



I n  that  t he  very purpose of  a superannuation trust is t o  confer financial benefits o n  

beneficiaries o n  the happening of  prescribed events, "{tlhe investment power and duties of  

trustees lie a t  t he  very heart of  this purpose, because they are concerned with the  

management of t he  trust property in t he  trustee's hand~."3~<onsequently, trustees are 

under a duty to invest in the manner authorised by the trust instrument, statute or  court  

order. 

I n  the performance of  this duty covenant (0 requires trustees t o  develop an investment 

strategy for the investment of fund assets, having regard t o  risk, the composition of  t he  

entity's investments as a whole, the liquidity of the entity's investments and the ability to 

discharge existing and prospective liabilities. This  approach effectively requires trustees to 

take a por t fo l io  management approach t o  inve~cment.3~3 T h e  general law has no t  

301 Given the current investment climate, there has been much focus on the investment of 
superannuation and pensions trust funds. Many issues arise in this context, including the 
appropriateness or otherwise of prescribing minimum investment for certain categories of 
investment (for the a proach adopted in Hong Kong see 4.4.2.~)~ the exclusion of certain types 
of investments, and t K e adoption of ethical investment policies. In that these issues are beyond 
the scope of the covenants prescribed by the SIS Act s 52(2), they are likewise beyond the sco e g of this Chaoter. I t  is nonetheless worthv to draw attention to the reforms proposed in t e 
Unirrd ~ i ;  dom by the M nerr Review as a blueprint for morc cffectke .institutional 
invesrment cfecision-making. ?he outcome of the Mvncrs Review was the devclopmcnt of a set 
of best practice principl~s. It recommended thst pension funds in their 'Statement of 
Investment Principles detail what they are doing to implement each principle, and that an 
explanation be iven if they choose not to meet a iven principle: M ners, Institutional 
Investment in the b n i t e d ~ i n g d a r n : ~  Review (commissione li by HM Treasury &K)), 2001, Ch 11. 

In response, the UK Government issued a revised set of principles and expected that pension 
funds would publicly disclose their compliance with these on a voluntary basis: United 
Kingdom, HM Treasury and the Department for Work and Pensions, Myners Review: 
Institutional Investment in the U K  - The Government's Response, 2001, at $9. An assessment of the 
success of this voluntary system will commence in 2003. The results of this assessment will 
provide valuable information on the success or otherwise of market-driven regulation as 
opposed to statutory intervention. 

302 Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead, "Trustees and their Broader Community: Where Duty, Morality 
and Ethics Converge" (1996) 70 ALJ 2 0 1  at 207. 

3 ALRC, CSAC, Collective Investments: Superannuation, Report No 59, 1992, at 109. The salient 
features of "modern portfolio theory" have been described as follows: 

First, the measure of a erron's wealth is the value of her portfolio looked at as a whole. Second, the P security of the investor S fund can be enhanced by diversify~ng it across a range of counter-reacting 
('negatively correlated') investment vehicles. Third, decisions as to which investment vehicles ought 
to be included in a cannot be made in isolation; they ma be made in light of the nature of 
the other elements of the portfolio. Thus investment vehicles wlich might be thought speculative 
when considered in isolation may not he speculative when considered in the context of a portfolio's 
overall holdings. Fourth, the return on a portfolio reflects both income and capital returns and to 
separate the two is an artificial exercise. 

Butler, "Modern Portfolio Theory and Investment Powers of Trustees: The New Zealand 
Ex erience" (1995) 7 Bond LR 119 at 119-120. See also Finn and Zie ler, "Prudence and 
~ i luc i a ry  Obligations in the Investment of Trust Funds" (1987) 61 A L ~  329; Lee, "Modern 
Portfolio Theory and the Investment of Pension Funds" in Finn (ed), Equity and Commercial 
Relationships (Law Book CO, 1987), Ch 10; McDougall, "The Prudent Trustee, Managed Funds 



Chapter 5: Trwt and Legidation 

traditionally mandated that trustees adhere to the portfolio approach to  investment, or  

that trustees develop an investment strategy, although in recent times this appears to have 

changed. 

In  Cowan v ScargilP04 Megarry VC observed that "[tlhe large size of pension funds 

emphasises the need for diversification". The New Zealand High Court decision in Re 

Mulligan (decdP0r also lends support to the use of modern portfolio investment theory. I n  

that case the residuary beneficiaries sought to challenge the performance of trustees over a 

40-year period. A testator left his widow a substantial legacy and a life interest in a farm. 

The residue fell for division between the testator's nieces and nephews. The  trustees of the 

estate were a trustee company and the widow. The plaintiffs alleged that the trustees had 

failed to protect the capital of the trust against inflation. As such, the real value of the fund 

eroded. Essentially, Panckhurst J held that the trustees had committed a breach of trust by 

failing to invest in a portfolio of equities so to counter the negative effects of inflationlo6 

In  Nestle v National Westmimter Bankpl~,3~7 like Re Mulligan, a testator left his widow a 

legacy and a life interest in property. The residuary beneficiary challenged the trustees' 

management of the fund upon the basis that the real value of the estate had not been 

maintained over the course of several decades. Unlike Re Mufligan, the English Court of 

Appeal held in favour of the defendant trustees. Although several breaches of trust were 

identified, the plaintiff could prove no quantifiable loss. The plaintiff unsuccessfully argued 

that the trustees should have followed a course of diversification during the period 1922- 

1960. The court's failure to uphold the diversification argument stemmed not from a 

disregard of modern portfolio theory, but from its inability to  accept "that failure t o  

diversify in that decade was a course which no prudent trustee would have f0llowed".3~~ 

Hence, the decision cannot be viewed as authority for a singular line-by-line approach to  

the review of investments. Rather, between 1920-1960 modern portfolio theory was not an  

accepted investment method and therefore not a method that the ordinary prudent 

and the Commonwealth Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993" (1996) 7 JBFLP 93; 
Manns, "New Zealand Trustee Investing: Reflecting on Modern Portfolio Theory and the 
Ancient Distinction of Principal and Income" (1998) 28 VUWLR 611. 

3O4 I19851 I Ch 270 at  290. 

305 119981 I NZLR 481. 
306 Re Mulligon (dec4 [19981 I NZLR 481 at 503-504. 

3'7 [I9931 I WLR 1260. 
jo8 NestlevNational WestminsterBankplc [19931 I WLR 1260 at 1281 per Staughton LJ. 



business person would have ~tilised.3~9 T o  this end, the following observation by Dillon LJ 

is instructive: "What the prudent man should do at any time depends on the economic and 

financial condition of that time - not on what judges of the past, however, eminent have 

held to be the prudent course in the conditions of 50 to IOO years beforen.3"' 

The portfolio management approach is also promoted by general trustee legislation. I t  

requires trustees, in exercising their general power of investment, to have regard to matters 

essentially relating to  modern portfolio theory.3" I t  adds that in proceedings against a 

trustee for breach of trust in respect of a duty relating to the trustee's power of investment, 

the court may, when considering the question of the trustee's liability, take into account, 

inter alia, whether the trust investments have been made pursuant t o  an investment 

strategy.3" Hence, the trustee legislation encourages trustees to  adopt modern portfolio 

theory in investing trust funds. 

As in the current commercial environment modern portfolio theoryis an accepted 

investment theory, diversification of risk in the context of a trust's investments can be 

characterised as the prevailing standard of the ordinary prudent business person, 

particularly so in the context of large commercial trusts such as many superannuation 

funds.3'3 O n  this basis, covenant (0 simply reflects the general law. If this is not the case, 

any departure from general trust law principles is clearly justified on the basis of the 

prudential security limb of the SRF. The  entire objective of the strategy is to lessen the 

risk of poor investment choice - it is a pure risk management approach. The importance of 

such strategies is underscored by the fact every jurisdiction canvassed by this thesis has 

introduced similar requirements.3'4 

3OY Staughton LJ did, however, remark that he was inclincd to the view that there should have been 
diversification in  the 1950s: NestlevNutional WertminsterBadplr (19931 I W L K  1260 at 1281. 

3'O Nestle v National WestmimterBunkplc [1993] I WLR 1260 at 1268. 
3" Trustee Act 1925 (ACT) S lqC(r); Trustee Act 1925 (NSW) s I&(]); Trustee Act 1893 (NT) s 8(1); 

Trusts Act 1973 (Qld) s 24(1); Trustee Act 1936 (SA) s 9(1); Trustee Act 1898 (Tas) s 8(1); Trustee Act 
1958 (Vic) S g([); TrusteesAct 1962 WA) s zo(~). 

3'' Trustee Act 1925 (ACT) S Trustee Act 1925 (NSW) s go(c); Trustee Act 1893 (NT) s loE(c); 
Trusts Act 1973 (Qld) S joB(c); Trustee Act 1936 (SA) s !&(c); Trtutee Act 1898 Vas) s 12D(c); 
TrusteeAct 1958 (Vic) s 12C(c); TmteesArt 1962 WA) S s6B(c). 

3 See Manns, "New Zealand Trustee Investing: Reflectin on Modern Portfolio Theory and the 
Ancient Distinction of Principal and Income' (1998) 28 &LR 611 at 627-628. 

3'4 As to the United Kingdom, Ontario, New Zealand and Hong Kong, see the headings 
"Investment" at 3.1.3.2, 3.2.3,3,3.3.2.3 and 3.4.2.3 respectively. 
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There is no express requirement at general law that trustees adopt a strategy for the 

maintenance of reserves. However, it can be seen to reflect the requirement of prudence in 

the management of the trust fund. 

Conclusion 

A strength of the SIS Scheme is not only its choice of the trust, but its attempt to 

strengthen the underlying trust relationship by reinforcing the position of the trustee as 

the central responsible entity. To  this end the implementation of the SIS s 52 covenants are 

critical and necessitated by the SRF. With the noted exception of the standard of care, the 

covenants reinforce the duty of trustees and curb the general flexibility of trust principles 

that could otherwise risk lowering trustee standards. The standard of care is the weakness 

in this stronghold. The very importance of superannuation savings indicates that the 

standard should be greater that than of ordinary prudence. Moreover, neither the 

prudential security or inapplicability limbs of the SRF justify departure from the general 

law "business" standard. On this same basis, professional trustees should be held to the 

standard that they represent. I t  is therefore recommended that a standard similar to that 

under review in the United Kingdom, and already implemented in Hong Kong, be adopted. 

The proposed universal licensing regime has the potential to facilitate greater prudential 

security. Again the focus is on the trustee. The interests of prudential security, and thus 

the SRF, dictate that trustees be assessed for capacity, capability and suitability. These 

features are just as relevant for employer-sponsored funds as public offer funds. However, 

as with all reform, success in implementation and regulatory supervision will present the 

greatest challenge. 

The move to the proposed universal licensing regime represents a significant shift in 

regulatory approach. Traditionally a reactive system, that proposed is pro-active and 

interventionist. In the spectrum of international regulation, it will place Australia at the 

high end of regulatory intervention. In terms of the jurisdictions canvassed in this thesis, 

the proposal is similar in nature to the MPF system in Hong Kong. Interestingly, in the 

development of its regime, Hong Kong looked to the attributes of other systems that it 

regarded as best practice. This led to the adoption of covenants that are very similar in 

nature to those in the SIS Act s 52(2). Moreover, the approval regime for MPF trustees 



resembles the approved trustee provisions in Australia, although with a greater focus on the 

suitability of the approved trustee. The  proposed universal regime not only "catches" 

Australia up to  the requirements of the Hong Kong regime, but arguably the risk 

dominated framework surpasses, theoretically at least, the latter's prudential strength. That 

proactive risk-focused frameworks are the way of the future is perhaps signified by the 

proposal in the United Kingdom for the introduction of a new regulator that is risk- 

focused and flexible in nature.j1$ 

More so than any other jurisdiction discussed in this thesis, Australia has embraced the 

concept of representative trusteeship. Equal representation is a particular strength of the 

framework - "a potent force of prudential super~ision".3'~ However, a consistent theme of 

this Chapter is the need for training and education. This is not to say that the present 

system is at  grave risk. However, like the United Kingdom, the regime can nevertheless 

improve. In  this context, it is recommended that the introduction of compulsory specialist 

trustee training would add to the prudential strength of the universal licensing regime and 

representative trusteeship. 

In  conclusion, the interaction between trust law and the SIS Act provides a strong 

regulatory foundation. Limiting the inherent flexibility of general trust law is justified and 

necessitated by the prudential security limb of the SW. Moreover, the proposed universal 

licensing regime and the recommendations concerning the standard of care and training 

would only add to the regime's prudential strength. 

3'1 United Kingdom, The Future of UK Penrionr - Reply by the Government to the Third Report of the 
Work and Pemionr Select Committee, Cm 5846, 2003, at 17; United Kingdom, Department for 
Work and Pensions, Simplicity, Security and Choice: Wor mng and Saving for Retirement -Action on 
Occupatio~IPenrionr, Cm 5835,2003, at f19-$3. 

2. 
jL6 Commonwealth of Australia, Productivity Commission, Review of the Su erannuation lndutry 

(.%Dervirion) Art !pp< and Certain Other .$uDerannuation 1Rpirlation. 200,. suimision no 1 0  a t  2. 

~ e ;  also submissionno 18 at 2. 
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